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I arrived in Kumasi with no particular goal. Having one is generally deemed a good thing, the benefit of something to strive toward. This can also blind you however: you see only your goal, and nothing else, while this something else – wider, deeper – may be considerably more interesting and important.

Ryszard Kapuscinski, in *The Shadow of the Sun*, p.24
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Glossary

**Actors** – organised collectives such as groups, sub-units of organisations, organisations and formal networks

**Capacity** – that emergent combination of individual competencies, collective capabilities, assets and relationships that enables a human system to create value

**Capacity development** – the process of enhancing, improving and unleashing capacity; it is a form of change which focuses on improvements

**Capacity issues** – a shorthand way of referring to both capacity as an outcome and capacity development as a process

**Change** – a capacity-neutral term referring to a shift in the configuration and behaviour of a system

**Collective capability** – the skills of a system to carry out a particular function or process. It is what enables an organisation to do things and sustain itself

**Competencies** – the mindsets, the skills, and motivations of individuals which are an essential part of the broader concept of capacity

**Complex adaptive systems (CAS)** – systems that are made up of a diverse set of actors whose multiple interactions produce behaviours in the whole system not found in any of the actors. They generate adaptation by changing, both intentionally and indirectly, in the face of new circumstances in order to sustain themselves. Examples of complex adaptive systems include the stock market, social insect and ant colonies, and any human social group-based endeavour in a cultural and social system such as political parties or communities.

**Context** – the political, social and institutional landscape within which actors struggled to make their way

**Contingent** – something works some of the time in some situations

**Emergence** – an unplanned and uncontrollable process whereby properties such as capacity emerge out of the complex interactions among all actors in the system and produce characteristics not found in any of the elements of the system; this is a key concept to systems thinking

**Endogenous** – derived internally, or growing or developing within

**External interveners** – actors involved in the capacity development of others, including bilateral donors, multilateral agencies and global NGOs, but also many national organisations

**First-order changes** – changes relating to the formal aspects of a system such as structure and the configuration of tangible assets

**Formal structure** – the explicitly designed pattern of relationships, authorities, information flows, decision making, and coordination that shapes how a system such as a ministry or network functions
Globalisation – growing interconnectedness reflected in the expanding flows of information, technology, capital, goods, services, and people throughout the world

Global trends – The full range of processes involved in globalisation, including economic integration, the various shared approaches to development, governance and domestic reform, migration, shift to knowledge economy, increased competition, and the growth of transnational actors.

Incentives – an extrinsic flow of resources in the form of money or power made available to people provided that they adopt a prescribed set of attitudes or behaviours (this compares to motivation to which we give a broader definition)

Institutions – structures, norms and rules of behaviour, both formal and informal, that shape social order of a human community

International development agency – multilateral and bilateral organisations as well as multinational civil society organisations which provide support in various forms to developing countries

Intangible aspects of management (the ‘shadow’ system) – an elusive category including identity, confidence, safety and survival, resilience, power, fear, ethnic capture, etc.

Legitimacy – a generalised perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper and appropriate within some socially constructed systems of norms, values, beliefs and definitions

Motivation – the reason or reasons for engaging in a particular behaviour, especially human behaviour

Operating space – a protected area within which participants can make decisions, experiment and choose and establish an identity, in short, can learn how to self-organise. Such a space can be physical, organisational, financial, institutional, intellectual, psychological or political.

Participants – individuals, either from the donor or the developing country, involved in any activity, from a discussion to a broad development activity

Performance – the ways in which organisations or systems apply their capabilities, and the results of that application in terms of the ability to deliver and to function. It is about execution and implementation; the result of the application and use of capacity.

Resilience – the ability of a system to deal with shocks and disruptions without changing its fundamental nature or its ability to create value

Results – the substantive development outcomes that represent improvements to human welfare, such as gains in health or education

Second-order or deep changes – changes involving altering mindsets, patterns of behaviour, degree of legitimacy and the relationship between the formal and the ‘shadow’ system

Self-organisation – the tendency of any open system to generate new structures and patterns based on its own internal dynamics; actors interact without central direction to
create something of value or to make progress in addressing a problem of concern to all

Structural features – the way societies are organised, the nature of their organisations, and the broad rules they live by

System – an entity that maintains its existence and functions as a whole through the interrelationships of its parts or elements

Systems thinking – a way of mentally framing the world, focusing on processes more than structures or outcomes, and with systems functioning on the basis of relationships among people, groups, structures and ideas

Tangible systems – formal structures and systems, plans, logistical systems, the number and deployment of staff, equipment, building and access to definable assets such as funding. Formal or tangible systems might include strategic planning, monitoring and evaluation, financial management, personnel recruitment systems and many others.

Technocratic-intangible aspects of management – the soft issues such as visioning, strategies for change, patterns of explicit incentives, legal provisions, internal collaboration, and stakeholder management
Guide for the reader

This report is long and the issues presented are often complex. Rather than provide a summary, we present a brief explanation of each chapter so as to guide the reader with limited time who may want to consult only a few sections. The preview of key themes in section 2.7 and the selected conclusions in chapter 11 may be of interest to all readers. External interveners may want to give special attention to chapter 9 on implications for them, and actors to chapter 4 on their role.

The chapters and their contents are as follows:
- Chapter 1 – the introduction – provides an overview of the context in which the study was developed, its original objectives and an outline of some of the major themes covered. It ends with the preview of the themes coming out of the report.
- Chapter 2 – the methodology – presents the original analytical framework and some of the key issues we addressed in the research.
- Chapter 3 – the concept of capacity – unpacks or breaks down the concept of capacity by looking at its key characteristics and its components: competencies and capabilities.
- Chapter 4 – the actors – looks at the structure, mandate and identity of the actors in the cases (groups, sub-units of organisations, organisations, formal and informal networks) who shape the process of capacity development.
- Chapter 5 – the context of capacity and capacity development – assesses the influence of context and its interactions with capacity, and stakeholder demand or support.
- Chapter 6 – capacity development – is the core of the report with a discussion of the different ways to think about capacity development and what works why and when. It looks at the different conditions under which capacity development takes place, then at various strategies for change, both internal and external. It ends with a discussion of the processes of capacity development including different approaches (such as planning and control, emergence or incrementalism), the issue of sequencing, and the importance of time and timing.
- Chapter 7 – capacity, performance and results – analyses the interrelationships between performance and results, and the tension between two approaches to change: one that concentrates on ‘results’ or task achievement and one that focuses on the capacity development. It finishes with a discussion of the implications of applying results-based management with its focus on achievement to capacity issues.
- Chapter 8 – tools and frameworks – suggests how we might think about two major techniques used to address capacity issues, capacity assessments and monitoring and evaluation (M&E), in the light of the findings presented earlier in the report.
- Chapter 9 – the contribution of external interveners – addresses what external groups or organisations can do to strengthen the capacity of others and whether current approaches to capacity development by external actors are ‘good enough’ or need rethinking.
- Chapter 10 – future trends in capacity development – looks at possible challenges in the future for external actors trying to influence capacity development, including seeing capacity as a strategic objective, and the rise of a new generation of actors.
- Chapter 11 – selected conclusions – presents some insights beyond what appeared in the previous analysis, and then returns to the question raised at the beginning of the report: ‘Is there inherent value in the concept of capacity?’ It also provides some general recommendations for external interveners to help them think about how to address capacity and capacity development.
1 Introduction

How is this report positioned?

I would not give a fig for the simplicity on this side of complexity; but I would give my life for the simplicity on the other side – Oliver Wendell Holmes

1.1 Background

Capacity and capacity development have been pervasive concepts in international development cooperation since the late 1980s.1 But for most of the 1990s, both capacity as an outcome and capacity development as a process –what we call in this report capacity issues – attracted little in the way of serious research.2 This pattern began to change in 2001 with a major UNDP initiative entitled Reforming Technical Cooperation, which was critical of the weak contribution of technical assistance to capacity development.3 In late 2002, the Department for International Development (DFID) approached the European Centre for Development Policy Management (ECDPM) to carry out a research programme that would build on the UNDP work, but would also focus on what could be done to improve the effectiveness of the capacity interventions of international development agencies (IDAs), the multilateral and bilateral organisations as well as the multinational NGOs providing support to developing countries.

This new study was to have a particular niche: to understand better the processes of capacity development and to provide some good practice to guide IDA programming, particularly at the operational level. The study was subsequently included in the workplan of the Network on Governance and Capacity Development (Govnet) of the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC). Funding came from the Govnet members (see Acknowledgments), the country organisations participating in the case work, and ECDPM itself. The agreed purposes of the study were:

- to enhance understanding of the interrelationships among capacity, change and performance across a wide range of development experiences; and
- to provide general recommendations and frameworks to support the effectiveness of external interventions aimed at improving capacity and performance.

The study was thus intended to provide some new perspectives on capacity issues. First, it was to use an endogenous perspective of capacity – how capacity develops from within – rather than looking only at what outsiders, usually international agencies, can do to induce it. This implied considering external contributions as only an influence rather than the entry point of the research. Second, the study was to bring in ideas from the capacity literature beyond that produced by the international development community. Third, the study was to provide evidence of good practice in developing capacity.

---

1 To avoid repeating the phrase ‘capacity and capacity development’, here we use the term ‘capacity issues’ as a shorter way to include both aspects.
2 We do not fuss in this report, with one exception, about the use of various brand names or terms such as capacity ‘development’ or capacity ‘enhancement’ or ‘improvement’ or ‘unleashing’. For reasons of consistency, we have settled on the most widely used term ‘development’. We do not use the term capacity ‘building’ given its connection to the engineering or construction mindset, which we do not find useful for analysing capacity issues.
1.2 The focus and positioning of this study

In carrying out this study, part of the challenge has been focusing the analysis. Capacity issues are obviously not simple to address. We have quickly bumped up against the complexity of issues that vary by country, by sector, by type of actor, by scale of activity, and over time. Capacity issues touch on virtually every aspect of development. Capacity itself emerges from the interplay of a myriad of contextual, managerial, economic, social and human factors. Both analysts and practitioners thus need a wide field of vision and a variety of perspectives in order to make judgements and take action.

But an approach based on the ideas that ‘everything must be taken into account’ or that ‘everything is connected to everything else’ can be disempowering and confusing. An attempt at comprehensiveness runs the risk of collapsing under its own weight and losing the focus on capacity as a distinct subject. On the other hand, focusing on a narrow range of subjects loses the systems perspective that we think is crucial to understanding what capacity is and how it comes about. We have thus chosen to focus on a few key issues, which we introduce below.

Addressing the concept of capacity

The usual treatment of capacity as a concept does not give it an obvious intrinsic meaning. Rather, its use is mainly to connect and legitimise other issues, ranging from decentralisation to training to participation to service delivery to structures and systems. Most discussions about capacity lose coherence as the participants involved in them bring forward their different understandings. The chance for any kind of shared understanding soon evaporates and leads to difficulties in the assessing, monitoring and evaluating of capacity. One key question this report addresses is therefore: Is there inherent value in the concept of capacity – does it have any substantive meaning and development contribution of its own? Or is it just an umbrella concept and a symbol or proxy for something else? In answering these questions, we try to unpack the concept of capacity to explain what is inside it and to give it some operational value. We also try to identify the underlying factors that shape capacity.

A focus on the interrelationships among capacity, change and performance

A key objective of this report is to gain a broad understanding of the interconnected dynamics of capacity issues. We see capacity emerging out of a myriad of relationships and connections, with those among capacity, change and performance at the heart of this puzzle. We look at them through a series of 16 case studies of actors – groups, organisations and networks – operating in a variety of circumstances to try to determine, for example, if capacity development processes have any common aspects regardless of their context, or whether they are customised responses to unique circumstances.

An emphasis on explanation and understanding

Most capacity analyses gravitate towards prescription – the ‘what’, ‘how’, ‘where’ and ‘when’ issues. But in our research we have been struck by the limited insight available about the ‘why’ questions. Why does capacity emerge under a range of different conditions? Why do some capacity strategies fail and others succeed? Why do systems behave they way they do? Why do some actors seem to be able to translate capacity into performance, while others struggle to be effective? We believe that unless we understand why capacity develops in some situations and not others, choosing interventions appropriate for the context will continue to be a hit and miss operation. This report therefore emphasises analysis, description, explanation and operational implications based on the case studies and the literature.
A focus on the endogenous aspects of capacity issues

We pay particular attention to the endogenous aspects of capacity issues, a perspective that highlights the energies, strategies and behaviours of country groups and organisations in response to a variety of pressures and influences. Few endogenous efforts at capacity development anywhere in the world are completely autonomous and self-contained. Most are influenced to some degree by external ideas and pressures. Thus it was not always easy to disentangle the two during the research. In some cases there was no external involvement. In the Tanzania public sector reform case, the roles of the World Bank and of government officials, such as those in the Office of the President, were relatively easy to separate. But in others, the distinctions between country and external efforts were less obvious. Many ‘foreign’ churches in Papua New Guinea had largely indigenised themselves over the years. In less than a decade, the CIDA-sponsored Environmental Action (ENACT) programme in Jamaica had earned sufficient legitimacy. And in many cases, country organisations themselves were also external interveners in the capacity development processes of other national actors.

Attention to both theory and practice

We were struck during the case research by a common pattern. Some analysts and almost all practitioners disdained any interest in theories or abstract concepts. They would then proceed to outline their approach to capacity development by articulating a collection of assumptions and action steps which in many cases added up to a theory or a world view about how capacity develops. Such theories about capacity development were, in the end, based on beliefs about human nature, the dynamic of cause and effect, implicit ends and means of development, and the current state of the world. Theory and practice are intertwined in almost all capacity discussions and interventions.

In our analysis we try to combine attention to both theory and practice, but this is difficult to achieve for three reasons. First, a good part of the current approach to capacity analysis is focused on the macro and the aggregated levels such as state building, improved governance and democratisation. This viewpoint can provide useful strategic guidance but not much in the way of operational direction. Second, historically, most capacity analysis has arisen out of the operational experience of managing projects and programmes. Much of this analysis is instrumental and preoccupied with prediction, targeting, control, results and accountability. Third, practitioners are being urged to do more with less. They have less and less time – and patience – to devote to issues they consider abstract. Most practitioners now only have the space for ideas that are simple, make immediate sense and can be easily integrated into what they are already doing. But the obvious danger is a focus on the operational that lacks any kind of strategic connection or relevance.

We have found it a challenge to get the balance right between theory and practice. We have tried to put forward ideas that could guide action. But it is also true that the mistakes or dysfunctions surrounding capacity issues are as much conceptual and strategic as they are operational. Learning about capacity issues will remain stunted if operational

---

5 ‘The conventional division in the world today between policy-makers and their theorising and practitioners is deeply dysfunctional, leaving the former ungrounded and the latter unthinking’, quoted in Douglas Reeler, A Theory of Social Change and Implications for Practice, Monitoring and Evaluation, CDRA Discussion paper, 2007.
7 Although this view is not shared by Bob Rosen, Kiss Theory Goodbye: Five Proven Ways to Get Extraordinary Results in any Company, 2006.
insights cannot be matched up and combined into some broader theories or frameworks with genuine explanatory power.

1.2.1 A variety of audiences

The original audience of this report was and remains the international development community, particularly those organisations that provided funding for the study. We also hope to reach out to audiences beyond the usual aid technocrats and analysts who work on capacity issues in the public sector in development cooperation. Capacity issues now attract a huge range of non-specialists. The use of ‘whole of government’ approaches, for example, means that lawyers, the police, customs officers and budget specialists are now in the capacity business. We have tried to shape the content and style of the report to appeal to these emerging wider audiences.

During our research, we encountered many people who were tired of the jargon of some capacity analyses, and what they perceived as the phoney mystification of capacity issues. Many of the widely used terms have a variety of meanings, including the concept of capacity itself. We have therefore included a glossary of terms used in this report. We have also tried either to avoid the undue use of complex terms or have provided explanations for those that we thought were essential for understanding, especially those adopted from other disciplines.

1.2.2 A balanced view of capacity issues

In this report, we do not make the inflated argument for capacity as the ‘missing link’ in development, or something that provides an overarching framework for all other interventions. It seems to us that capacity development cannot exist on its own as a subject or an activity. It must contribute to and borrow from other ways of thinking and acting – such as organisational development – in order to generate any real insights. Without the experience of public management, for example, the concept of capacity can tell us little about the structure and behaviour of public agencies. Without political economics, capacity analyses have little to offer in terms of the effects of political power on organisational adaptation. Without institutional economics, capacity cannot tell us much about the rules of the game that shape the effectiveness of many capacity development interventions. But we believe that the study of capacity issues, in combination with these other perspectives, can provide insight and direction in terms of helping individuals, groups and organisations to improve their abilities to create public value. Multi-perspective thinking seems crucial for understanding capacity issues.

---

2 Methodology

During the course of our research we have used a variety of methodological approaches, including case studies, literature reviews and workshops. In this section we set out these approaches and their limits.

2.1 Analytical framework

To provide some sort of standardisation across the case studies, we used an analytical framework based on the terms of reference (TOR) of the research (see Annex 1) set out in figure 1. The heart of the framework has to do with interconnected dynamics of capacity, endogenous change and performance. But this dynamic is shaped by four other factors: namely, the external context, stakeholders, internal features and resources and external intervention. As the study and the analysis progressed, we developed more specific ways of defining some of the elements of the framework, based on the experience of the cases. This is reflected in the title of chapter 5 – ‘The context of capacity and capacity development’ – as opposed to external context in the framework. Similarly, we have divided the general category of stakeholders into actors and external interveners. Internal features and resources are covered by the discussion on capacity development.

Figure 1: Analytical framework for the case studies

This framework includes some key assumptions:
- that capacity issues need to be seen in relationship to the socio-political dynamics of the context within which they take place;
- that capacity, change and performance are interrelated in complex ways; and
- that external interventions are important but only one contribution to the capacity development process.

2.2 The case studies

We carried out 16 case studies, a comparative study of two of the cases, and a review of capacity issues in NGOs in South Asia (see box 1). The cases cover a wide spectrum of capacity situations ranging over different sectors, objectives, geographic locations and...
organisational histories. They extend from a national network of networks (COEP, Brazil) to a small unit of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) to a trade negotiation centre in Russia. The intent of covering such a wide range of examples was to study the process of capacity development under different circumstances. Choices about which specific cases to pursue were taken on the basis of a combination of the potential insights, the availability of funding and donor preferences, case participant interest and our wish to have a variety of sectoral and geographic settings.

Box 1: The case studies

The Lacor Hospital, Gulu province, northern Uganda
SISDUK, a participatory development programme in Takalar District, South Sulawesi, Indonesia
COEP – Committee of Entities in the Struggle against Hunger and for a Full Life, Brazil
The Rwanda Revenue Authority (RRA), Rwanda
The role of churches in governance and public performance, Papua New Guinea
The Health Sector Support Programme (HSSP), Papua New Guinea
Decentralised education service delivery, Pakistan
Decentralised education service delivery, Ethiopia
A comparative analysis of decentralised education service delivery in Ethiopia and Pakistan
The Environmental Action (ENACT) programme, Jamaica
The Environment and Sustainable Development Unit (ESDU), Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), St Lucia
The Observatório network, Brazil
The World Conservation Union, IUCN in Asia
Local Government Support Programme (LGSP), the Philippines
The Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CTPL), Russia
NGOs in South Asia
The Public Sector Reform Programme (PSRP), Tanzania
The National Action Committee Western Cape (NACWC), South Africa

Summaries of the case studies, and the main insights gained from each one, are presented in Annex 2. Full reports of the case studies are available at www.ecdpm.org/capacitystudy.

The actual research and writing up of the cases depended on the circumstances of each case. Some were carried out in a conventional way by ECDPM staff and programme associates, others by independent consultants or the technical assistance (TA) personnel involved. In some of the cases, there was a necessary trade-off between objectivity and dispassionate analysis, and access to country knowledge and familiarity with particular actors.

Most case studies involved semi-structured interviews with participants and external stakeholders. Again, conditions varied greatly. In one case, the Lacor Hospital in Uganda, security concerns prevented a visit to the site at the time of writing. In others, such as the COEP network in Brazil and the IUCN in Asia, the huge physical distances involved did not allow for wide consultation with clients and beneficiaries.

Some case organisations – the Lacor Hospital, IUCN in Asia, ESDU in the Caribbean, and some churches in Papua New Guinea – were able to use insights from the research to rethink their approaches to issues such as general management, capacity development, learning, advocacy and relationships with their governing boards.

**An emphasis on good performers**

In general, we favoured cases that appeared to have a good track record of effectiveness in developing capacity or where good performance suggested that capacity had been effectively developed. The aim was to analyse success rather than failure. But we are acutely aware that a sample of 16 cases still represents only a small part of the broad spectrum of capacity interventions in terms of both effectiveness and type. Most efforts at
capacity development from whatever source demonstrate at least unsatisfactory capacity at some point in their development. We thus try to balance the positive experiences in these cases with insights from examples of poor performance found in the wider literature.

**Macro, meso and micro**

The field of capacity covers a huge range of human activities. One ‘macro’ approach might look at what institutional and organisational infrastructure a low-income country in Africa might need in order to implement its Poverty Reduction Strategy (PRSP). This could include issues to do with building state capacity, decentralisation, public awareness, state–civil society relationships and the role of the private sector. The ‘micro’ perspective might focus on ways to give individual people in a civil society organisation the skills they need to improve community outreach. Recent trends in development cooperation show that more attention is being paid to the ‘macro’, e.g. public sector reform or the stabilisation of fragile or failing states. At this level, capacity development merges into the area of governance and, once again, blurs in content and strategy.

The analysis is situated at the ‘meso’ level, between the ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ ends of the capacity spectrum, focusing on the capacity of small systems and formal organisations, for the following reasons:

- The case studies mostly do not lend themselves well to addressing macro strategic issues such as governance and state capacity. Their comparative advantage is more on showing how capacity emerges in organisations and smaller systems.

- A huge amount of research is currently under way to look at macro strategies for capacity development. We did not think that yet another analysis would add to the present stock of knowledge.

- We have not found a set of universal principles that govern all capacity situations and that can be easily stated.

It is at least arguable that ‘macro-strategies’ for nation building can be implemented from the ground up as well as from the top down. In practice, both approaches are necessary. From this perspective, ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ are interconnected.

The case studies were carried out between 2002 and 2004. Each case represents a snapshot of a situation that existed at a particular point in time, which may have since changed.

### 2.3 A review of the capacity literature

We have reviewed a good deal of the various capacity literature(s), including much of the writing coming out of international development agencies and the NGO community, as well as other sources. For example, analysts focusing on the private sector in high-income countries have been writing about capacity issues for decades, albeit using different concepts, terms and contexts. There is also a growing interest in capacity

---

9 There is a growing body of experience on this subject. See, for example, Graham Teskey (2005) *Capacity Development and State Building: Issues, Evidence and Implications for DFID*, and Francis Fukuyama (ed.), *Nation-Building: Beyond Afghanistan and Iraq*, 2006.


11 For an annotated bibliography see [www.ecdpm.org](http://www.ecdpm.org).

12 A good example is the work of INTRAC’s Praxis programme, [www.intrac.org/pages/praxis.html](http://www.intrac.org/pages/praxis.html).

issues in the non-profit community in high-income countries. All these pools of experience were valuable sources of comparative insight.

### 2.4 Outputs

In addition to the case studies, the team involved in this study produced seven discussion papers, as well as three progress reports, including an inception report, an interim report and a background paper for the final workshop. These discussion papers and progress reports were reviewed at a series of workshops in 2005 and 2006.

### 2.5 Comments on the methodology

In judging the findings presented in this report, we would ask the reader to bear in mind the following constraints:

- **Case research has advantages and disadvantages.** It can provide operational insight into real-life experiences and show patterns across a wide variety of conditions. And it can provide a learning experience for those involved at the field level. But it is better at providing a broad view of a variety of experiences across sectors and countries than it is at generating analytical depth and empirical rigour in particular subject areas.

- **The findings from the case studies were revelatory in some areas and unhelpful in others.** They yielded a good deal of insight on topics such as change strategies in support of capacity development but relatively little in areas such as monitoring and evaluation or identifying future capacity issues. We have thus supplemented the conclusions from the case work with insights from other field experiences, and from the review of the literature on capacity and capacity development.

- **We continually bumped up against the absence of any shared understanding of the concept of capacity.** Few of the case organisations or donor agencies had thought systematically about capacity as an independent objective or variable, or had made prior efforts to collect empirical data about it. Almost none monitored or evaluated it systematically. Our conclusions about the nature of capacity have thus emerged from analytical reconstructions rather than from the empirical findings.

- **In some cases a conscious decision was made to allow country participants to take charge, and to bring their own understanding of the intent of their work and the desired outcomes, rather than to adhere to methodological rigour and uniformity of analysis.** Maintaining a balance between standardisation and responding to circumstances on the ground was a challenge, exacerbated by the ambiguity surrounding capacity issues and how best to apply the categories of the framework in specific circumstances.

The analytical framework is a reductionist approach whereby we look at a variety of different parts or aspects such capacity or performance or internal features and then extrapolate conclusions that are seen as valid for the whole. Although during the course of the study we began to rethink this framework in favour of one that took into account a

---

15 These are listed at the end of the bibliography. The subjects include monitoring and evaluation (M&E), networks as a form of capacity, systems thinking, legitimacy, the concept of capacity, capacity development in fragile states and a balanced approach to M&E of capacity.
16 The reports and proceedings of all the workshops can be found at www.ecdpm.org/capacitystudy.
systems perspective, we decided not to switch in midstream but rather to point out the limitations of the framework and their implications in this report.

2.6 A systems approach to capacity issues

There are many ways to think about capacity development as a process of change. We look at a number of different approaches later in this report in chapter 6. Most will be familiar to readers. But one that so far has been little used in international development is the theory and practice of complex adaptive systems (CAS). In this section, we outline this approach to thinking and acting in order to prepare readers for its appearance later in the report. 

We would stress that we do not regard CAS as the only way to explain capacity development. We do not treat it as a universal explanation. Rather, we try to use it in this report to supplement rather than replace other approaches to capacity development. In practice, a good deal of our analysis is still reductionist in its unpacking of concepts such as context, capacity and change. But in our view, the CAS perspective can have real relevance for understanding capacity issues given its potential ability to explain how and why complex human systems unfold as they do. In cases such as ENACT in Jamaica and the two networks in Brazil, capacity development cannot be understood without looking at it from a CAS perspective.

CAS is becoming more important for the following reason. The nature of development issues is changing. Most interventions now come with contested objectives, uncertainty about means and ends, a diverse and changing cast of participants and actors, and finally, the likelihood of unprogrammable time, energy and resources being needed to make headway. A sector-wide approach (SWAp) would be a typical example. The question then becomes: how can programme participants, country or external, deal with this rise in complexity and uncertainty?

2.6.1 The basic principles of systems thinking

Systems thinking in general is nothing new. It may be one of the oldest methods of human thought, especially in pre-industrial societies. It was codified into a distinct body of principles and techniques in the 1930s and now comes in many forms and sub-branches, including systems dynamics, hard and soft systems methodologies, complex adaptive systems and chaos theory. The specific type of systems thinking we use in this paper – complex adaptive systems – has now come into wider use in many other fields, including the private sector. So far, it has had a negligible impact on development cooperation.

---


19 The best single resource describing and comparing the different approaches to systems thinking is Michael Jackson, *Systems Thinking: Creative Holism for Managers*, Wiley, 2003.


Let us turn to some of these key ideas behind CAS. CAS thinking is a perspective or a way of mentally framing what we see in the world. It is more an orientation or a perspective than a formula or prescription. It assumes that all people function within a complex number of human systems and that thinking about the ways these systems shift and move can help to explain individual, group and organisational behaviour. CAS thus helps us understand the way human systems actually work, as opposed to the way we believe they should work. In particular, it provides insight into the unpredictable, disorderly aspects of capacity development, something that most current approaches to analysis tend to stay away from.

In most approaches to thinking about the behaviour of complex human systems four ideas are key. First, CAS thinking focuses on processes more than structures or outcomes as a way of managing. Second, systems are seen as functioning on the basis of interrelationships between people, groups, structures and ideas. The resulting patterns of interaction drive behaviour, events and outcomes. Third, the idea of emergence is one of the key concepts in terms of the way human systems change. Complex systems evolve on the basis of countless interactions amongst a huge number of elements. Emerging out of these interactions are system ‘properties’ such as capacity that have characteristics not found in any of the elements. Finally, human systems – indeed, all complex systems – have an in-built tendency towards self-organisation. It is this process that drives the emergence of order, direction and capacity from within the system itself.

Most approaches to systems thinking focus on the behaviour and dynamics of the whole, including its fit to its wider environment. Attention to the constituent elements is secondary. Bureaucratic and performance management looks at systems as machines. The new institutional economics tends to see them as markets. Systems thinking prefers the analogy of a living organism.

A critical part of a systems approach is a preoccupation with what is ‘inside’ and what is ‘outside’ the system. Two continual questions are, first, what is part of the system and what is part of the context?; and second, who and what are being excluded from any programme of capacity development, and what are the consequences of those exclusions?

CAS does not use a linear, staged approach. It does not proceed in a horizontal line from left to right as in inputs to outputs to outcomes. It is also vertical and circular. The vast number of system interrelationships lead to unpredictable patterns of both disorder and order. Systems are seen as having a dynamic of their own that is only partly open to explicit human direction. A key issue is therefore the degree to which the application of intentionality, imposed control and direction, and leadership in a system can be useful and can induce capacity. In practice, CAS thinking tends to trade-off less control for greater adaptation.

---


*Systems thinking has called this ‘means-based management’.*

*Emergence has to do with the constant need of complex systems to organize themselves into patterns and structures.*

*‘Self-organization has to do with groups of agents seeking mutual accommodation and self-consistency somehow manage to transcend themselves, acquiring collective properties such as thought, purpose and capacity that they might not have possessed individually’, Margaret Wheatley, *Leadership and the New Science*, p. 11.

*Gareth Morgan has estimated that only 15% of all organisational activities are ‘controllable’ by human agency.*
CAS thinking comes with a different view of cause and effect. It does not support the idea of predictable results chains. It sees outcomes in terms of possibilities and probabilities. Cause and effect are usually seen as separated in place and time. Participants must accept that they function at the edge of uncertainty. Unintended outcomes continually emerge. Small interventions can have huge effects, and visa versa. Processes such as capacity development are thus characterised by a confusing soup of multiple causes, multiple solutions and multiple effects. Composed of innumerable elements, all continuously shaped and reformed through their interactions, the system is constantly creating new elements that in turn may affect (loop back) and change those already in existence. Causality can also run in the reverse direction, e.g. performance leads to capacity which can change the context. CAS thinking thus leads to continuing debates about correlation versus causation or proximate versus root causes.

CAS thinking encourages people to try and ‘see’ the systems of which they are a part. People everywhere work within a number of systems. But they usually suffer from ‘system blindness’. They see only parts of these systems at work and then make judgements about the whole. They see the present, but not the evolution or history of events that got things to the present. They misunderstand the nature of the relationships that shape system behaviour. And they lose track of processes within the system that make it run. Much of the more rational, linear, quasi-mechanical approaches to capacity development lose relevance because of these blind spots.

Complex systems such as organisations, if they are to develop their capacity, must learn and evolve as they face discontinuous changes in their context over time. They must self-organise, adapt and create some sort of a new order and state of coherence. Eventually, this order will break down and tip over into disorder and become unstable before once again regaining coherence. Issues to do with service delivery or budgetary stability can be understood in this light.

Most conventional capacity assessment frameworks take snapshots of the configuration of the constituent elements such as leadership, structure, communication and so on. CAS thinking, in contrast, tries to look at flow, movement and the recurring behaviours and patterns of a system as it evolves. It pays a good deal of attention to movement, patterns, dynamics and processes. It is more concerned about key moments, tipping points, shifts in direction, the effects of feedback and the resulting changes to system behaviour. System behaviour comes, in part, from the interdependent choices made by individuals, groups and organisations under conditions of uncertainty and change.

CAS emphasises understanding and changing feedback loops as the best way to manage the structure and dynamics of a complex human system. Such ‘loops’ – both positive and negative reinforcing – will be familiar to most readers in the form of ‘virtuous’ and ‘vicious’ cycles that shape system behaviour. The challenge for managers is to become aware of the structures that hold systems in place. To relate these to capacity issues, CAS can frequently explain why systems get ‘trapped’ in dysfunctional patterns and why they do not respond to conventional linear interventions such as training or reorganisation. The challenge for managers is to ‘see’ causal connections in a new way and better understand the leverage points that can lead to change.

---

26 See Rosalind Eyben, High Impact/Low Cost Aid Initiatives, report submitted to DFID, IDS, October 2005.
27 The best book to help people to ‘see’ a system is Barry Oshrey, Seeing Systems: Unlocking the Mysteries of Organizational Life, 1995.
2.6.2 Some operational implications

Many people, particularly in international development, are sceptical about the value added of a systems approach. Many of the operational implications remain unclear. But we can outline some of the more obvious patterns that appeared in the cases.

- Complex systems such as organisations are made up of other smaller systems. And they are, in turn, part of bigger systems, some of them global in scope. The Lacor Hospital in northern Uganda, for example, was made up of individual medical departments. It was also part of the Acholi tribe, the national health system of Uganda, the Catholic health system in Northern Uganda and the worldwide Catholic movement (see figure 3, chapter 4). All of these are complex adaptive systems that co-evolve within many capacity ‘eco-systems’. Understanding these dynamics and trying to influence them in some ways is critical.

- Most current capacity assessment frameworks are based on the assumption that many capacity issues can be explained by a close examination of the parts or elements of the system. The systems perspective would hold that no single factor or constituent element – incentives, financial support, trained staff, knowledge, structure – will by itself be an explanation for the development of capacity. Thus single interventions, e.g. training, are not likely to make a significant difference to system behaviour unless they represent a key point of leverage that can shift system behaviour.

- Systems thinking places little faith in the effectiveness of controlled, planned, engineered efforts at capacity development. Controlled and directed change, especially that imposed from an outside central source, is seen as having little chance of working over time. Indeed, it may damage the natural process of change by blocking or curtailing unforeseen opportunities for innovation if participants try to tightly design and control outcomes. Resistance to change is given less attention. What matters more from a systems perspective is the way system behaviour is ‘attracted’ to sources of energy. Put another way, effective change must work with the natural dynamics and energy within the system and not against them.

- Having a detailed capacity development ‘strategy’ or design may thus be counterproductive. Complexity theory postulates that change is emergent rather than predetermined. An intervention may need, particularly in the early stages of its life, several different approaches that explore the way forward. The future, particularly in the medium and long-term, is likely to be inherently unknowable. Starting with ‘big bet’ guesses about the ends and means of capacity development may turn out to be counterproductive. The emphasis here is on emergence and opportunities rather than on goals and matching strategies. Approaches need to be ‘good enough’.

- Capacity emerges or grows through self-organisation. It is not assembled like a machine. Systems change appears to take place most readily at the ‘edge of chaos’, i.e. that point in the evolution of a system between being tightly structured and inflexible and being uncontrollable and directionless. That point or space has the greatest potential for productive change. The challenge for external interveners may therefore be one of inducing or encouraging the emergence or self-organisation of capacity.

- A combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis may be the most useful. Other approaches such as applying interdisciplinary analysis, working on the basis of a few simple rules, using metaphors and stories to communicate across boundaries, learning from experience, and experimenting become more important.

- Complexity theory tells us that small initial changes can have huge effects and visa versa28. Nonlinear patterns of behaviour can escalate micro interventions up into large

---

system-wide changes. This could mean that big system change could be instigated from the bottom through small interventions as well as pushed from the top through larger, more complex activities. Programme loans, SWAPs or other multi-organisational efforts may need to be seen differently. The difference between ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ interventions starts to blur. Conventional formulations about ‘levels’ of capacity such as individual, organisational, multi-organisational become less useful. Macro and micro begin to reinforce each other. Simple rules and minimum specifications can lead to complex behaviours.

- Systems thinking and complexity theory encourage us to rethink the nature of leadership and direction. What is the likelihood of effective prediction, targeting and control in complex systems? If systems have a life and a dynamic of their own, what is the scope for human agency and management? How can leaders get the balance right between direction and adaptation?
- A systems view of capacity issues requires participants to think differently about their work. A group or organisation or a network that sees itself as a living system tends to manage in a different way. This view encourages them to think more creatively about the complex interrelationships between capacity and performance. It reinforces the need to think about collective as opposed to individual action. It tends to bring out the imagination and ingenuity needed to develop more effective capacity. And it contests the conventional view that focusing on performance outcomes is, by itself, the most useful way to improve a process.
- Systems thinking suggests a rethinking of most of the current capacity tools and assessment frameworks now in use, starting with the logical framework. Most focus on analysing parts rather than wholes. Results-based management and other product-centred approaches may not fit the complex process needs of capacity development. System feedback is crucial for learning and adaptation. But current approaches to monitoring and evaluation may be constraining the ability and inclination to learn.

Over the remainder of this report, we will follow certain assumptions coming out of complexity theory to see if it can explain the patterns we see in the cases. Table 1 summarises some of the points discussed above.

Table 1: Comparison of assumptions in different approaches to planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Traditional planning approaches</th>
<th>Complex adaptive systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source of direction</td>
<td>Often top down with inputs from partners</td>
<td>Depends on connections between the system agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Clear goals and structures</td>
<td>Emerging goals, plans and structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>Values consensus</td>
<td>Expects tension and conflict outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of variables</td>
<td>Few variables determine the outcome</td>
<td>Innumerable variables determine outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of attention</td>
<td>The whole is equal to the sum of the parts</td>
<td>The whole is different than the sum of the parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of the structure</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Interconnected web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>Important and directive</td>
<td>Determinant and empowering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow system</td>
<td>Try to ignore or weaken</td>
<td>Accept that most mental models, legitimacy and motivation for action is coming out of this source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures of success</td>
<td>Efficiency and reliability are</td>
<td>Responsiveness to the environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

29 For this perspective in the private sector, see Arie de Geus, *The Living Company: Habits for Survival in a Turbulent Business Environment*, 1997. IUCN in Asia funded the position of an advisor on organisational development which, according to IUCN senior management, was seen as ‘the underpinning of success, reorganisation and management change. We need people who are mentoring, training and monitoring the system.’ Anne Rademacher, *The Growth of Capacity in IUCN in Asia*. ECDPM Discussion Paper 57M, 2005, p.35.
2.7 A preview of the key themes in this report

We summarise below ten themes running through this report, set out in no particular order.

**The role of politics and power**
Capacity development is about altering the access of people to authority, resources and opportunities. It privileges some groups and individuals and not others. Coalitions with power either inside or outside organisations must, in some way, either directly support or tacitly accept these altered patterns and their implications for their own interests.

**The potential for capacity development**
Every human system – a country or sector or network or group or individual – has within it the potential to develop its own capacity. Capacity development is about the process of unlocking or inducing this capacity. Then the real challenge becomes crafting the combination of strategies, tactics, resources, structures, entry points, space creation, sequencing, demands, relationships, and values that can energise this process. This process of crafting requires looking at a wider range of approaches to at least supplement the conventional technocratic machine-building that still dominates much of the thinking about capacity development.

**Capacity development is about the dynamics of change**
Capacity development involves the transitioning from one pattern or configuration of behaviour to another. As such, it is fundamentally about the dynamics of change – organisational, institutional, personal, political and logistical. Yet these dynamics remain among the least understood aspects of capacity development. For example, we need to know more about capacity destruction, the interplay between first- and second-order change, the relationship between organisational and technical change, symbolism, the process of institutionalisation and the legitimisation of new patterns of behaviour.
The overt and the hidden
Much of the focus of capacity development interventions remains on the overt, the formal and the recognisable. And yet many of the factors that shape the process of capacity development – the relationships, the structures, the patterns of authority and the resources – are hidden and informal. The nature of the interplay between the overt and the hidden, the formal and the informal is a major determinant of the effectiveness of any effort to develop capacity.

The impact of contextual factors
We know that the process of capacity development is shaped, to a large degree, by its relationship to contextual factors, both immediate and distant. What is less clear is the range of approaches that can be taken to manage that complex set of interrelationships. Included in such a range would be securing an enclave or ‘space’, seeking political protection, selecting and crafting the context itself and mastering the capability for constant adaptation.

Dealing with uncertainty and complexity
Most processes of capacity development must now respond in some way to accelerating uncertainty and complexity. These trends call into question the relevance of many current assessment and management techniques such as planning, detailed design and scheduling that assume the feasibility of predictability and intentionality. Many actors must now find new ways of thinking and behaving. Mastering the processes of adaptation, experimentation and constant learning is now becoming critical.

The nature of capacity
The report puts forward two main ideas with respect to the nature of capacity. First, capacity is about the ability to do something. It can take the form of individual competencies, collective capabilities or overall system ability. Second, these abilities must go beyond the usual task of implementation, i.e. carrying out technical or logistical functions or delivering programmes. They must also extend to the broader abilities that are needed to make an organisation or system endure and perform over time. Put another way, a crucial part aspect of capacity is that of mastering change and capacity development itself.

Commitment and motivation
Participant commitment and motivation are the driving forces behind the process of capacity development. But it seems clear from the cases that quite different forms of these attributes exist among different groups and individuals that make differing contributions to effective capacity development. In particular, both leadership and ‘followership’ are key elements of and contributors to commitment and motivation.

Evolutionary paths of capacity development
Human systems in the form of organisations or institutions evolve through cycles, configurations and phases that shape the nature of their capacity. External intervenors need to be aware of these types of evolutionary patterns. Different types of capacity development will be better at different stages of capacity growth and development.

Using the lens of complex adaptive systems thinking
Most capacity configurations are, in practice, complex human systems whose dynamics cannot be well understood using conventional frames of thinking such as detailed design, the charting of direct cause and effect relationships, planned change, and many others. At the very least, complex adaptive systems thinking can offer another perspective on the way capacity systems actually form and evolve.
3 The concept of capacity

What is capacity?
What individual competencies and collective capabilities are needed?

Anyone researching or assessing a condition labelled as ‘capacity’, let alone trying to develop it, quickly bumps up against a series of dilemmas. In particular, there is no broadly accepted definition of the concept. And one is not likely to appear in the near future. Some examples of current definitions are presented in box 2.

Box 2: Some definitions of capacity

- The ability of individuals, institutions and societies to perform functions, solve problems and set and achieve objectives in a sustainable manner.  
- Capacity is the ability of people, organisations and society as a whole to manage their affairs successfully.  
- Capacity is the ability of an organisation to function as a resilient, strategic and autonomous entity.

In the case studies, staff even within the same organisation had different views. Senior managers and operational staff faced different capacity issues. Even staff at the same level had different ideas about the utility of planning, the dynamics of cause and effect, the nature of human behaviour, trends in the context, and many other issues. Different disciplines and bodies of knowledge such as organisational development or management theory see capacity issues quite differently.

Most of the practitioners in the cases had little interest in devising a sophisticated understanding of the term. Their concerns lay in solving daily problems, keeping the finances straight, raising money, meeting deadlines, meeting with funders, getting good staff, protecting their organisation, and so on. Only a few actually talked in specific ways about the overall capacity of their organisation or thought about it in strategic ways.

Thus, with some trepidation, we set out below our analysis of the concept of capacity that emerged from the cases. More specifically, we unpack our understanding of capacity based on what we found the participants to be doing as they carried out their work. We do not offer this formulation as the latest candidate for acceptance as a universal approach. Many others are possible and valid. What we hope to provide is some help to people in particular situations to come up with their own understanding which will, in turn, support more effective interventions.

---

30 UNDP Capacity Assessment Practice Note, Feb. 2007, p.5.
33 ‘In general, there are few, if any, organisations of which it can be said that they are regularly and routinely managing themselves in their changing environments with a conscious, systematic, approach to change. Yes, there are many intriguing initiatives but few stay that course for very long’, quoted in E. Olson and G. Eoyang, Facilitating Organisational Change: Lessons from Complexity Science, 2001, p. xxv.
3.1 Analysing the nature of capacity as an outcome

Most capacity analyses start from the symbolic ‘capacity is everything’ end of the spectrum. They look at public administration reform or civil society strengthening or service delivery or changes in governance, and come to some conclusions about what changes or reforms must be put in place to achieve a certain set of outcomes, usually in terms of improved development results or performance. They then assume that those changes – organisational, political, institutional – add up to something in the aggregate that can be labelled as capacity. We see this approach as one option to crack the capacity puzzle, and one that fits well with current practices in development cooperation. But it tells us little about what ‘capacity’ might actually be in operation.

This report reverses this approach in an effort to come to grips with the elusive nature of capacity. It tries to unravel the nature of capacity and takes public sector reform or civil society strengthening as the context or the ‘playing field’ upon which participants try to develop their capacity. At some point in the future, we see these two approaches coming together to give a fuller picture of capacity.

Most development concepts have some central characteristics or ideas around which some basic principles can be built. Part of the difficulty in working with the concept of capacity has been the challenge of coming up with its core ideas that can add up to some sort of distinctive contribution. In this report we suggest five central characteristics or aspects of capacity that can give it some substantive and operational shape. All of these characteristics appeared in the cases, albeit in different ways and at different times. We set them out below, in no particular order:

- **Capacity was about empowerment and identity**, properties that allowed an organisation or a group to be aware of itself, to grow, diversify, survive and become more complex. To evolve in such a way, systems needed power, control and space. Capacity had to do with people engaging to take control over their own behaviour in some fashion.
- **Capacity had to do with collective action.** Put another way, the collective capabilities are what allowed groups, organisations, or groups of organisations to be able to do something with some sort of intention and with some sort of effectiveness and at some sort of scale over time.
- **Capacity as a state or condition was inherently a systems phenomenon.** In the language of systems thinking, capacity was an emergent property or the effect of multiple interactions. It came out of a complex interplay of attitudes, assets, resources, strategies and skills, both tangible and intangible. It had technical, organisational and social aspects. It emerged from the positioning of an organisation or system within a particular context. And it usually dealt with a soup of complex technical, organisational and social activities that could not be addressed through exclusively functional interventions.
- **Capacity was a potential state.** It was elusive and transient. It was about latent as opposed to kinetic energy. Performance, in contrast, was about execution and implementation or the result of the application and use of capacity. Given this latent quality, capacity was dependent to a large degree on intangibles. It was thus hard to induce, manage and measure. As a state or condition, it could disappear quickly particularly in smaller, more vulnerable structures when motivation disappeared.
- **Capacity was about the creation of public value.** In all the case countries, regardless of their level of development, there are many examples of capacity, some of them both complex and subversive of the public interest, such as organised corruption, the growth of gangs and other hidden conspiracies. What was more difficult was the
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34 ‘Capacity is about being not doing’, according to one ESDU staff member.
strengthening of the capacity of a group or system to produce public goods and public value.

We stated above that the core idea underlying the concept of capacity was the ability of a system, large or small, to do something in a certain way at a certain time and at certain scale. Capacity is usually defined and discussed at an aggregate level. Some definitions focus on the capacity of an organisation to deliver its mandate, but such a lofty meaning tells us little about what specific abilities might be involved or what the actors in question would actually do. In this section, we try to give these broad ideas more operational content based on the patterns observed in the cases. We look at two interconnected aspects: individual competencies and contributions, and collective capabilities, both functional and intangible.

3.1.1 Individual competencies and contributions

In the cases, many practitioners saw capacity mainly as a human resource issue, to do with skills development and individual training. This ‘capacity as skills’ perspective is also still widely held by both international development agencies and country governments. It is also maintained by a global training industry intent on promoting its benefits. Such an approach remains at the heart of many external interventions in the form of training and technical assistance. Yet the key to capacity seemed to us to lie elsewhere in the context or in the larger design of bigger systems. The focus on individual action seemed misplaced.

But too many ‘macro’ approaches to capacity development seem to ignore the human element in the quest for the latest strategic or technocratic intervention. We have thus returned to the obvious, that is, that the mindsets, motivations and hopes of individuals remain crucial contributions to capacity, no matter how complex the system. How organisations and systems are structured and configured into social and organisational patterns still matters. Global and country conditions remain critical. The nature of change strategies can have an enormous effect. But at the heart of every human system are individual people who contribute — or not — to the development and the sustaining of capacity.

Again, we would emphasise the systems perspective here. Working with individual people does not have an immediate linear, causal relationship with overall capacity, as is assumed in some interventions. But individuals do make a myriad of contributions across a range of system activities. One set of individual contributions to capacity includes the so-called ‘soft’ competencies — such as crafting relationships, trust and legitimacy — as well as the more conventional ‘hard’ variety such as technical, logistical and managerial skills. The staff of the Environment and Sustainable Development Unit (ESDU) in the Caribbean, for example, worked hard to develop their social and interpersonal skills in an effort to get more coherence, commitment and balance back into the organisation. This
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36 See, for example, David Watson and Adrian Q. Khan, Capacity Building for Decentralised Education Service Delivery in Pakistan, ECDPM Discussion Paper 57G, p.5; Ruth Alsop and Bryan Kurey (2005) Local Organisations in Decentralized Development, World Bank. See also Volker Hauck, Ringing the Church Bell, ECDPM Discussion Paper 57E; and the World Bank evaluation of capacity in Africa.
37 This view of capacity was prevalent in the church community in Papua New Guinea. In Pakistan, capacity development was seen as ‘formal, career development, promotion-oriented, training’.
38 For two analyses that emphasise a return to a focus on human behaviour, see Groves and Hinton, Inclusive Aid, part 2, Power, procedures and relationships; and Rick James, People and Change, chap. 3, Making it personal.
39 For a detailed analysis from this perspective, which applies to the private sector, see Sumantra Ghoshal and Christopher Bartlett, The Individualized Corporation, 1997.
focus, decided by the staff themselves, was an attempt to balance these ‘soft’ skills against the individual hard skills required in areas such as marine biology or natural resource management.

In many of the cases, organisations like Lacor were the repositories of competencies and skills which could then be transmitted back to individuals. But individuals could also be the ‘holders’ of such competencies that were, in turn, transmitted to others in the organisation. In the Russia case, individuals fed knowledge and ideas into organisations such as CTPL Russia which in turn, fed them on to the government.

Perhaps the most obvious contributions at the individual level were those of leaders at all levels. The cases were replete with examples of the influence and impact of individuals and their contributions to capacity. We are talking here about a wide range of leadership functions – strategic management at the top, coordination, supervision and organisational learning in the middle and logistical skills at the operational levels. A small group of key individuals (say 5%) at the core of every system determined to develop its capacity.

Incomplete sentence In practice, individuals were also at the core of the informal or ‘shadow’ structures that actually managed the various systems.

From a different perspective, Amartya Sen has also focused on the empowerment of individuals, although he referred to skills as ‘capabilities’ (see box 3). As indicated above in section 3.1, empowerment is critical to capacity development and is a key element of the core capability to commit and engage described below in section 3.2.1.

**Box 3: Amartya Sen’s concept of capabilities**

Amartya Sen has outlined an alternative approach to appraising the success of development interventions. Sen argues for the necessity of going beyond the conventional development targets and measures of success (e.g. in the form of commodities, goods and services) to take into account improvements in human potential. Development, from this perspective, is fundamentally about developing the capabilities of people by increasing the options available to them. This can be done, in part, by focusing on the freedoms generated by conventional outcomes rather than just on the outcomes themselves. These freedoms come in the form of capabilities that people can exercise to choose a way of life they value. The emphasis here is on individuals and their options for making their way. Sen’s concept also reverses the conventional way of thinking by turning conventional development results into means rather than ends.

**3.1.2 Collective capabilities**

We define a capability as the collective skill or aptitude of an organisation or system to carry out a particular function or process either inside or outside the system. Capabilities enable an organisation to do things and to sustain itself. As will be discussed below, we have grouped these collective skills into five core capabilities that contribute to the overall capacity of a system or organisation.

The effective organisations in the cases could focus intellectual and emotional energy, could put in place a structure in which capabilities could be embedded, could craft the internal and external relationships that underpinned the needed capabilities and could mobilise the political, technical and logistical skills that were needed. Capabilities, in practice, were ongoing processes that emerged out of the system that enabled it – or not – to survive and create value. In our view, this focus on capabilities can help provide more operational and specific ways to approach the broader concept of capacity. In the

---

next section, we draw out the concept of capabilities in more detail and suggest how they can be understood and assessed.

In order for an organisation or a system to be able to create public value, it must have competent people committed to generating development results. The system must have the capabilities it needs to create the developmental value that outside groups want. It must have the support structure it needs to manage and sustain its capabilities. It must be able to find the resources and support in the wider context that allows the system to survive and grow. And it must be able to pull these aspects together with some sort of integration, synthesis and coherence.

### 3.2 Five core capabilities

The existence, effectiveness and interrelationships of collective capabilities are critical to capacity as a system condition. We see five core capabilities as key, all of which, to a greater or lesser extent, can be found in all organisations or systems. These are the capabilities to commit and engage, to carry out functions or tasks, to relate and attract resources and support, to adapt and self-renew, and finally, to balance coherence and diversity. Figure 2 illustrates the various capabilities and how they relate to capacity.

**Figure 2: Elements of capacity**

We have gone through several iterations in the analysis and description of these capabilities. As the work on the report progressed, we clarified the distinctions among the different capabilities to make them more useable for policy makers and practitioners. We still consider this framework a work in progress and different groups are currently engaged in testing it to make it more operational.
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41 There is a huge body of experience with capabilities in the private sector. See, for example, Dave Ulrich and Norm Smallwood (2004) Capitalizing on capabilities, *Harvard Business Review*.

42 In an earlier phase of this study, the capabilities were referred to as (1) the capability to act, (2) the capability to generate development results, (3) the capability to relate, (4) the capability to adapt and self-renew and (5) the capability to achieve coherence (see Morgan 2006; Engel et al., 2007).
Some readers may perceive the core capabilities as insufficiently technical or logistical, or too lightly focused on results and performance. But too often, past efforts at capacity development have added up to little more than narrowly focused efforts at improving project and programme implementation. Or they saw organisations as pieces of technorational machinery that needed to be fixed, tuned up or further developed through the process of capacity development. But it was clear that the groups, networks and organisations in the cases were living human systems that needed a wide range of capabilities to survive as well as perform. They functioned as attributes or properties of the whole. The capability to change, for example, involved technical, cultural, psychological and logistical issues. All these capabilities overlapped and formed elements of the others. And all five were necessary to ensure overall capacity. None was sufficient by itself.

3.2.1 The core capability to commit and engage

The case participants did not highlight this capability directly or explicitly. It was assumed to be obvious. But it was not. Indeed, almost all the current discussion in development co-operation about the importance of ‘ownership’ and motivation has to do with this core capability. Its absence – or at least its fragility – dooms efforts at building any kind of a broader capacity. We are talking here about the capability to commit and engage in development activities. Organisations must be able to have volition, to choose, to empower and to create space for themselves. This is about the capability of a complex adaptive system – a living system – to be conscious and aware of its place in the world, to configure itself, to develop its own motivation and commitment and then to act. And to do it in time, over time and frequently, despite the opposition or resistance or non-cooperation of others. This is a condition that goes beyond conventional notions of ownership. It has a lot to do with attitude and self-perception. In the cases, we can see participants developing this capability in an effort to improve their overall capacity. We thus regard this core capability as the one that energises all the others. We suspect it is also the key to self-organisation that lies at the heart of change in complex adaptive systems. Actors that developed it could overcome enormous constraints. When it was absent or weakened, they produced little of value.

More specifically, this capability is about human, social, organisational and institutional energy and agency. Does the system have the collective drive, confidence and ambition to build its capabilities? Is it stuck or helpless? Is it trapped or immobilised by internal conflict or external forces? Has it been captured and hijacked and its resources diverted to other purposes? Is it in denial in certain areas or about certain issues? Has it given up on carrying out certain activities in the face of their complexity or uncertainty? Does it have a high level of organisational optimism and confidence? Or has the lack of integrity and purpose rendered it helpless in the face of difficulties. Has the system lost awareness and consciousness? Such a capability is obviously not totally present or absent. Some systems may be energised in certain directions but not in others. An organisation may start implementing a programme with energy and commitment, but then lose traction and the willingness to act as the constraints mount.

43 The best definition of capacity from this perspective is: ‘Capacity is the ability of an organisation to function as a resilient, strategic and autonomous entity’, cited in Alan Kaplan, The Developing of Capacity, Community Development Resource Centre, South Africa, 1999, p.16.
45 ‘A staggering number of consequential public problems are rapidly approaching crisis stage, taxing the capacities of governments, communities and nations, which seem at once unable to meet challenges head-on. What is causing this systematic and widespread paralysis that precludes our venerable institutions from acting in time to implement effective and responsible solutions’, summary of Acting in Time Initiative, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, 2007.
In this report, we differentiate this core capability from that of carrying out technical and logistical tasks (see below). Both have to do with some sort of intentional behaviour. But the core capability for achieving results has more to do with ‘first-order’ change or the manipulation of skills and resources. It is about management, logistics, operations and task accomplishment. The capability to commit and engage, in contrast, is related to ‘second-order’ change, i.e. a complex blend of motivation, power, space, legitimacy, confidence, security, meaning, values and identity. It is connected to deeper patterns of behaviours that are partly structural, partly psychological, and usually deeply embedded.

We can see examples of this core capability on display in the cases. At some point in 1999, ESDU in the Caribbean started to see itself not as a delivery agent for donor-funded programmes, but as an independent actor that needed to develop its own identity and sense of direction. In this process, it changed its consciousness and sense of itself. It began to reshape its relationships with its funders, the member governments of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) and its own staff. Many of the other cases – the Lacor Hospital, IUCN in Asia, the COEP and Observatório networks in Brazil – all show systems with a core capability to engage with conviction.⁴⁶

Some of the cases, such as the education sector in Pakistan and the health sector in Papua New Guinea, showed the condition of ‘stuckness’ that is the most obvious sign of the lack of this capability. Many organisations get stuck in a ‘low commitment, low capacity, low performance’ equilibrium that is a classic trap of weakened systems. Continuing political and bureaucratic instability causes, and is reinforced by, low levels of commitment, leading to ineffective processes of capacity development. Citizens then withhold support and legitimacy from public agencies, leading, in turn, to a ‘weak demand, weak response’ syndrome that further locks inaction in place. This pattern reinforces the poor performance, which leads back again to low commitment and low absorptive capacity. Many state structures are trapped in this kind of vicious cycle, which is hard to escape solely through narrow technical approaches to capacity development.⁴⁷ In such cases, satisfactory underperformance – lack of engagement and lack of results – becomes the most sensible option available.

The capability to commit and engage can be developed, however. Organisations and systems can be given space. They can be buffered and given political protection. They can be helped to develop a greater sense of awareness and confidence. They can develop more coherence and leadership. They can get access to an increased supply of resources. They can develop a willingness to decide, move and take risks, and to improve the pattern of relationships with outside groups.

It is also, in our view, the capability that is least understood by external actors. Funders can relate to organisations that are technically or organisationally ‘unable’ to do certain things. The design of most technical assistance (TA) is based on the assumption that actors in low-income countries indeed have the capability to commit, but that ‘gaps’ or missing pieces of the capacity machinery account for the lack of effectiveness. Funders are then usually puzzled and frustrated by actors that appear ‘unwilling’ to commit given the pressing needs to be addressed. Actors without this capability are usually characterised as lacking ‘commitment’ or ‘political will’. The deeper explanations — usually political, cultural, psychological, social — also do not lend themselves easily to the conventional ‘needs assessment’ or capacity analyses.

⁴⁷ The apparent inability to solve recruitment and under-spending constraints are typical.
This core capability depends on a series of what we call skills or abilities, including:

- the ability to encourage mindfulness;
- the ability and willingness to persevere;
- the ability to aspire;
- the ability to embed conviction;
- the ability to take ownership; and
- the ability to be determined.

### 3.2.2 The core capability to carry out technical, service delivery and logistical tasks

This second core capability underlies the most common way of thinking about capacity issues. From this perspective, organisations or systems are in the performance and results business. In most circumstances, they are supposed to deliver services, carry out functions, formulate policies, regulate activities, provide security or create some other form of public value. To do these things, they must carry out technical or logistical tasks such as programme analysis, financial management, project management, advocacy, community policing, vaccination campaigns, public communications and many others. The emphasis is on functional, instrumental ways of meeting a set of objectives and fulfilling a mandate.

This core capability is focused on what many see as larger development results – organisations are regarded as performance actors designed to act in accordance with technical and policy rationality. Attention to this capability matches up with the pressing need for IDAs to achieve or at least to be perceived to be achieving, substantive development outcomes. Many country governments also feel more comfortable with this instrumental perspective on capacity given the resultant shift of attention away from politics and power.

Based on the case study findings, we can distinguish two kinds of organisations:

- Organisations focused on delivering programmatic results such as better policies or improved environmental protection. Task accomplishment was about executing or implementing to a certain standard. In many cases, this capability was equated with effective performance management in the form of better service delivery. The two education sector cases in Pakistan and Ethiopia fall into this category.
- Organisations concerned with improving the capacity of others. These included support or bridging organisations as opposed those engaged in policy or production or service delivery. The SISDUK programme in Indonesia, the Local Government Support Programme (LGSP) in the Philippines (see box 4), ESDU in the Caribbean, and the Environmental Action (ENACT) programme in Jamaica all fall into this category.

One other point needs to be stated here. The core capability to perform, deliver services or achieve results is an obvious and crucial element of the capacity puzzle. Participants need to make sustained efforts to understand and strengthen the interconnections between capacity and performance. In particular, they need to be clear about which
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48 Definitions of capacity from this perspective include those of Nils Boesen and Ole Therkildsen: ‘Capacity is the ability of an organisation to produce appropriate outputs’, cited in A Results-Oriented Approach to Capacity Change, Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2005; ‘Capacity is the ability to design and deliver policies’, Commission for Africa (2004); and ‘The ability of individuals, institutions and systems to make and implement decisions and perform functions in an effective, efficient and sustainable manner’ (IFAD).

technical or logistical capabilities are crucial to generating results over time. For an example of where this was done we go beyond the cases done for this study to the Public Financial Management Programme in Tanzania, described in the box below.

Box 4: Building a capability for financial management: the Tanzania experience

The reform of financial management has had a long history in Tanzania. By the mid-1990s, at least nine donors had separate programmes designed to improve the performance of the government's financial systems. But such efforts lacked connection to a coherent strategic approach to reform. In 1997/98, with the support of Sida and DFID, the government launched the Public Financial Management Programme that is generally felt to have been a success.

Among the critical factors that led to this success were: collaboration among key donors and the government; the technical expertise and commitment within the Ministry of Finance; effective sequencing of the reforms with efforts at expenditure control; the gradual introduction of the International Financial Management System; institutional reform of rules and regulations; recruitment, incentives and training for local IT staff; and the effective use of external TA.

Underlying these factors was a special set of conditions: a political leadership committed to improved performance in the public sector in general and the Ministry in particular, a culture of donor collaboration, a stable political system that could, in turn, support stability in key public appointments and improve conditions for staff. Being able to put in place a comprehensive approach to capacity development is itself a rare capability that few governments can successfully attempt.

The core capability to carry out technical, service delivery and logistical tasks includes the following capabilities:
- to deliver services;
- for strategic planning and management;
- for financial management.

The capability to carry out technical and logistical tasks needs to be supplemented and combined with the four other capabilities to enable sustainable capacity to emerge.

3.2.3 The core capability to relate and to attract resources and support

This third core capability had profound implications for what the participants actually did as opposed to what they reported on. This was the capability to achieve a basic imperative of all human systems, i.e. to relate and survive within the context and in connection with other actors. From this perspective, capacity was not just about the capability to achieve results and carry out programme delivery. Capacity was also about being able to craft, manage and sustain key relationships needed for the organisation to survive. In the real world, organisations needed to attract support and protection, and to enter into relationships that produced new sources of funding, staff and learning. They could more effectively pursue their mandated goals provided they gained the legitimacy, operating space, control and buffering they needed to sustain themselves in a difficult context.

This capability is particularly relevant in many low-income countries that are struggling to put in place an institutional and organisational infrastructure.

In the cases, systems ranging from individual organisations to whole governments had to organise themselves in ways that gave them the access to the resources they needed to keep going. Protecting the technical core of the organisation or system was key. Without


this capability, the chances of achieving a level of real performance were not likely to be good. Thus in answer to the often-posed question ‘capacity for what?’, this capability has to do with consolidating and defending the system’s autonomy, functioning and existence.

The case participants gave careful attention to relational issues such as legitimacy. In the Lacor Hospital case, senior managers made continuous efforts to build relationships with a range of other groups such as citizens and patients, other local hospitals, the national health service and international funding agencies. From this perspective, actors needed the capability to manage symbolic appearances, to communicate effectively, to enter into productive partnerships and alliances, to manage political conflict and, in general, to secure the organisation’s operating space.

This capability also had political aspects. Organisations frequently had to compete for power, space, support and resources with a variety of other actors, including individuals, informal groups and networks and other formal actors. Capacity, especially in the public sector, was thus an outcome of political conflict, bargaining and elite accommodation. Both individuals and organisations tried to establish norms of reciprocity that could be used to address collective action problems. Individuals and groups tried to capture other organisations and use them for public or private purposes. Organisations struggled to institutionalise themselves and to make sure the ‘rules of the game’ favoured their interests. Systems whose capacity was being developed were part of a wider context within which they competed, collaborated and co-evolved with other actors. Mandate, positioning and the system’s operating logic affected this core capability.

This capability operated as much through the informal and the intangible as it did through the formal and the tangible. Operating space, key relationships and legitimacy were usually secured through informal means. Formal structures are frequently induced or imposed through external demands and tend to get detached from the context in which they function. A preoccupation with strengthening this type of core capability comes with obvious risks. Among the cases, actors needed operating space if they were to have a real chance of building their capacity. They needed political support and alliances to function. But systems that became obsessed with their own survival and vested interests lost the capability to innovate and experiment. They defended their interests using mainly political methods. Performance was quickly sacrificed or at least produced through symbolic means. Loyalty was rewarded over efficiency. The system focused inward in an effort to defend its self-interest.

The core capability to relate includes the following capabilities:

- to earn credibility and legitimacy;
- to buffer the organisation or system from intrusions;
- to earn the trust of others, such as donors and clients; and
- to combine political neutrality and assertive advocacy.
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52 In the case of the Lacor Hospital, its legitimacy was so strong with local groups that the Lord’s Resistance Army stopped threatening it.
54 For this trend in Africa, see Mamadou Dia, Africa’s Management in the 1990s and Beyond, 1996.
3.2.4 The core capability to adapt and self-renew

The fourth core capability that showed itself in the cases was that of adaptation and self-renewal. Almost all the cases organisations were situated in a context of rapid, sometimes destabilising change. In Russia, the Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CTPL) in Moscow unfolded as part of the effort by the Russian government to transform its structures and policies as part of its campaign to join the World Trade Organization (WTO). In Indonesia, the SISDUK case showed the district authorities trying to cope with the government’s new decentralisation policy. In Tanzania, the Public Sector Reform Programme (PSRP) was only the latest in a series of major changes since the late 1980s. The Lacor Hospital struggled to adapt to being part of the Ugandan national health system, which itself was changing as part of its inclusion in a SWAp. IUCN in Asia went through a reorganisation every two or three years in order to keep up with the changing patterns of demand from governments across Asia (see box 5). All the participants reliant on external funding constantly had to change their procedures to keep up with the latest donor initiatives.

Box 5: Developing the capability for adaptation and strategic thinking

Three of the cases – IUCN in Asia, COEP, ENACT in Jamaica and the ESDU in the Caribbean – all worked to develop a capability for strategic thinking. The three approaches varied, but they all had several elements in common, including:

- a realisation of the need to understand and react to global and societal changes;
- all staff needed to contribute to developing this capability;
- a collective awareness of the state of their capability;
- the leadership provided a model of the needed behaviour;
- an implicit understanding of the importance of adapting and changing;
- the critical need for foresight; and
- the need for constant discussion and brainstorming.

What was clear in almost all cases was the pace of change that acted to shape the nature of the tasks facing the participants and to erode the existing capabilities of those organisations that failed to keep up. The process of capacity development frequently took place in a context of enormous institutional upheaval. Windows of opportunity for capacity development opened and then closed. In Papua New Guinea, for example, where ministers and senior officials rarely lasted in a job for more than two years, problems appeared in the form of complex, ‘wicked’ patterns that were resistant to simple solutions. Factors that used to be seen as transitory constraints on effective implementation – political conflict, civil strife, cultural dislocation – were becoming permanent conditions.

The capabilities associated with adaptation and change included:

- to improve individual and organisational learning;
- to foster internal dialogue;
- to reposition and reconfigure the organisation;
- to incorporate new ideas; and
- to map out a growth path.


56 For an analysis, see Niloy Banerjee, A Note on Capabilities that Contribute to the Success of NGOs, ECDPM Discussion Paper 57P, 2006.
3.2.5 The core capability to balance diversity and coherence

All the case actors needed to deal with the challenge of managing the balance between diversity and coherence. We can look at this issue from two perspectives. First, organisations needed different capabilities, interests and identities, and a variety of perspectives and ways of thinking. In practice, the benefits of this diversity helped them to build their resilience. Yet at the same time, they had to find ways of reining in the fragmentation to prevent the system losing focus and at worst, breaking apart. Increasingly, the pressure on all systems was on the side of greater complexity, diversity and fragmentation. They thus needed ways to balance diversity and coherence, and to encourage both stability and innovation.

The organisations also struggled to balance their different capabilities. If they paid too little attention to the technical and the substantive, they began to lose a sense of themselves as human community. Too much attention to the ‘soft’ capabilities, and they began to lose the ability to deliver technical value and services. Some key capabilities were in contradiction, such as those to with innovation and those to do with coherence and stabilisation. Effectiveness often came at the expense of efficiency. All the actors tried to achieve some balance and coherence amongst their capabilities. Often, this balancing involved trade-offs between, for example, being ‘technocratic’ and ‘political’ at the same time; having ‘hard’ versus ‘soft’ capabilities; focusing externally and internally; focusing on the short versus the long term; emphasising performance versus capacity; and being centralised or decentralised.

Some organisations tried to centralise this capability, only to lose effectiveness as innovation and flexibility were lost. They then entered into a period of oscillation in which the system swung back and forth from decentralisation to centralisation then back again. Some of the actors mounted multi-component strategies to achieve greater coherence including the upholding of certain values, the recruitment of particular types of people, the attention to communication and openness and the use of cross-functional, cross-country, cross-disciplinary teams and management groups. The need for this capability was key at the programme and sector level given the long-standing independence of many of the actors.

In the cases, we see actors struggling with this diversity–coherence dilemma. IUCN in Asia devoted time and attention to being simultaneously decentralised and centralised. The ENACT programme in Jamaica came down on the side of greater flexibility and decentralised experimentation, but then struggled to induce the government to put in place a coherent approach to sustainable development. The COEP and Observatório networks in Brazil maintained a balance by having shared values and processes in some areas while leaving network members free to operate independently in others. Thus all the case actors tried to balance different aspects of their capacity and arrive at some sort of coherence.

The core capability to balance diversity and coherence includes the following capabilities:

- to communicate;
- to build connections;
- to manage diversity; and
- to manage paradox and tension.
3.3 Capacity

We use the term ‘capacity’ to refer to the overall ability of an organisation or system to create public value. The system must have competent people committed to generating development results. The system must have the collective embedded capabilities it needs to create the developmental value that outside groups want. It must have the support structure it needs to manage and sustain its capabilities. As we shall see later in this report, it must be able to find the resources and support in the wider context that allows the system to survive and grow. And it must be able to pull these aspects together with some sort of integration, synthesis and coherence.

We thus see capacity emerging over time in a number of ways. The system, as it develops, can handle more complexity with more effectiveness over a sustained period of time. Individual skills improve and become more diverse. System capabilities become more varied, more effective, more institutionalised and embedded. The assets and resources of the system also become more varied over time including both tangible and intangible elements. And finally, the system puts in place relationships and partnerships with outside groups and pools of resources that allow it to develop its capacity. Capacity as an overall property of the system emerges through the interactions of all these elements.

3.4 Operational implications

Based on the above analysis, we put forward the following definition of capacity as

\[
\text{that emergent combination of individual competencies and collective capabilities that enables a human system to create value.}
\]

In the case organisations, no matter how large or small, we saw participants using these five core capabilities either explicitly or implicitly. The type of capabilities needed varied according to the sector, the mandate, the history and the age of the organisation. The capabilities could be general and almost routine or very precise and well developed, depending on the nature of the tasks at hand and the complexity of the system. Working in a system involving few people where the goals and means were clear required a lower level of capabilities than a more complex system, involving contested means and ends and many actors (see table 2).
Table 2: Examples of the collective capabilities needed to address less complex versus more complex systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core capability</th>
<th>Less complex</th>
<th>More complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To commit and engage</td>
<td>To develop a shared commitment among senior managers to adopt a new personnel appraisal system</td>
<td>To arrive at a consensus across a government system on implementing a new personnel management system, including staffing, appraisal and career development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To carry out technical, service delivery and logistical tasks</td>
<td>To put in place a basic project management system for the restructuring of a small government unit</td>
<td>To plan and implement a major urban infrastructure renewal programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To relate and attract resources and support</td>
<td>To establish a partnership between a government agency and a private consulting group to train public servants on how to use a new personnel appraisal programme</td>
<td>To secure funding from a range of sources (communities, national/ international, public or private) to improve academic training for future public servants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To adapt and self-renew</td>
<td>To use a monitoring system to provide information to management on a new personnel appraisal system</td>
<td>To develop a national capability for innovation in public sector management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To balance diversity and coherence</td>
<td>To encourage both productive disagreement and consensus in the process of priority setting for an organisation</td>
<td>To build consensus among stakeholders of the most pressing priorities and the sequencing of projects within the budget available for public sector reform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We do not mean to convey the image of organisations or systems systematically developing a portfolio of core capabilities which they then tracked diligently as a way of integrating them into a coherent systemic capacity. In practice, only two organisations – ESDU in the Caribbean and the LGSP in the Philippines – focused explicitly on the idea of collective capabilities and deliberately tracked their development. But many others did have some implicit sense of what skills they needed and tried in an ad hoc fashion to put them in place.

It seems to us to be useful for individuals and organisations to regularly ask themselves the following questions:

- What competencies and capabilities do we need to do our work and to keep functioning?
- To what level do we need these competencies and capabilities?
- What competencies and capabilities do we now have, and to what level?
- What competencies and capabilities are really needed, and at which stage of development?

---

57 See, for example, The Keystone Capabilities Profiler: david@keystonereporting.org.
4 The actors

Later in this report we deal with the usual questions of ‘what is capacity?’ and ‘capacity for what? In this chapter we look at the question ‘capacity of what?’ A series of related questions then arise. Whose capacity is to be developed? How does the structure, mandate and identity of the actors in the cases – groups, sub-units of organisations, organisations, formal and informal networks – shape the process of endogenous capacity development? What difference did these aspects make to capacity development? We thus emphasise in this chapter the need to understand better the identity of and interconnections among the actors involved in the process.

4.1 Types and locations of the case actors

We have grouped the case actors into categories for purposes of an initial explanation. But we would emphasise the difficulties of easy categorisation. For example, IUCN in Asia can be seen as either a single organisation or a multi-actor system. Differences remained even among actors in the same category. The Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania and the COEP network in Brazil were both large-scale, diverse groupings of organisations, yet they acted in quite different ways and needed quite different capabilities. Table 3 gives an idea of the variety of situations represented by just a small cohort of cases, and the potential variation among them in terms of needed capabilities.

Table 3: The wide range of case actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Public sector</th>
<th>Civil society</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-actor</td>
<td>PSRP, Tanzania, Education sector, Pakistan, LGSP, Philippines, Education sector, Ethiopia, CTPL, Russia, SISDUK programme, Indonesia</td>
<td>Churches in Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>Health sector, Papua New Guinea, IUCN in Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single actor</td>
<td>Rwanda Revenue Authority, NACWC, South Africa, ESDU, Eastern Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lacor Hospital, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observatório network, Brazil, ENACT, Jamaica, COEP network, Brazil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We emphasise again the variety of actors represented in table 3, and the ways in which the structure of these actors changed over time in reaction to political crises, external pressures, the needs of citizens and donor preferences.
4.2 General functions and strategic positioning

As illustrated in table 4, the actors in the cases performed a variety of different functions.

Table 4: Functions of case study actors, and the level at which they worked

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Public sector</th>
<th>Civil society</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSRP, Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENACT, Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education sector, Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td>COEP network, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LGSP, Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td>Health sector, Papua New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education sector, Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda Revenue Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support, coordination &amp;</td>
<td>ESDU, Eastern Caribbean</td>
<td>Churches in Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>Lacor Hospital, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facilitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipurpose/ policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development</td>
<td>NACWC, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTPL, Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observatório network, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What was also critical was the complex process of what we call the ‘strategic positioning’ of the actors in terms of the potential demands, needs and opportunities, and threats they faced (see box 6). We refer to the combination of key assumptions, core ideas, formal mandates, informal direction, structuring – the capacity ‘niche’ in the context – that the organisation or system evolved to fill over time. Such positioning could be shaped by wider strategies of reform such as privatisation, decentralisation, recentralisation, market-based approaches, and so on. From this basic positioning at the ‘macro’ level of the case actors flowed a series of implications at the ‘micro’ level that also contributed to the process of capacity development.

At a general level, we can categorize the strategic positioning of the actors in the cases as shown in Table 5 below. Some did their work in a largely supportive or at least manageable context. Others had to devote a good deal of time to managing contextual factors. Others were, in the end, overwhelmed by circumstances.

Table 5: Types of strategic positioning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Public sector</th>
<th>Civil society</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic positioning that fitted the context</td>
<td>Observatório network, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENACT, Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ESDU, Eastern Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
<td>COEP network, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic positioning that had both assets and real</td>
<td>Education sector, Ethiopia</td>
<td>Churches in Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>Lacor Hospital, Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disadvantages</td>
<td>Rwanda Revenue Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LGSP, the Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTPL, Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSRP, Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic positioning that had major dysfunctional</td>
<td>NACWC, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 6: Strategic positioning: ESDU in the Eastern Caribbean

The ESDU case illustrates the search for a strategic niche in the context of environmental and natural resource management issues in the Caribbean and the consequences of that choice for capacity development. Given the role of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), the needs and wishes of its members, the resources available and ESDU's own history, what should be its contribution, and to whom? Should it do policy research? Should it implement programmes on behalf of members, or provide facilitation and support services? Should it be an all-purpose actor? What should be its strategic niche, and what capabilities would it need to fill these roles? A key part of the case was the gradual formulation of ESDU's decision to cease implementing 'its programmes' and to become a bridging organisation with the task of connecting, supporting and facilitating the work of the OECS members. The ESDU story then centred on the necessary changes to its capacity as it made its way through this transition.

4.3 History, age and stage of evolution

The structure and behaviour of an organisation or system could be the outcome of a long period of evolution that in turn, reflected societal culture and political dynamics. All the case actors were on a path of evolution and change of some sort. Thus any intentional intervention to develop capacity had to react, in some fashion, to the dynamics of organisational change that were already underway. This occurred mostly in older systems in the public sector, such as the Ministry of Education in Pakistan, whose organisational roots go back to the days of the British Raj. Analysts have long tried to categorise or sequence the stages of growth or change of organisations and systems. A common framework is that of the stages of formation, growth, maturity and renewal. In the cases, we saw actors going through a series of stages or cycles that both shaped and reflected the state of their capacity. We can describe these cycles as follows:

- The establishment or entrepreneurial phase, during which the system or organisation begins to find its identity and set up its operating procedures.
- A longer phase of growth, that can go on for years or decades, in which systems become more specialised and internally diverse and develop higher levels of complexity. Frequently, the systems differentiate into sub-systems. They add more capabilities and external connections, which become more formalised and institutionalised. The initial construction work combined with persistence translates into long-term commitment on the part of actors. Among the cases, the COEP network in Brazil was perhaps the best example of this pattern.
- At some point in the growth cycle, the system becomes burdened by complexity, poor coordination, external pressures, declining responsiveness and stifling bureaucracy. More and more energy, skills and resources are needed simply to keep the system going. At some point, the system rapidly loses energy and flexibility, becomes dysfunctional, grinds to a halt or collapses altogether.
- At this point, the system can either die as part of the process of creative destruction, or system participants and supporters can try to revive and reorganise it in an effort to keep it functioning.
- If these supporters succeed in some fashion, the next phase is one of reform or renewal, which will start the cycle again.

Although arguments can be made for and against such categorisations, it does seem valid to conclude that organisations or networks or other types of systems pass through certain macro or life cycle phases as they become bigger, older, more complex and, in
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the process, less flexible and adaptable. Certain types of capacity development intervention are likely be more appropriate at these different stages. This sequencing also varies depending on the nature of the organisation and the contextual factors. Among the cases, the COEP network, for example, reached a certain level of development using less formal approaches to its growth and development. But at a certain point in its expansion, its management shifted to more formal strategies in an effort to consolidate change and manage the huge growth in complexity.

Table 6 below looks at the cases from the point of view of stage of evolution. We put this forward as a general framework. Each stage often contained complex adaptations. Actors could go through stages of qualitative and structural transformation within the long phases of growth and expansion, as in the case of the COEP network in Brazil. Or the entire cycle could be compressed into a few years, as in the case of the NACWC in South Africa. They could also go through irregular, discontinuous stages or leaps and bounds interspersed with periods of normalcy. Some actors, especially in the public sector, could get stuck at certain points in the cycle or could cease to act in any meaningful way, such as the Ministry of Education in Pakistan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Public sector</th>
<th>Civil society</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial</td>
<td>LGSP, the Philippines</td>
<td>Churches in Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>ENACT, Jamaica Health sector, Papua New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observatório network, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NACWC, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth and development</td>
<td>ESDU, Eastern Caribbean</td>
<td>Churches in PNG</td>
<td>IUCN in Asia Lacor Hospital COEP network, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undue complexity</td>
<td>Pakistan education sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SISDUK, Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reform and renewal</td>
<td>PSRP, Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda Revenue Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education sector, Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stage and timing of the life cycle of each system influenced the direction and style of the capacity development process. Actors at the entrepreneurial phase and older organisations with less energy and flexibility needed quite different approaches to capacity development. IUCN in Asia and the COEP network in Brazil, for example, were relatively young structures with few embedded practices to overcome. In contrast, the Ministry of Education in the Punjab was over 100 years old and came with layers of procedures, mindsets and vested interests, both internal and external.

One other notable pattern was that the founding model of the system – its original genetic code – seemed to influence all future attempts at capacity development and change. Efforts that reinforced the original model could be absorbed much more easily, while those that tried to overturn the model proved enormously destabilising and stood much less chance of success. For the most part, organisations or systems designed to operate in a certain way could not do something dramatically different even with some effort to do so. The fateful constraining impacts of early choices had a great influence on how they developed over time. Part of this was related to deeply embedded assumptions about the nature of the organisation and what it was supposed to do – its organisational identity that had grown out of its history, its context and its culture.
4.4 *A systems perspective on the capacity actors*

One of the most obvious characteristics of the case actors from a capacity perspective concerned their relationships, i.e. their embeddedness in a wider system or systems. Single organisations, for example, could be part of a complex web of connections that could extend across the district, the province, the country or the world. In practice, part of their ‘capacity’ could be located in these larger webs of other actors whose capacity was affected by and affected each other. In some cases, such as the COEP network in Brazil, the composition of the surrounding system was completely open and permeable with potential actors all over the country entering or leaving depending on their relationship to a particular issue. Originally limited to public entities, COEP’s system expanded rapidly to be open to almost any formal organisational actor that was willing to engage in or support social and development action. In the case of IUCN in Asia, the system rapidly spread across the whole of Asia, and included 23 countries such as China, India and Pakistan, IUCN members, international donors and partners, private firms and other interested organisations.

Politics affected the range of these systems of actors. Changes in power dynamics and other political disputes acted to rule some actors in and others out. Much of the process of capacity development at this level centred on the issue of who was seen to be ‘in’ or ‘out’, and by whom. Efforts were made, for example, to engage a wider range of civil society actors in the cases in the Philippines and Indonesia. Powerful but tacit actors in the NACWC case in South Africa, previously not seen to be part of the broader context, began to exert a powerful influence which, in the end, brought the experiment to an end.

All these ‘systems’ in the cases had changing patterns of interactions with other systems. Nor was there just ‘one’ system. A country or a region could have many systems that differed dramatically. And participants could be situated in multiple systems. The Lacor Hospital, for example, was part of a private not-for-profit health care system in Gulu province, an Acholi tribal system, a regional security system in the north of the country, a Catholic welfare system across Uganda, the national health care system, an international knowledge system in fields such as HIV/AIDS and other infectious diseases, an international aid system based in Italy, and finally an international financing system in parts of Europe and North America (see figure 3). Most of these systems were mutually reinforcing and contributed to the development of the hospital's overall capacity, legitimacy and resilience. Actors who found themselves part of conflicting systems and sets of interests, on the other hand, faced quite different capacity development challenges.
Conventional sectoral structures and behaviours influenced capacity development in a variety of ways. The power structures and politics of different sectors, e.g. forestry versus health, could vary. Some could be institutionally quite simple. The tax system in Rwanda, for example, consisted of a small collection of agencies in the public sector, including the Ministry of Finance and the Rwanda Revenue Authority, plus a small number of private firms doing tax work and a varied grouping of taxpayers including private firms and individuals in the main urban areas. The health system in Papua New Guinea, by contrast, comprised hundreds of agencies, hospitals, health posts, private suppliers, funding agencies, citizen groups, and so on.

4.5 Operational implication of the actors perspective

We set out here two operational implications regarding the behaviour and relationships of the actors in the cases.

- All actors or systems involved in a process of capacity development come with a history, a process of evolution, a pattern of values and behaviour that can partly explain how they act the way they do and why. Any process of capacity development that is intended to ‘start where the actors are’ and build on existing systems and patterns needs to understand the nature of the actors involved. Capacity assessment frameworks need to look at the evolution to the present, as well as the present.
- In many cases, the focus on the so-called ‘organisational level’ is illusory. Almost all organisations are part of wider systems, some of which contribute to their capacity.
The scope of capacity mapping or analysis thus needs to focus on more than the individual organisation.
5 The context of capacity and capacity development

Do contextual factors matter? If so, why and how?

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we examine the influence of context. That it is necessary to assess context is hardly a new insight. The topic has been extensively analysed in development cooperation and in the private sector, where for decades analysts have studied the environment of the firm. Some questions dealing with the interaction between a process of capacity development and its context include:

- Depending on whether or not a context is ‘enabling’, do factors arising out of that context largely determine the progress of capacity development? And what is it about the context that is ‘enabling’, or at least determining?
- Or are the demands of citizens or organised groups more important determinants? Is it the pressure and accountability for performance that, in turn, induces the capacity that will make a difference?
- Or, as many management analysts would assert, can organisations and systems build their capacity if they have the resources, skills and the discipline, regardless of the context or the nature of the demand? Can they change their behaviour and capabilities through internal, engineered improvements such as more training, better structures and systems, more skilful leadership, etc.?

In short, what matters most in shaping capacity – external factors or stakeholder demand/support or internal factors? If, as seems likely, it is some combination of all three, how can we better understand those complex interactions?

In the cases the contextual patterns and effects were more complex than we had imagined at the outset. Discussions about contextual issues usually focus on two common images of ‘context’ at either end of a spectrum: ‘enabling’ contexts that support the growth of institutions and organisations; and ‘dysfunctional’ contexts that act as barriers to capacity development. Some evidence of these classic patterns can be found in the cases. But more complex patterns also showed themselves. Part of this ambiguity had to do with the complexity of the context–actor relationship. Countries were becoming more fragmented and unstable. Global forces influenced actor and country behaviour and affected the way capacity did or did not develop. Some organisations, such as the Lacor Hospital in Uganda, faced horrendous challenges but ended up thriving. Others within more ‘enabling’ contexts succumbed to outside forces. All of this complexity argues for a deeper knowledge of country and global conditions on the part of those who would try to develop capacity.

5.2 Global and regional trends shaping capacity development

Some case participants could focus on their immediate surroundings and speculate on what they should do to improve their capacity. But for others, global and regional changes acted to shape the scope, nature and degree of urgency of capacity development.\(^{59}\) What did seem important was the need to make the connection in this

\(^{59}\) By the term ‘global trends’, we refer to processes including economic integration, the various shared
report between global/regional trends and country efforts at capacity development. In some cases the participants were able to take advantage of these trends to access new resources, ideas and opportunities, while others were unable to cope.

5.2.1 The pace and complexity of change

External pressures contributed to the relentless pace of institutional and organisational change. Almost half the cases were in countries that had undergone profound political, institutional and social transformations following major national upheavals. These changes had complex causes but were a response, in part, to global pressures. As a result, many struggled to find the space, the stability, the access to resources and the time to focus on capacity issues.

The pace and complexity of change was not always traceable to dramatic, dislocating events triggered by external forces. A good part stemmed from pressures that affected every country – the growing opportunities for people and organisations to interact through information technology, the pressure for reform and the implications of changes in international institutions. In practice, part of the challenge was to understand the nature of the global changes that were engulfing them. Good governance, democratisation and decentralisation became issues of global attention in the 1990s. States such as Rwanda, Indonesia and Ethiopia needed to respond to this pressure in an effort to retain some sort of international legitimacy. In the ESDU case, the small island states of the Eastern Caribbean struggled to put in place the institutional structures to cope with changes in trade, aid, migration and foreign investment. The global pressure for change put a premium on capacity in whatever form to be increasingly adaptable, ingenious and resilient. Countries were simultaneously urged to approach capacity development as a long-term investment, and to make rapid progress in the short term.

The uncertain relationship between globalising ideas and cultural, ethnic and religious values also appeared in a number of cases. Capacity development is usually constructed as a secular and modernising force complete with the usual technocratic toolkit – programme goals, result matrices, change strategies, milestones, performance indicators, and so on. Such methodologies usually act to reinforce trends to do with universalism, globalisation, integration and harmonisation. Yet the importance of individual identity, group culture, informal institutions and religious values was clear in many of the cases. In countries like Papua New Guinea, value systems such as religion and ethnicity as much as modernisation shaped individual and ethnic behaviour.

5.2.2 Global economic pressures

The effects of global economic pressures in the cases were pervasive, including the knock-on impacts on institutions and organisations. In some cases, global pressures tended to command and capture the policy space and to create pressures to adopt international standards and initiatives even before the basic management structures were

approaches to development, governance and domestic reform, migration, the knowledge economy, increased competition, and the growth of transnational actors.

---

61 ‘Perhaps never before have so many governments tried to change so much so fast in such similar ways’, Donald Kettle, *The Global Public Management Revolution*, 2005.
in place. In South Africa, many social policies developed during the apartheid era had to be rethought after 1994, with major consequences for the institutional infrastructure that the country needed to develop, as described in the National Action Committee of the Western Cape (NACWC) case. In Tanzania, the government's decision to open the country to global investment led, in turn, to external demands for improved public administration. Almost all the case countries found themselves in a global competitive race for skills, resources, investments and markets and were hard pressed to keep up. Many were aspirants or signatories to global agreements that compelled them in some way to address specific capacity issues. The deadlines and 'rules of the game' involved with Russia's application for WTO membership, for example, energised the process of developing the Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CTPL) in Moscow (see box 7).

Box 7: Russia's drive for WTO membership

In the early 1990s there were enormous external and internal pressures to integrate Russia into the international trade community and the WTO. This implied preparing government officials for negotiating the terms of accession and building capacity within and outside government for effective implementation of WTO commitments. Between 1994 and 1996, the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) financed training and short-term technical assistance provided by the Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CTPL). After two years, it became obvious that national experts were needed who could help design programmes of assistance that would reflect local conditions and constraints. The programme was reoriented to support Russian nationals in establishing a think-tank – CTPL Moscow – that would serve as the focal point for a public-private trade policy and law community. CTPL Moscow became a recognised leader in these areas and active in virtually all government initiatives on trade-related issues. As of 2006 CTPL and CTPL Moscow were the only organisations providing direct negotiating support to the Russian government on WTO accession.

5.2.3 The growing diversity of capacity challenges

Much more than in the past, events in the cases reflected the growing diversity and varied needs of low- and middle-income states around the world. Responding in a more customised way to the needs of specific developmental contexts became key.

- Stable low-income countries such as Tanzania tended to see capacity issues in terms of ownership, sector-wide approaches and poverty reduction support. In such conditions, technical assistance could be used effectively to facilitate interventions such as budget support loans.
- Middle-income states such as Jamaica tended to be more concerned with issues to do with trade, public sector modernisation, environmental management and economic adjustment.
- Small island states, including many in the Caribbean, faced a unique set of constraints due to their size. External assistance could help to supplement their capabilities and expand their options for integration into regional and global groupings (see box 8).
- In a growing number of fragile states, such as Papua New Guinea, the internal political dynamics affected the process of capacity development in different ways. In some of these states, technical assistance and capacity issues from the 1960s reappeared such as counterparts, gap filling, and ‘handovers’ reappeared,

65 A dilemma that is explored in Merilee S. Grindle, Ready or not: The developing world and globalisation, in Nye and Donahue, Governance in a Globalizing World, 2000.
Box 8: Capacity development in small island states

Small island states such as St Lucia in the Caribbean faced special capacity challenges. They had to carry out a range of national tasks – maintaining border and coastal defences, complying with international treaties, macroeconomic policy making – that could strain the capabilities of small governments. They had to spend a disproportionately high level of their revenues on infrastructure such as roads and bridges. Their meagre resources had to be spread over a wide range of functions, giving them higher per capita costs than those in larger states. Many government agencies found it difficult to break out of traditional management patterns, given the limited internal mobility and promotion possibilities. Many such organisations had senior and junior level staff but relatively few at the ‘missing middle’ levels. For them it was usually difficult to justify major investments in capacity development and/or training, since nationals with marketable skills tended to emigrate.

One of the paradoxes of the current trends in capacity development is that of the simultaneous advocacy of customisation and transplantation. A good deal has been written about the value of country participants devising and owning their own approaches to capacity development. The assumption is that customised solutions that fit a particular set of circumstances will have a better chance of succeeding. From this perspective, capacity emerges from experimentation and learning at the field level.

Yet at the same time, countries and even individual organisations in the cases faced pressures from the international community to adopt generic approaches to capacity development – ‘best practice’ – that had some sort of global legitimacy. These included the new public management, democratisation, results-based management, harmonisation, gender equality, contracting out, decentralisation, privatisation, and many others. Part of this trend was accentuated by the globalised identity of elites in many countries who attended international forums, and who favoured international best practice. Put another way, countries were being urged to take more control and initiative – to be in the driver’s seat – while at the same time being disempowered by global forces. Among the cases, Tanzania adopted the new public management as the foundation of its Public Sector Reform Programme. Several countries undertook major programmes of decentralisation, including Indonesia, the Philippines and Pakistan. Results-based management was a strong theme in the Philippines, and harmonisation as a policy influenced external interventions in the health sector in Papua New Guinea.

5.3 The country context

The cases highlight an almost infinite number of contextual factors at work at the regional, country or local levels. The influence of such factors could not be traced in a linear way through capacity development to capacity and on to performance. In practice, they interacted among themselves to produce pressures, opportunities and traps, some of which could not be understood in advance.

Three sets of factors illustrate the line of analysis around country context: historical pathways and evolution; governance and politics; and trust, diversity and collective action.

68 Devising management approaches that supposedly fitted the needs of low-income countries received a good deal of attention in the 1960s and 1970s. This concern disappeared in the 1980s and 1990s with the rise of global best practice.
5.3.1 Historical pathways and evolution

Many of the capacity processes in the cases represented the latest stage in a complex process of institutional, political and organisational change that had been emerging for years, decades or even centuries. Some sort of understanding of the institutional heritage, pathways and historical evolution was therefore useful in understanding the dynamics and limits of capacity development.

In Tanzania, for example, the debate about salary incentives for public servants was shaped, in part, by the legacy of a 40-year debate about elite prerogatives, social justice and national identity. In the Philippines, much of the energy behind the Local Government Support Programme was a legacy of the revolution in 1986. In Pakistan, capacity building for decentralised education could not be understood without knowing something about the history of devolution, and the influence of practices and institutional structures devised in colonial times. Cases such as these illustrate the connections between the emergence of organisational capacity and the energy coming – or not – from the deeper dynamics of political, institutional and societal change. These deeper changes both supplied some of the tangible, human and intellectual resources and pushed actors in certain directions, and excluded some possibilities. A key to capacity development in cases such as COEP and ENACT was their awareness of energy and commitment, to find it and then to develop themselves as institutional expressions of these deeper trends and expectations.

The influence of history did not lead inexorably to a ‘path-dependent’ pattern of capacity evolution in all the cases. In Rwanda, South Africa and Ethiopia, major societal convulsions shattered old structures and habits, and allowed the space for new patterns to form and new groups to gain power. In some cases, new generations were determined to overturn old habits and structures in pursuit of modernisation. The new generation of local mayors in the Philippines, for example, pushed for new participatory practices as part of improved governance at the municipal level.

5.3.2 Governance and politics

A theme running through this report is the pervasive influence of politics and power. Capacity development was not just a technical exercise in achieving better development performance. It was, in practice, a process that allocated authority, opportunity, resources and security to some and not others.

In the Philippines, decentralisation and devolution were key components of the government’s strategy to provide more democratic, responsive and accountable government. Devolving power to local authorities allowed the government to respond to public demand for power sharing, to reward key supporters in the provinces, to develop a regional power base for the administration and to reduce political competition at the centre. Two coalitions of power supportive of the government, one at the centre and one in the provinces, could benefit. Resistance was limited to central government departments that were disinclined to share power and resources with lower levels of government.

In Rwanda, government support of the Rwanda Revenue Authority can be explained in conventional terms by the country’s need to have an effective tax collection system. Such a function would be part of the capacity ‘inventory’ of any stable state. But of equal
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importance was the government’s need to find acceptable ways to exert its authority after the 1994 genocide. Capacity development thus combined the basic existential drive of a new government and the need for modern, more effective structures. Such a combination tells us a good deal about the deeper motivations underlying country ownership.

The Tanzania case shows the workings of a political system in which elites had developed an interest in, and incentives for, getting state agencies to perform. Indeed, this case demonstrates the complex interplay, sometimes unseen, between politics and capacity building. Presidential leadership was crucial in energising public sector reform and encouraging better service delivery. But senior bureaucrats actually managed the reform process with little input from politicians. On display here was the practice of ‘buffering’, in which key groups in power protected the process of capacity development from intrusions and political capture. This ‘space’ allowed the programme to focus on the planning and implementation of technical, functional strategies of reform. Similarly, in the ENACT case in Jamaica, senior managers structured the process so as to avoid disputes with other established political and bureaucratic interests.

The cases show some of the dynamics of an ‘enabling political environment’ and how actors could act politically without ‘being’ political. The challenge was to combine buffering from political capture and intrusion, while at the same time gaining political support and legitimacy. The COEP network in Brazil, the Lacor Hospital in Uganda, IUCN in Asia and CTPL Moscow all gained a reputation for non-political performance in pursuit of national or regional interests. Part of their effectiveness in finding this balance can be traced to a combination of national legitimacy, nimble leadership and a track record of performance. As a result, outside political groups saw little benefit in risking their interests by trying to capture or control these organisations, as long as they operated within implicit rules and understandings.

We can also see country actors defending their capacity by forming, or being formed by, protective alliances. A key part of capacity development had to do with creating and strengthening constituencies that were willing to protect and support the work of a particular actor. These constituencies varied from the patients of the Lacor Hospital, donors in the cases of ESDU and IUCN in Asia, and politicians in Tanzania. Organisations without such alliances were vulnerable, as in the case of the NACWC in South Africa, regardless of their growing capacity and performance. Indeed, in the last case, improving capacity and performance became a liability given the potential threats to other actors in the technical education sector. The tactics of coalition building could vary with the nature of the capacity, the dynamics of the political system and the intensity and source of the opposition.

5.3.3 Trust, diversity and collective action

There is considerable experience in the development community with the relationship between high or low levels of social trust, diversity and the ability of people to engage in collective action. This condition had a strong influence on capacity development especially in cases with a large number of actors. The essence of the problem is the way these social structures interact with the political and administrative structures of the state. The mixture produces few incentives for government performance. Few modern state structures command legitimacy and few central decisions can be enforced throughout the country. Actors find it hard to muster a critical mass of resources, relationships and effective leadership to energise and direct capacity development over the medium and longer term.
One of the most obvious examples in the cases was that of Papua New Guinea, one of the most diverse countries in the world, a country with 700 languages, 1000 dialects and many tribes, sub-tribes, clans and sub-clans. The underlying social and ethnic structures were more cohesive and resilient than formal organisations based on western models. In Tanzania, in contrast, much of the success of the Public Sector Reform Programme can be explained by the supportive contextual conditions within which it functioned. Tanzania has a relatively homogeneous population, and a national language (Swahili). The military does not play a dominant role in political decision making, and regional differences in economic and political power are less in evidence than in neighbouring states. In such an environment, power struggles over the control of public sector organisations play less of a role, and few groups appear to have an interest in undermining their capacity.

5.4 Operational implications of contextual factors

Three types of context–actor relationships showed up in the cases:

- Four organisations (the PSRP in Tanzania, the COEP and Observatório networks in Brazil, ESDU in the Caribbean) operated in mainly supportive contexts. Participants were still required to be nimble in making use of opportunities but they did not spend a great deal of time or resources protecting their existence. In practice, they consciously manipulated and managed contextual factors for their advantage. In some crucial ways, these groups acted to create their own context.

- Six organisations (ENACT, the Lacor Hospital, IUCN in Asia, the Philippines LGSP, CTPL Moscow, the Rwanda Revenue Authority) operated in difficult contexts but were buffered from hostile forces by bureaucratic and political allies. They also developed their own capabilities to manage contextual forces.

- In five of the cases (Pakistan, two in Papua New Guinea, South Africa, Indonesia), the actors struggled, usually unsuccessfully, to overcome a range of contextual constraints. At this end of the scale, the influence of contextual factors determined the dynamics and outcomes of particular interventions.

- Current thinking about capacity issues gives more attention to context, i.e. relating any interventions, internal or external, to the history, structure and pattern of the context. We agree with this line of thinking. But we would emphasise the complexity and the paradoxes of many context–actor relationships that do not conform to a linear pattern of cause and effect.

Some additional implications of paying attention to context include the following:

- Being aware of contextual factors encouraged participants, especially external interveners, to understand how cultures, political systems and organisations actually work, as opposed to how they should work. Such operational insights were frequently essential in designing or crafting capacity interventions.

- Context was not always an aggregated condition that reflected broad country conditions. Many of the actors worked within ‘micro’ or local contexts that differed from wider country trends. Yet the effects on the behaviour of actors could be profound.

- Some analysts describe the ‘context’ as an aggregated fixed pattern ‘out there’ whose influences have to be taken into account. But in almost all the cases, contexts were shifting, expanding and becoming more complex. The Lacor Hospital was forced to shift its view of its own context as it was absorbed into the national health system. The NACWC in South Africa failed to recognise the complexity of its context and, as a result, paid too little attention to politics and bureaucratic decision making in Pretoria. In practice, actors usually struggled to understand the nature of the broader context.
of which they were a part.\textsuperscript{71} IUCN in Asia, for example, made continuous efforts to keep up with changing conditions and policies to do with species protection. Many of them had mental models of the world that led to misunderstandings of the contextual dynamics that were outside their frame of reference. Most, for example, missed global trends that were indirectly affecting them, and ended up developing capabilities that would later be insufficient for their emerging purposes.

- In some ways, the context acted as it does in nature, i.e. imposing patterns of natural selection, weeding out weaker actors and rewarding those who could adapt quickly to change. A key part of this pattern would be the context itself moving and changing, sometimes rapidly. What mattered was not so much the nature of the contexts that actors faced, but rather the ways in which they related to those contexts. Those who consciously faced outwards, and had the flexibility to adapt to contextual changes did better than those who faced inwards.\textsuperscript{72} Some tried, and succeeded, in selecting and crafting their own context. They had the operational space, the strategic flexibility and the initiative to go into certain lines of work and to buffer themselves from dysfunctional trends. They tried, in effect, to find a niche in the context or \textquoteleft ecosystem\textquoteright within which they could survive and even prosper.

- A good deal of capacity development, and indeed of development cooperation itself, is premised on being unresponsive to contextual factors. Many of the case actors put in place practices to do with gender, human rights and the rule of law and professional standards of work that did not reflect local custom, i.e. they adopted strategies that relied on \textquoteleft lack of fit\textquoteright. A number of actors – IUCN in Asia, ESDU, ENACT, PSRP Tanzania, the Rwanda Revenue Authority – could actually manage and even shape their context and were, in turn, influenced by it. Too much \textquoteleft fit\textquoteright with the context might indicate a lack of dynamism and commitment to try to ignite change and reform. A certain amount of \textquoteleft misfit\textquoteright was needed to energise capacity development.

- In some cases the context was the source of capacity rather than just an influence on it. Capacity development interventions could be based on country strengths in the form of pools of energy, commitment, informal resources and values. In effect, capacity could exist in forms other than formal organisations and institutions, and part of the challenge was to mobilise them.

\textsuperscript{71} For an example of county participants struggling to understand their own context, see Uan Fernando (2007) \textit{The Serendipity of Capacity Building: A Story from Sri Lanka}, INTRAC Praxis Note 29.

\textsuperscript{72} This applies beyond the narrow boundaries of capacity development. For an explanation of the role of adaptation and change in avoiding a societal collapse, see Jared Diamond, \textit{Collapse: How Societies Choose to Succeed or Fail}, 2005.
6 Capacity development

What processes seem to induce capacity development?
Which processes work where and why?
When does an intervention become a capacity development intervention?
What is the difference between organisational change and capacity development?

My friend, there is no road. You make the road as you walk – Spanish proverb

6.1 Introduction

Despite the preoccupation with the concept of change in the form of capacity development, actors in international development programmes, both in the countries and in donor agencies, have paid little explicit attention to understanding its patterns and dynamics. The huge body of experience about change processes that has been built up in the private sector is largely missing in the field of international development.73 A lot prescription – the ‘should’ and ‘must’ and ‘how to’ stuff – appears at the front end of most capacity development efforts. And a great deal of attention is paid to the back end, i.e. results in the form of tracking outputs and outcomes. But the space in between, the dynamics of change in complex systems, remains poorly understood.

In the cases, everyone, be they analysts or practitioners who dealt with capacity issues, had some sort of tacit mental model of change in the form of capacity development.74 In many cases, the organisations subscribed to certain principles and assumptions about what motivates people, about what leads to what, or what makes people and systems become effective, or what capacity issues matter more than others. Their perspectives led to views about where to start a process of capacity development, what to do, and in what order. Each way of thinking, in practice, reflected different theories of change and different perspectives on human nature. Even the most ‘practical’ people carried out their work on the basis of theories about change.

We can see these different approaches to capacity development at work in the cases. The Tanzanian Public Sector Reform Programme relied heavily on concepts to do with incentives, competition, accountability and demand-side pressures. IUCN in Asia developed its capabilities using principles of strategic management. The CTPL Russia case was based on an approach to strategic positioning common in the private sector. The ENACT programme in Jamaica and the ESDU in the Caribbean used many ideas to do with human behaviour and learning. And most donors tried to apply the basic ideas underlying bureaucratic and performance management in their approach to results-based management (RBM).

Even assuming that a process of capacity development was under way, it was not always clear in the cases if it led to a condition that could be labelled as capacity, let alone performance. For example, most of the cases went through some form of restructuring. Efforts at some sort of staff training were common. Some sort of institutional change, in the form of new laws and regulations, was always under way. But the effects on capacity, i.e. the collective ability to do things better, were not always clear.

Finally, it was difficult to disentangle and identify the various capacity development strategies. The participants invariably operated with a wide range of views (mainly implicit) about capacity and about capacity development strategies. Few operated on the basis of an explicit strategy whose implementation they then tracked carefully. Some used a combination of strategies. In many cases, there was a difference between what people said they were doing and what they actually did. This divergence between ‘espoused’ theories of change versus actual ‘theories in use’ was pervasive. And, inevitably, other pressures for change unrelated to the process of capacity development acted independently to alter outcomes.

We need to clarify our use of the terms ‘change’ and ‘capacity development’. Change, meaning a shift in the configuration and behaviour of a system, is a capacity-neutral term. It simply refers to a continual process of altering and shifting. Things can be getting better or worse. Capacity development refers to a form of change that focuses on improvements to the ways in which things get done. In this report, we focus on capacity development as a form of change.

In the following section, we describe the various internally and externally driven processes for capacity development. We then consider the dynamics of the process observed in the cases, and the strategies used.

### 6.2 Internally driven processes for capacity development

#### 6.2.1 Human and organisational development

A common approach to capacity development in the cases was organisational development (OD). This process-oriented approach stresses the importance of human and organisational qualities such as resourcefulness, identity, resilience, innovation, collaboration, adaptiveness, courage, imagination and aspiration (see box 9). Individuals and groups could lack confidence and cohesion. Their individual creativity and initiative could be latent or suppressed. Internal communication could be inadequate, leading to mistrust and conflict. In the cases, organisations used OD techniques to try to address these issues by encouraging new attitudes, new roles and relationships, and altered forms of organisational behaviour. OD could help staff to craft emotional and psychological incentives for capacity development. OD was used to put the human element into capacity development strategies. OD thus represented the ‘process as outcome’ end of the capacity development spectrum, as opposed to the ‘product as outcome’ approach of some other approaches.
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75 See, for example, W.L. French et al., Organisational Development and Transformation, 1994. See also Rick James and A. Mugore, 2002, Does organisational development fit into African cultures? in Rick James, People and Change: Capacity-Building in NGOs, INTRAC.
Box 9: The importance of identity and confidence

Capacity frequently emerges out of a technocratic combination of functional skills, assets and resources and mandate. But in many of the cases, intangibles such as identity and confidence assumed major importance. In ESDU, ENACT, IUCN in Asia, the Rwanda Revenue Authority, the COEP and Observatório networks in Brazil, the PSRP in Tanzania and CTPL Moscow, the participants worked, both directly and indirectly, to foster a collective identity that could be recognised both internally and externally. Coupled with this sense of identity was the growth in confidence and mastery, which led participants to develop a belief in their ability to make a special contribution to those with whom they worked. This belief, in turn, generated feelings of loyalty and pride that deepened the emotional and psychological relationships underlying the capacity, and expanded the range of activities that people thought they could attempt.

All approaches to capacity development have their limitations, and those using OD techniques are no exception. They pay little attention to the role of power and control; they are more useful at the micro and meso than at the macro level; the links to external factors, technical change and performance can be tenuous; and integrating changes at the individual, group and system levels is a challenge. The implication is that OD approaches need to be combined with other approaches to capacity development.

At some point, all the case participants used a variety of OD techniques such as team building, participation, cultural change and external facilitation. The SISDUK programme in Indonesia used OD techniques during its exploratory design phase. TA staff facilitated meetings of stakeholders, both to raise awareness and highlight new opportunities coming out of the shift to decentralisation. They tried to encourage learning and internalisation of new concepts, relationships and behaviours. The emphasis was on achieving consensus and local ownership. In Jamaica, ESDU staff used OD techniques to develop their capabilities and to counter a sense of fragmentation in the organisation. After internal reviews, they decided that poor relationships and behaviours were the problem, rather than a lack of technical skills. They then concentrated on overcoming these negative patterns by giving support staff more responsibilities, flattening the structure, changing the leadership style and working to improve collective approaches. Staff worked to develop a sense of organisational citizenship.

6.2.2 Incentives, rewards and sanctions

Incentives, rewards and sanctions especially in the public sector collapsed in many low-income countries in the 1980s and 1990s. Salaries fell, and working conditions and career prospects declined. Chronic absenteeism, corruption, demoralisation increased. Deeper patterns of predation and impunity at the national level destabilised entire governments. In practice, the pattern of institutional and political incentives in many countries was stacked against capacity development. Given these conditions, non-performance was an entirely rational response.

Most capacity development strategies include some attempt to counter these trends by changing the pattern of incentives within organisations and systems. Approaches such as the ‘new public management’, for example, use incentives and sanctions to erode the usual bureaucratic pathologies and encourage more attention to results and performance. Included in such a list of incentives would be salary supplements,

performance-based incentives, efforts to boost demand and accountability, greater transparency and increased use of contractual relationships, competition and internal markets within organisations, especially those involved in service delivery. We can see the effects of incentives at work in the cases:

- The pattern of incentives inside the Tanzanian political system had evolved to the point where politicians, in most cases, could gain more by encouraging public sector performance than by ignoring or blocking it. The structure of incentives in Papua New Guinea’s political system, however, had the reverse effect. A number of organisations – the Tanzanian public sector, the Lacor Hospital, CTPL Moscow, the Ministry of Education in Pakistan – struggled to put in place salary structures that would be sufficient to attract and retain key staff. The careful use of incentives and rewards in the LGSP in the Philippines acted as stimuli to induce mayors to shift towards change and reform.
- In the education sector in Ethiopia, demand-side pressures coming from citizens acted as incentives and sanctions.

But there is still some uncertainty about the relationship between capacity development and incentives, rewards and sanctions. The patterns in the cases were ambiguous on this point. First, the issue of incentives, unlike learning, comes with ideological aspects, making it difficult to sort out objectively. Some analysts, especially economists in large multilaterals, see them as absolutely determinant. Observers of civil society organisations, by contrast, pay them almost no attention in explaining effective performance. Second, it is difficult to be clear about what exactly is an incentive. Some analyses go beyond the tangible and the financial to include anything that provides pleasure or satisfaction to an individual. Pursuing the most selfless behaviour could then qualify as responding to incentives. Third, it was often difficult to understand how country participants at different times and at different organisational positions perceived incentives, rewards and sanctions, particularly those embedded in informal institutions and practices.

The cases show a complex mixture of ‘extrinsic’ and ‘intrinsic’ incentives at work at the individual level. In some cases, extrinsic incentives were key – such as the career development opportunities and free medical care offered by the Lacor Hospital. In others, they had little effect on participant choices, as in the case of the staff of CTPL Moscow, who appeared repeatedly to act against their short-term interests in order to accomplish larger goals in which they believed. And in yet others, incentives could undermine the very commitment they were trying to encourage. For example, the large funds put at the disposal of MPs in Papua New Guinea created expectations among constituents of gifts and bribes at election time that acted against candidates who refused to make such payments. This pattern of incentives, in turn, affected the quality of candidates prepared to run for election.

Nothing but the broadest definition of incentives could account for some of the behaviour in the cases, such as the great risks taken by some Lacor Hospital managers to deal with an outbreak of Ebola. Narrow definitions of self-interest could not explain the willingness of some Brazilian companies to support the collective action of the COEP network. Put another way, explanations based solely on self-interest could not capture the complexity of human nature or behaviour. In practice, a variety of other motivators – non-financial, national pride, faith-based, values-driven, loyalty to colleagues – were also at work. The
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79 A startling analysis of this aspect can be found in P. Chabal and Jean-Pascal Daloz, *Africa Works: Disorder as a Political Instrument*, 1999.
80 See, for example, S. Kayizzi-Mugerwa, ed., *Ownership, Incentives and Capabilities*, 2003.
81 Incentives and rewards are completely absent from NGO analyses such as Alan Fowler, *The Virtuous Spiral: A Guide to Sustainability for NGOs in International Development*, 2000.
patterns of behaviour in the cases have led us to assume that people did more than act on the basis of logical, rational decisions designed to maximise their personal self-interest.\(^{82}\)

There was a point beyond which incentives and rewards could add up to the purchase of the temporary compliance or cooperation of others. Such an effort was unlikely to lead to committed behaviour over the medium term. They could have the cumulative effect of undermining the ownership and capacity they were supposedly trying to induce if they were not ‘autonomy respecting’. But they could end up being external incentives for an activity that would need to be internally motivated in order to succeed.\(^{83}\)

Based on the experiences in the cases we draw three main conclusions:

- Incentives at the individual level mattered a great deal, but not all the time and not for everything. They were part of a ‘soup’ of motivators that influenced and shaped human behaviour.
- The intentional ‘design’ of incentives could be a tricky business. Designers needed a detailed knowledge of the functioning of the system and the causes underlying current behaviour. Some incentives could have little effect or unintended consequences elsewhere. In many cases, the policy, regulatory or bureaucratic changes required for altering incentives were not feasible in the short term.
- Finally, it was difficult to sort out the differences between incentives acting on system behaviour versus those designed to affect individual behaviour. Incentives operating at the macro level, sometimes embedded in institutions or in informal arrangements, could have powerful effects on the functioning of formal organisations.

### 6.2.3 Awareness, understanding and learning

Changes in human cognition and understanding play a key role in capacity development. Country participants who became more aware of an issue or idea would, in some instances, begin to reflect on and alter their behaviour. Managers who better understood a range of issues such as global trends or complex donor proposals were more likely to be committed and engaged. A sense of ownership, for example, was more likely in cases where country participants felt comfortable with the main outlines of a programme. Capacity development from this perspective was helping people to think differently.

Capacity development in the form of learning was a priority for both IDA staff and country participants. Learning was both a means to, and an end of, capacity. This usually entailed absorbing and mastering new ways of thinking and then turning that new knowledge into capabilities for action and performance. But it also could lead to ‘unlearning’ or capacity destruction, a usually painful process in which people faced the prospect of giving up behaviours and skills that had long been effective and which provided them with respect, identity and access to resources.

We do not dwell on the debate about formal training as learning either in the form of academic or even professional courses.\(^{84}\) Among the cases, only the LGSP in the Philippines, the Lacor Hospital and the Ministry of Education in Pakistan invested heavily in formal training. The Lacor Hospital, given its remote location and recruitment problems, followed a ‘make’ rather than ‘buy’ approach to improving skills, and invested 11% of its
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83 For a detailed analysis of this pattern, see David Ellerman, *Helping People Help Themselves: From the World Bank to an Alternate Philosophy of Development Assistance*, 2006
budget in staff training. IUCN in Asia also de-emphasised formal training, preferring operational learning and mentoring. Even those that favoured the conventional ‘capacity development as training’ eventually shifted away from this approach given the meagre results. With the possible exception of Lacor, formal training did not make a decisive contribution to capacity development in any of the cases. We are, however, aware of many other cases where training has functioned effectively as a cornerstone of capacity development.

Approaches to learning covered a wide spectrum of activities, including academic and professional courses, action learning, coaching, mentoring, benchmarking, self-reflection and group discussions. In many cases, individual participants favoured action-oriented learning or on-the-job training usually through peer-to-peer contacts and technical assistance. Learning arose out of experimentation, dialogue and discovery, rather than absorbing pre-selected material. In many instances, the participants had to figure out what they needed to learn, let alone how. Favoured methods included on-site coaching, special courses, supported replication, relationship building, and local knowledge creation and dissemination. Part of the value of this action-oriented approach was the chance to come up with learning – social as well as technical – that was customised for a particular situation or organisation.

A learning-oriented approach to change has many supporters in the international development community who see it, unlike politics, as one of the most productive ways to encourage capacity development. But it is apparent from the literature and the case experiences, that making organisations in low-income states ‘learning-friendly’ presents some major challenges. Nevertheless, groups and organisations in the cases did manage to learn, sometimes in dramatic fashion. But to be effective, they had to focus on learning explicitly and make an effort to master it as a capability. They needed space, encouragement and protection to do it successfully. In many ways, the challenges to effective learning mirrored those faced by capacity development itself.

6.2.4 Values, meaning and moral purpose

Most analyses of capacity development have focused on the ‘how’ issues – i.e. the structural, the technical, the functional, the procedural and the instrumental – or on the capability to carry out technical tasks. In recent years, this narrow scope has widened to include political and the economic issues. But we were struck by the contribution of the psychological and – dare we say it – the spiritual to the emergence of capacity. We are talking in particular about values, meaning and moral purpose. From this perspective, genuine capacity in many of the cases was based on more than changes to technique, structure and assets. In some cases, organisations could acquire legitimacy and an identity based on their contribution to some sort of higher purpose or ideal. In the process, such an achievement could unleash the allegiance, loyalty and motivation of the participants in ways not possible with restructuring, incentivising or strategising. Put another way, for capacity at a deeper or second-order level to emerge, there had to be a convincing answer to the ‘why’ of capacity development that went beyond organisational self-interest, personal advantage or greater efficiency.

We stress here the potential capacity benefits of a genuine allegiance to a set of accepted values. The case actors that achieved this – the Lacor Hospital (see box 10), ENACT, COEP, ESDU, IUCN in Asia, and the churches in Papua New Guinea – appear
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to have put in place an informal psychological contract with their staff and supporters that yielded benefits in the form of recruitment and loyalty, greater coherence across units and political protection. Under these circumstances, moral purpose functioned as a sort of glue that kept the organisation resilient under difficult circumstances. It anchored the process of capacity development and provided a moral basis for collective action. It helped organisations to develop the capability to commit and engage.

Box 10: Values, meaning and moral purpose: the Lacor Hospital, Uganda

The values of the Lacor Hospital were a key element underpinning its capacity. Yet a closer look reveals the complexity behind these values. Many staff and patients saw the hospital as a symbol of Acholi tribal identity, but it was also a standard bearer of the values of Catholic humanism and its concern for the poor and the dispossessed. For many, the effectiveness of the hospital represented modernism and the opportunity for Ugandans to master professional and logistical challenges at a world class level. Over the years, the leadership managed to fuse these differing values and ways of thinking into a broad, emergent, inclusive pattern of meaning. No religious dogmatism was allowed. No particular pattern of values could dominate. As one respondent explained, the leadership ‘created a culture based on hard work, honesty, no compromise on patient issues, good relationships and friendships, and being with the people’.

The power of values and meaning was apparent in many of the cases. The COEP network in Brazil derived much of its power from its efforts to promote social justice, citizenship and democratic values that had come to prominence after the end of military dictatorship in 1983. Indeed, almost all its relationships were designed to harness the energy of individuals, groups and organisations who were seeking ways to support these values. The goal was to bring forth and harness new elements, new institutions, new behaviour and a new legitimacy in support of these values. In South Africa, the impetus behind the establishment of the NACWC programme was the desire to see the ‘post-apartheid’ period produce benefits for all citizens. ESDU in the Caribbean, IUCN in Asia and ENACT in Jamaica were working in support of the values of environmental management and sustainable development. ENACT, in practice, built national capacity by mobilising social energy to protect the environment. The government of Jamaica selected a network approach on the assumption that such energy and values could not be harnessed through formal public sector institutions.

Adopting a ‘values’ approach to capacity development was clearly not a short-term endeavour. Those organisations that accomplished it sometimes took decades to establish the trust, the legitimacy, and the integrity to make a difference. It could also be difficult to combine a strong allegiance to a set of values with the compromises needed to build and manage a capable organisation, especially in politicised contexts. Organisations that revered a particular set of values could end up limiting their relationships with other less committed actors, or those who felt their values to be under attack would resist being changed in the name of capacity development.

6.2.5 Formal structure and systems

One of the most common approaches to capacity development was to change the formal structure and functional systems of the organisation or system. All the case actors had a formal organisational structure of some sort, e.g. a network such as the Observatório, a centralised core such as the Lacor Hospital, or a complex multi-actor system such as the Tanzanian public sector. By the term ‘formal structure’, we refer to the explicitly designed pattern of relationships, authorities, information flows, decision making, and coordination

86 In the case of the Lacor Hospital, this took the form of citizens and officials protecting the hospital from attack by the Lord’s Resistance Army.
that shaped how a system such as a ministry or network would function. Put another way, the structure was a depiction of the formalised rules that shape organisational activities, mandates and exchanges among individuals and groups.

But we need to be careful about equating the general term ‘structure’ with explicit formality. In practice, there were two other types of structure at work in the cases, both of which influenced the development of capacity.

First, in some instances, there was an informal structure or ‘shadow’ system that had its own pattern of relationships, access to power and information flows. This informal structure could be the main repository of capacity, with the formal being in place for symbolic rather than operational reasons. In many cases, informal structures, both inside and outside the formal system, were intertwined with that formal system in ways that both supported and hindered capacity development. In some, such as ESDU in the Caribbean, it remained marginal and generally supportive of the larger formal system. In others, such as the health sector in Papua New Guinea, the informal system or network dominated the small formal system. No approach to capacity development in such circumstances could be effective without addressing the interconnections between the two.

Second, another invisible structure or pattern of interactions governed the way the ‘system’ shifted and moved over time. We are talking here about such dynamics as vicious and virtuous cycles that affected both capacity development and performance.

Structures or systems, both formal and informal, were key factors in shaping the state of capacity in two ways. The structure was instrumental in helping to induce a combination of specialisation and coordination that lay at the heart of effective capabilities. Those structures, especially networks, were instrumental in reaching out to pockets of energy, knowledge and resources in the wider society.

- In four of the cases – COEP, ENACT, the Observatório, and IUCN in Asia, all of which were outside the public sector – the participants put in place innovative structures that gave them the capacity to carry out complex tasks in a rapidly changing environment. IUCN in Asia, for example, implemented a trans-national team-based structure that allowed the organisation to be simultaneously decentralised and integrated. The choice of network structures of the COEP and Observatório in Brazil were themselves strategic decisions that shaped the future direction of capacity development.

- Five of the cases – the Philippines, Indonesia, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea and Ethiopia – shifted from centralised to more decentralised structures. In Tanzania, the Public Sector Reform Programme followed many of the structural prescriptions of the ‘new public management’ by shifting operational capabilities to new executive agencies and giving managers more autonomy.

- Frequently, the question for the participants was what was, or should be, the relationship between changing the structure/system and developing capacity? Were changes to the formal structure and/or system the most important issues to address? Should capacity development start with them? Or should it be assumed that structural change would only work if the intangibles, e.g. culture, motivation or learning, were
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87 See, for example, Henry Mintzberg, *The Structuring of Organisations*, 1979.
88 The term ‘shadow system’ comes from Ralph Stacey, *Complexity and Creativity in Organisations*, 1996.
90 For an analysis of these system structures and how they can work, see Peter Senge, *The Fifth Discipline*, p.106.
addressed either first or simultaneously. In the case of the Tanzanian PSRP, the
government opted for structural change first, followed by cultural change.

6.2.6 Assets, resources and financial flows

Capacity development depended to some degree on the ability of the system to attract
resources in the form of development funding, buildings, operating costs, equipment,
information and location. Some analytical frameworks focus on these aspects. They tell
us more what the system looks like or what resources it has. As such, they are a key part
of the capacity puzzle, but they tell us little about what the system can actually do.
Examples of these elements in the cases include COEP’s internal computer and
communications network in Brazil, and the ESDU building in Castries, St Lucia.

Many of the case organisations encountered genuine difficulties in funding capacity
development. They did not have the operating budgets to support training, or to buy new
equipment, vehicles, petrol or other assets. The shortage of staff housing in places such
as Papua New Guinea constrained the recruitment of staff particularly to rural areas.
Thus, in these cases, the source, composition and conditionality of financial flows had a
determinant effect on the process of capacity development. Governments, for example,
that could not provide financing on time to its ministries and agencies in the field ended
up with unspent allocations and demoralised staff.

6.2.7 Ownership, commitment and motivation

An unsurprising conclusion of this report confirms what is already conventional wisdom:
namely, that progress on capacity development depends critically on the level of
ownership, commitment and motivation of country actors, i.e. their ability to commit and
engage. In the cases, participants who were determined to develop their capacity
overcame all sorts of constraints and obstacles, while those with less resolve made little
progress. This basic point has led over the last two decades to an increasing emphasis
on the need for country ownership and commitment in some form. They are key elements
of the Paris Declaration and the Millennium Development Goals. Country actors, it is
said, must be in the ‘driver’s seat’ and must ignite and energise the process of capacity
development. Over the medium and long term, country energy shapes the emergence of
the institutions and organisations that countries need in order to make progress.

But once we get beyond praising the idea of ownership and motivation, what is really
known about these aspects across a range of conditions at the country, organisational
and individual levels? And what do we know about the implications of different kinds of
commitment? In addressing these questions in the research, we were struck by the
complex range of patterns all hiding under the generic labels of ownership and
commitment. These patterns lead us to conclude that the interconnections between
ownership, human motivation, commitment and capacity development are still only dimly
understood even by the participants themselves, let alone external interveners. In
essence, capacity development remains a voluntary activity. IDAs obviously cannot
develop the capacity of others without their permission. But country organisations
themselves cannot compel their own staff to develop either individual or collective
capacity.

91 A huge number of assessment tools focus on the attributes, resources and elements of an organisation
or system. The IDRC Toolbox for Self-Assessment, for example, looks at strategic leadership, human
resources, financial management, organisational processes, programme management, infrastructure
and inter-institutional linkages. The ‘six-box model’ of Marvin Weisbord deals with purposes,
relationships, structure, leadership, rewards and helpful mechanisms.
Even more puzzling, the international development community appears to devote only modest efforts to understanding the issues of ownership and motivation despite their obvious importance. Criminologists and psychologists spend huge amounts of time trying to understand the motives for human behaviour. But development practitioners still seem focused on a range of other issues including programme design and management, performance measurement and structure and systems.92

The terms ownership, motivation and commitment are often used interchangeably. In the cases, what we were looking for was the capability to commit and engage, or the will to act and the inclination to keep on acting until the job was done. What we were looking for was conviction – a group or an organisation that would commit real resources to an activity, would persist in overcoming problems that inevitably emerged during implementation and would act to sustain the activity regardless of the level of external assistance. In the cases we found a variety of sources of commitment:

- At one end of the spectrum, ownership and commitment arose from deeper shifts and political changes in a society that created the space, motivation and resources for organisations and individuals to take action. The Russian government’s commitment to trade reform stemmed from its wish to benefit from the global economy through WTO membership. In Rwanda, the commitment to tax reform came from the government’s drive to enforce its power and legitimacy after the 1994 genocide. The implication is that certain types of capacity development may depend for their effectiveness on the pace of deeper levels of commitment and historical evolution that may take years or decades to unfold.

- At the other end of the spectrum, a quite different example of commitment was that of motivated individuals, or ‘capacity entrepreneurs’, both inside and outside of government, who seek new ways of developing capacity. They would get access to resources, find space and protection, model committed behaviour and then try to scale up, inducing more legitimacy and commitment from others as they made progress. In such cases, capacity grew around individuals and gradually spread out to form larger systems. External interveners, in effect, could fill the role of capacity investors picking committed energetic people and then supporting and protecting them as they made their way. In such cases, broader organisational commitment was an outcome not a precondition.

To understand this issue in the cases, it was helpful to look more deeply into the nature and limitations of commitment. The question of ‘commitment of whom?’ appeared frequently. Commitment could be strong at the top of a structure where decisions were made, but not at the middle and operational levels where actual implementation took place. Commitment could exist for one issue but not another. It could be strong at the beginning of a process but then drain away over time. It could grow and strengthen in circumstances where people had developed a better understanding of a particular strategy or initiative and became convinced of its relevance to their own needs, but required time and space to emerge. In this sense, ownership and commitment were dynamic qualities that could ebb and flow.

Two situations arose in the cases in response to the question ‘commitment to what?’ First, participants could be committed to a complex range of things, a set of outcomes, a process, a policy, an idea or set of values, a group or an individual, a potential personal
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92 I believe that that desire is at the heart of the matter of work and perhaps of all things human. It is often said that ‘where there is a will there is a way’. But we spend most of our time trying to understand ‘the way’ and very little time trying to understand the source of ‘the will.’ T. Gallwey, *The Inner Game of Work*, p. 217.
benefit or an existing system. They could, for example, favour incremental changes to an existing institution but not an effort at sectoral transformation. In the Indonesian case, we see a complex pattern of commitments and motivations at play at the district levels that unravelled during implementation as the variations in commitments and interests became apparent (see box 11). In the event, multiple participants had multiple motives at different levels and on different issues. Second, a general sense of commitment did not regularly extend itself to cover capacity development. Participants might be committed to a certain kind of result or a distribution of benefits, but often were not committed to developing the capacity to achieve them. Individuals might have conflicting commitments that acted against capacity development.

Box 11: Commitment and ownership: the SISDUK programme, Indonesia

The SISDUK programme in Indonesia contended with a variety of commitments during the course of the programme. Policy makers and bureaucrats in Jakarta wanted fast-disbursing, widely spread programmes that would generate visible benefits in the short term. Provincial technocrats wanted to manage the programme using tested planning and budgeting techniques. Village heads wanted direct control over programme budgets. Community participants and programme field workers who understood the system best ended up having the least power.

In some of the cases, IDAs were reluctant to lose control of programmes they supported even at the risk of eroding country ownership. Much of the current enthusiasm for country ownership assumes that such a condition will be strengthened by a reinforcing sense of donor ownership. This may not always be the case.

Commitment can be an intensely political question. In highly politicised societies such as Papua New Guinea, it is almost impossible to develop broad commitment around a set of choices or policies. Commitment could frequently be determined by who wanted what, and who supported what, and what power they had to enforce their preferences. The type and level of commitment could alter as alliances shifted under conditions of instability and uncertainty. These fragmented political forces also made it difficult to sustain a coalition or consensus into the medium term. From this perspective, both ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ commitment came with risks and downsides. Contested commitments could be as troublesome as weak ones.

This idea of contested commitment showed itself in the cases as groups tried to convert commitment into some kind of policy direction, budget allocation and organisational form. Without a broad consensus or centralised enforcement, this process would normally result in internal bureaucratic struggles and stalled action. The decision of the government of Jamaica to put in place an integrated approach to sustainable development was delayed for years due to the inability to reach agreement despite the general sense of national commitment. This conversion of commitment into action was also complicated by the high staff turnover rate within most country government bureaucracies.

The act of exercising ownership by country actors could have positive or negative effects. Country ‘owners’ could have no interest in developing capacity and no wish for anyone else to do so. Ownership could be contested or unevenly distributed. In the cases, certain types of ownership emerged as a vested or blocking interest. Country participants who ‘owned’ a project could be reluctant to integrate into a SWAp. Teachers’ unions, for example, frequently exercised their ownership to block educational reform. In the Pakistan case, the ‘ownership’ of certain officials led them to resist all kinds of initiatives.
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For that reason, the type and degree of ownership did not always correlate with qualities that lay at the heart of capacity development – commitment, motivation, persistence, courage, confidence and determination. Thus the presence of some kinds of ownership, contrary to current thinking, could be dysfunctional in terms of capacity development.

6.2.8 Leadership, management and entrepreneurship

Capacity analyses within the development sector have paid relatively little attention to the issue of leadership. Most have focused on structural issues, on skills development and/or the dynamics and impact of broader institutional and political forces. To the extent that the issue of leadership has been addressed, it has usually been in connection with results and performance, or with producing more and better leaders that all countries need to make progress. As a result, the interrelationships among the issues of leadership, capacity and capacity development remain poorly understood.

Is, for example, the leadership needed for capacity development different from that required to achieve results? If so, how? Here we look at this narrower issue of leadership for capacity development.

The cases, as usual, portray a diversity of leadership contexts, styles and outcomes. The nature of the leadership role and possibilities of the permanent secretary of the Ministry of Education in Pakistan, for example, were obviously different from those of the head of a small NGO in the Caribbean. But some common patterns did appear.

Box 12: Leadership for capacity development: the Observatório network, Brazil

In the Observatório network, leadership developed in the form of an ‘invisible steering group’ that reflected, and indeed composed, an informal governance agreement among the members. This informal unit grew out of a group of like-minded academics and analysts that formed in the 1960s and 1970s to advocate for better public health. Members of this leadership group circulated through various universities, research organisations and the public sector (particularly the federal Ministry of Health) while maintaining their involvement with the network. Over time, this first generation was slowly replaced by a second in the 1980s and 1990s. This approach to leadership was based on a common allegiance to the same agenda of democratisation and improved public health. The style was much more informal, collegial and values-based, as opposed to formal, individual and heroic.

In some instances, such as the Observatório in Brazil (see box 12), a pattern of collective leadership appeared at the beginning and remained. But in others, such as COEP, the Lacor Hospital, ESDU, the PSRP in Tanzania and IUCN in Asia, the style of leadership shifted from that of the heroic dominating figure to a more distributed approach. Over time, a leadership group would emerge, connected by shared values, formal organisational structures and past experiences. In the Lacor case, this group numbered 15–20 out of about 500 total staff. Such groups usually developed a confidence and an optimism about their ability to meet a wide range of challenges and raised the
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94 For example, DFID’s early work on ‘drivers of change’ makes almost no reference to leadership.
95 ‘Increasingly, it is understood that these principles require greater attention to strengthening the capacity of leaders at all level – those actually responsible for defining results and accountable for achieving them.’ World Bank Concept Note, Capacity Day 2007 on leadership development, chapter 5. See also Leadership and accountability: Creating a culture of results, Third International Round Table on Managing for Development Results, Hanoi, Vietnam, 2007 (www.mfdr.org/RT3/Glance/Documents/Leadership-final.pdf); and Leadership for Results: Leadership Development Programme in Lao PDR, WBI presentation, 2008.
96 A small body of analysis does exist; see Rick James and Chiku Malunga, Leadership development in a culture of fear and insecurity, in Rick James, People and Change: Exploring Capacity-Building in NGOs, INTRAC, 2002.
organisation to a new level of capacity and results. In practice, the capability to commit and engage appeared to emerge out of this leadership group. We can thus see in many of the cases the practice of leadership as both a means and an end of capacity development.

A key relationship in the cases to do with leadership was time in position. Most personnel systems especially in the public sector rotated senior managers quickly though a variety of positions, mainly for political reasons. But leaders who were intent on making a difference needed to be in place for a considerable period of time in order to have an impact on the capacity of the system. In the Tanzania case, for example, the Permanent Secretary in charge of public sector reform remained in position for almost 10 years at the wish of two presidents in an effort to sustain the process of reform. Yet some organisations that kept top staff in place for a long period also faced the potential problem of stagnation and lack of renewal. This applied in particular to smaller civil society organisations that were vulnerable to the ‘founder’s trap’ syndrome – leaders who created the organisation but who stayed too long in position. Conversely, the issue of rapid turnover at senior management levels after political changes also led to instability and loss of direction.

Most leaders were faced with the demands of one or two extremes – either huge instability and uncertainty, or inertia and ineffectiveness. In the cases, few leaders presided over organisations that made progress in an atmosphere of steady but predictable change. Many organisations in low-income states, especially those in civil society, function in a culture of fear and insecurity. Governments and other groups can be actively hostile. Staff with extended families to support cannot risk losing well paid jobs that cannot easily be replaced. Thus, for leaders in who wished to make the transition to a more open, participatory approach to management, the challenge tended to be much greater than in many high-income organisations. Resistance to change could be easily triggered. The structure of many organisations, i.e. power at the top, a ‘missing middle’ in terms of skilled or experienced staff, and a large unskilled operational group at the bottom, made it difficult to create a sense of ‘followership’ to support efforts to delegate authority from the top.

A key contribution of leadership for capacity development was that of a strategic mindset. In the cases, some senior managers showed a genuine interest in, and commitment to, capacity development as an end in itself. They wanted to help create and strengthen the institutions and organisations that their country needed to make progress. They persuaded their organisations or networks to be ‘mindful’ about capacity issues. Such managers also developed a sense of strategic management and adaptation, i.e. the ability to adapt the system or organisation to the needs and challenges that it was facing (see box 13), and to understand what kind of change the system could and could not manage. In the case of the Lacor Hospital, for example, managers put in place a process of external and internal consultation and reflection that helped it navigate through security breakdowns, a transition to ‘publicisation’ and changes in donor financing.

**Box 13: Two leaders change, adapt and learn: IUCN in Asia and ESDU**

Two of the cases are revealing about the relationships between capacity development and leadership. The leadership paths of the directors of IUCN in Asia and the ESDU in the Caribbean showed remarkable similarities. Both were women. Both were members of minority communities within their countries and regions. Both worked in the environment field. Both were heads of regional units that were part of larger international organisations. Both were interested in building

98 For an analysis, see Phil Hanford, Developing director and executive competencies in strategic thinking, in Bob Garratt (ed), *Developing Strategic Thought*, 2003.
the capacity of their organisations to make a major contribution to their region. Both began their work by relying on a model of leadership based on heroic and centralised direction. At a certain point, both realised that they needed to do three things: focus directly on capacity development as a priority; develop their own capability and that of their organisation to think and act strategically; and change their approach to leadership from one of heroic direction to a more facilitating, distributed style in an effort to encourage initiative and ownership at the middle and lower levels of the organisation. Both these leaders and their staffs struggled to make the collective transition to a new style of leadership.

An implication here has to do with the common image of effective leadership as heroic, hierarchical, dominating and charismatic. In several cases, leaders did emerge who could ‘drive’ performance and results. Yet it seems clear that such a style could also be ineffective in meeting the longer-term challenge of capacity development in the form of resilient and effective organisations.

We talk elsewhere about creating and protecting ‘operating space’ and its connection to capacity development. Leaders play a special role in inducing these conditions. In almost all the cases, we can see leaders negotiating for resources, building coalitions and political support and protection. They used their networks to keep their operating space intact. In some instances, they would link up with coalitions of other activists intent on improving performance. In cases such as the COEP network and the Lacor Hospital, the integrity and legitimacy of the founding leaders, even after their deaths, acted to maintain organisational credibility and capacity.

We can look at the role of leadership in the cases from a systems perspective. For example, a key capacity contribution of leaders was that of igniting self-organisation. Some organisations lacked the capability to engage, act and take initiatives. The accomplishment of their leaders was to succeed at instilling energy and conviction into their organisations. In the process, empowered staff were encouraged to self-organise or to get the system moving without constant central direction. A key task for leaders was thus to engage with other actors in the system to encourage motivation, learning, connectedness and new patterns of interaction.

A final comment on the relationship between leadership and systems relates to the issue of agency and intentionality. Systems thinking assumes that complex change emerges over time out of the dynamics of system behaviour. To a large extent, such change does not lend itself to planned changes managed from the top. But this pattern of uncontrollable change did not hold up in the cases. What was evident was that leaders could act to increase the likelihood of success even in complex situations. Intentionality had limits but was possible in cases such as IUCN in Asia, ESDU and the Rwanda Revenue Authority.

### 6.2.9 Readiness and absorptive capacity

The terms ‘readiness’ and ‘absorptive capacity’ may be familiar, but they give a misleading impression of the processes at work. They convey the sense of a system with a fixed ability to respond to or implement capacity interventions, much like the ability of a sponge to absorb water. In practice, such a framework tends to be used by external interveners to assess the state of groups and organisations with whom they wish to collaborate. Yet it was apparent in the cases that readiness and absorptive capacity are
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99 Self-organisation is defined as the tendency of any open system to generate new structures and patterns based on its own internal dynamics. Organisational design and behaviour is not imposed from above or outside; it emerges from the interactions among the agents in the system. E. Olson and G. Eoyang, *Facilitating Organisational Change*, 2001, p.10.

100 For tools for leaders in a systems approach, see Olson and Eoyang, *ibid*, p.46.
elastic, dynamic qualities that are shaped over time by a broad array of factors, indicating that they link back to many of the other issues outlined in this report:

- the level of organisational commitment and motivation to deal with a particular capacity intervention;
- the level of confidence of the participants in the eventual utility of the intervention;
- the proposed speed, timing, complexity and duration of the intervention;
- the perception of the risks involved;
- the climate for and politics of the intervention;
- the nature of the country understanding about an intervention; and
- the attitudes of other stakeholders and external groups.

In the cases, readiness and absorptive capacity were about ‘fit’ and matching, and also about intangibles such as confidence, inducements and level of understanding. Why would an organisation or system accept a particular prescription or intervention? What would be the limits of such acceptance and openness? They were also about the willingness and ability to manage change in the form of capacity development. Organisations that had some experience in shifting their structures and behaviours would usually have greater levels of readiness and absorptive capacity than those that did not. They also varied over time and with the nature of the intervention – large, comprehensive efforts were more likely to fail, while smaller, more experimental interventions might succeed. Every organisation or system contained within it a series of rejection mechanisms that could be triggered by the nature and scope of the intervention.

The capability to absorb effectively could also come with risks. In Indonesia, Takalar district ‘absorbed’ the SISDUK programme by dispensing with its unique features and getting it to ‘fit’ within the regular procedures of the district bureaucracy. Effective absorption or ‘mainstreaming’ could thus have the unintended effect of killing or diminishing promising capacity development experiments and innovations (see box 14).

**Box 14: Readiness and receptivity: the LGSP, the Philippines**

The LGSP in the Philippines tried to work with a variety of local governments. A key factor in the selection of specific local government units (LGUs) as partners was their ‘readiness’ or ‘receptivity’ to work with an external intervention. Over time, the programme came up with a checklist of indicators of their readiness or absorptive capability:

- the willingness of mayors to support capacity interventions;
- the level of interconnections between each LGU and others involved in the reform;
- the level of internal teamwork between the mayor and the elected council;
- the level of community involvement and participation in LGU affairs;
- the state of the security situation in the area; and
- the LGU’s perception of the relevance of the external assistance on offer.

Most LGUs showed weaknesses in some or all of these factors. About 20% were rated as having a ‘low’ readiness and required a tailored approach to developing their capacity.

**6.2.10 Coherence**

All the actors in the cases struggled in some way to address a basic issue that shaped their capacity – the balance and the tension between diversity and coherence. They needed the ability to focus on their particular mandate and identity. In many cases, they had to respond to different clients, accountabilities and contextual factors. They divided the organisation into sub-units as it grew in order to generate more control and efficiency. But if such diversity tipped over into fragmentation, coherence and coordination began to falter. The chances to develop capacity and performance diminished. Thus all the actors, including the external agencies, faced the challenge of reconciling in some way the
demands of individual action and collective efforts. Since meeting this challenge was critical to capacity development, the ability to balance diversity and coherence is one of the five core capabilities (see section 3.2.5).

We can see this tension at work in several cases. IUCN in Asia, for example, began building its capabilities by focusing its attention at the country level supported by a headquarters and support unit in Bangkok. Yet over time it became apparent that clients were also demanding more comprehensive regional approaches that could address transnational issues. IUCN in Asia was then forced to balance country versus regional approaches in some kind of coherent way. This demand led, in turn, to a different type of organisational structure, different capabilities and mindsets, and even different types of staff.

Some of the new approaches to improving service delivery emphasise the need to focus on the accountability of individual managers, and contracting out to private sector suppliers or NGOs, each of which might have multiple lines of reporting. The resulting diversity and fragmentation could eventually become incoherence. The challenge once again is to achieve some higher level of coordination, collective action and coherence at the local level. One of the best examples is the perennial issue of aid coordination. Readers will be familiar with the pattern of individual donors pursuing separate agendas with different procedures and, in the process, undermining the coherence of programmes. The Paris Declaration is an effort to swing the pendulum back to the coherence side through SWAps and other efforts to promote collective action. This in turn has required donor agencies to adjust their own interventions to promote collaboration. The question of what inducements and incentives can encourage individual actors to collaborate remains a key issue, however.

Achieving coherence is one of the keys to forming capacity. Individual competencies have to be combined into collective capabilities which, in turn, have to be balanced to produce a capable system or organisation. Coherence is thus both a means to and an end of capacity development. It has also acquired greater importance as development interventions have become more complex and diverse. Capacity as a condition lost effectiveness at both ends of the diversity-comprehensiveness spectrum. Too diverse, and the fragmentation may overwhelm collective action, but too much emphasis on integration can lead to a loss of variety, innovation and flexibility.

6.2.11 Resilience

Much has been made of the need to make capacity sustainable. But too often, sustainability has amounted to little more than unproductive or even predatory longevity, a pattern that could be seen at work in many of the public sector organisations created in low-income countries in the 1960s and 1970s. Indeed, sustainability as a condition in such cases proved so dysfunctional that it had to be countered by efforts to reduce and eliminate it in the 1990s.

Some of the cases, especially the Lacor Hospital, highlighted the need to think more about the concept of resilience (see box 15), or the ability of a system to deal with shocks and disruptions without changing its fundamental nature or its ability to create
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value. Such a capability is becoming more important in the context of rapid change, instability and fragility in many states. The immediate question is thus whether such a capability can be intentionally embedded in an organisation or system, and if so, by whom, and how?

Box 15: Resilience in a difficult context: the Lacor Hospital, Uganda

The Lacor Hospital operated in what must be one of the most difficult contexts imaginable. Gulu province in northern Uganda had been devastated by war, HIV/AIDS, growing poverty, and in the early 1980s an insurrection involving the Lord’s Resistance Army. At various times the hospital was looted and some senior managers were kidnapped. In 2002, Lacor led the fight against an outbreak of Ebola, resulting in the containment of the disease but also the deaths of 12 of its senior medical and nursing staff. A series of massacres in May 2004 led to the nightly inflow into the Lacor compound of over 10,000 ‘night commuters’, mostly women and children seeking sanctuary. Later, the hospital had to adapt to being integrated into the national health service under the aegis of a SWAp, a transition that involved wrenching changes to its financial and reporting status. Yet throughout these dramatic events, the hospital showed its resilience by gaining in capacity, legitimacy and effectiveness.

Capacity seems to be directly correlated with the quality of resilience. We do not put forward here a theory of resilience development, but a few insights from the cases seem useful.

Part of the explanation appears to lie in organisational character and authenticity. In the cases, organisations that were loyal to a set of values that participants clearly supported had the ability to withstand strain and disruption. Such values acted as an internal scaffolding and a coherence device. People would continue to battle for the future of the organisation regardless of the state of its tangible assets. Put another way, the capability for resilience appeared to come out of the informal, intangible side of the system. One of the key intangibles was a sense of confidence and mastery, a feeling that no matter what the challenges, the organisation had the spirit and presence to overcome them. Confidence in some of the case organisations came from pride in past achievements and faith in the leadership. It also arose from an expectation of external support based on legitimacy and acceptance by society.

The organisation or system might have a formal structure designed to withstand stress and disruption. The emphasis here would be on simplicity, decentralisation and delegation to allow distributed sources of energy and leadership to emerge in the event of shocks and societal collapse. Some sort of tacit redundancy would also likely be present in the form of informal partners, network allies and other actors able to free up resources and support the organisation in the event of shocks. In the Lacor case, the family of Catholic institutions provided emergency staff, resources and moral support. IUCN in Asia deliberately set out to develop a capability for resilience. Part of the strategy lay in diversifying sources of income. Part lay in developing their capabilities for adaptation, learning, strategic thinking and scanning the context for approaching crises. Part had to do with being aware and mindful of the issue and having it as a subject of periodic discussion. Such organisations saw resilience as a partial enabler of results in the medium term. But in the short term, they were prepared to sacrifice some performance and results in the interests of investing in greater resilience.
6.3 Externally driven processes for capacity development

In this section we look at the various externally driven processes and how they induce capacity development. These include the following:

6.3.1 Institutions

Most of the cases, indeed most of the discussions about capacity development with country participants, centred on the structure and workings of formal organisations. Yet it was clear that institutional issues – the formal and informal rules of social and political interaction, or rules of the game – could shape the boundaries of the context, and create and maintain patterns of incentives. They could influence actor behaviour and determine the pattern of constraints and opportunities associated with capacity development.

Some other points struck us in the cases. These institutions could be formal or informal. They could be laws and regulations or long-standing ways of interacting that had deep historical roots, and were themselves changing, albeit with different rhythms and for different reasons. Changes to formal institutions such as laws could be put in place relatively quickly. Examples include the 2001 Decentralisation law in Indonesia, the 1991 Local Government Code in the Philippines, the 1995 constitutional change to devolve autonomy to the states in Ethiopia, and the 1995 New Organic Law providing for further decentralisation in Papua New Guinea. New health policies and institutions in Uganda, for example, had dramatic effects on the budget of the Lacor Hospital. Formal global institutions such as international trade law and species protection rules affected the process of capacity development in CTPL Russia and IUCN in Asia. In the ESDU case, senior managers helped to draft the St George’s Declaration that set the rules for collective government action in terms of environmental management in the Eastern Caribbean.

Participants also tried various approaches to dealing with informal institutions, which could take years to evolve. In Papua New Guinea, where some 30% of the country was considered to be in a state of anarchy, citizens increasingly reverted to traditional institutions such as clan-based relationships in an effort to gain some sense of stability. At the same time, considerable efforts were being made at the central, formal level to develop a strong ombudsman system, free trade unions, an independent judiciary and the guarantee of basic civil and political liberties. Some of these formal institutions could contest the influence of the informal. In other countries such as Ethiopia, there were efforts to combine or synthesise the formal and informal in an effort to tap into more commitment and energy.

6.3.2 Demand and supply

Much attention has been given to the idea of rebalancing demand and supply as a means of developing capacity. From this perspective, all organisations and systems drift over time towards stagnation, routine, standardisation, bureaucratisation and inflexibility. The hypothesis is that interventions on the supply side – training, restructuring and top-down management – cannot by themselves overcome the negative effects of these larger patterns. Systems will not reform themselves or build new capacity if left to their own supply-side devices. They will inexorably end up focusing on protecting their own self-interest and existence. Only pressure or ‘demand’ from outside groups such as clients, funders, citizens, auditors, regulators, politicians, watchdog groups and the media will ‘pull’ capacity and performance out of the system. Lack of citizen control over the
Institutions that supposedly serve them is seen as a key barrier to capacity development. Accountability is seen as the key to capacity development.

There is a good deal of evidence in the cases for the power of demand. In the Philippines, the Local Government Support Programme showed the power of demand-side pressures from civil society organisations and citizens who worked to monitor the municipal councils. In Ethiopia, the Education Sector Development Programme provided for ‘watchdog’ institutions at the woreda and even kebele levels to monitor progress. The traditional gemgema system was also used for accountability purposes to carry out assessments of teachers and other public officials.

All countries are littered with dysfunctional organisations whose prime concern is to protect their own bureaucratic interests. No one can argue against a citizen role in scrutiny and claim making, especially when dealing with public service delivery. But it is not clear from the cases if demand-side approaches will by themselves lead inexorably to improved capacity in ways not possible under the old supply-side regime. If we go back to the question of how capacity emerges in a society, we saw the classic citizen demand pattern working in only a few of the cases. What emerged was a much more varied pattern of relationships between ‘demanders’ and ‘suppliers’ that worked at different times for different kinds of organisations.

Many of the cases were characterised by huge needs and passive demanders. No energy or initiative existed on the demand side to pressure for more supply in the short or medium term. Often stakeholders just did not know about a service, or were not persuaded of its value. Many effective organisations in the cases emerged out of conditions of either minimal or high demand. In practice, capacity entrepreneurs tried to generate a ‘demand-inducing’ supply, focusing on the intersection of need and opportunity as well as demand. They found niches in the development market and then came up with goods and services that fitted within them. They began to create a self-reinforcing cycle in which demand and supply reacted in a positive way to create a virtuous cycle of increasing capacity.

Most case organisations seemed to have had a strategic sense of how to intervene in their own demand and supply processes to set in motion a virtuous cycle of push and pull. They had developed the capability and the willingness to reach out and connect with their clients and supporters. They also had an ‘outside-in’ mentality, even in conditions where external pressure and demand were weak. Most organisations pressed their staff to focus outwards. In effect, their targeted supply led to increased demand or, in some cases, a constituency for change. The supply side was used in many cases to initiate certain interventions, but the demand side was critical to sustain them. The Tanzanian Public Sector Reform case showed the effectiveness of efforts at ‘quick wins’ that attempted to build support and confidence by generating tangible performance at an early stage of a supply-based intervention. Over time, a pattern of reinforcing demand and supply would ratchet the relationship and the organisation up to new levels of performance and legitimacy.

Classic demand-side approaches had the best chance of working in cases where the means, outcomes and ends were tangible and measurable at the point of delivery. In particular, they applied best to service delivery organisations in the public sector such as

103 This finding has been replicated in some other studies. See Merlilee S. Grindle, Getting Good Government: Capacity Building in the Public Sectors of Developing Countries, Harvard Studies in International Development, 1997, p.486.
104 This has also been called the ‘opportunity structure’. See Lynn Bennett, Empowerment and Social Inclusion, paper for the Social Development Network, World Bank, 2003.
health, education, justice and policing. But at the other end of the spectrum, certain public sector organisations, such as central banks and some planning functions, are usually deliberately designed to be buffered from public demands and political pressures.

Dangers existed in terms of excessive or irregular demand. Strong demand, particularly in the short term, could overwhelm the supply side and start to undermine capacity. Demands and their supporters wanted quick results. Outside stakeholders, members or citizens would seek more and more services, but had little patience or even inclination to help with the longer-term investments needed to build sustainable capacity or supply. Staff within the supplying organisations became demoralised and opted out, in an effort to escape the blame which was rapidly assigned to individuals. Or demand from a key stakeholder would suddenly stop as the political dynamics changed abruptly. Organisations would, in turn, lose balance. Either they would try to expand too fast or try to do too many things and in the process, lose coherence and capacity. Or too much space would be given to the supply side and the organisation lapsed back into self-serving behaviour. Pervasive imbalances between demand and supply could undermine the overall performance of the organisation.

The cases show different kinds of demand-side pressures. In the Philippines, NGOs built on years of democratic activism to improve local services. In that case, both the supply and demand came, in large, part from a new, younger generation of leaders intent on improving governance and national development. In Pakistan, however, demand was limited by the lack of experience and a tradition of public action (see box 16).

**Box 16: Demand-side strategies for capacity development: education sector, Pakistan**

In Pakistan in the period 1995-2003, a number of mechanisms had either evolved or were established to increase accountability in order to improve state education services:

- a national bureau charged with designing the devolution policy and regulations to enhance accountability and service delivery;
- citizen community boards charged with monitoring service delivery, and a body mandated to develop their capacity;
- the Pakistan Bar Association attempted to give legal backing to demands from key groups to compel improved services; and
- alliances with civil society organisations to work on creating greater demand.

These demand-side mechanisms seem to have had limited influence on improving service delivery. Major constraints still existed on the supply side, including the bureaucracy, which had little commitment to improving educational opportunities; inadequate pay, leading to low staff morale; low public expectations of the state education sector; few if any pressures or incentives to perform; and a dysfunctional budget system. Changing these constraints would require supply-side interventions, at least initially, to stimulate the bureaucratic and political elites to fight for change.

The politics of demand, or demand ‘from whom’, was an issue in some of the cases. Various citizens and interest groups frequently made conflicting demands on suppliers. Teachers, parents, children, private firms and school administrators were all ‘customers’ of education ministries, but could make quite different claims on the system. In South Africa, the NACWC struggled to balance both the demands and constraints put in its way by different stakeholder groups both inside and outside the government. Outside the boundaries of the system, responding to citizen demand was frequently a political question. In addition, a host of other stakeholders – the media, donors, auditors,
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107 Most school systems in high-income countries face high demands and generate low performance. See Terry Moe and John Chubb, *Politics, Markets, and America’s Schools*, 1990.
politicians – imposed demands that could override those of distant beneficiaries. Powerful political groups could derail demands from peripheral groups. In practice, most capacity development interventions struggled to cope with imbalanced demands – too few from beneficiaries and too many from other self-interested groups. Bureaucratic ‘capture’ – a form of demand – was a regular pattern of demand.

The timing and sequencing of the demand and supply relationship was an issue in some of the cases. Supply-side interventions such as training could be mounted quickly. Governments wishing to create the appearance of action were inclined to start on the supply side. The Tanzanian Public Sector Reform Programme was a ‘supply’ side intervention for about a decade and only began to work on the demand side after over 15 years of work.

The debate about supply and demand needs to be situated in the context of social and economic rigidities that affect the ability of people to express their needs. These can be deeply rooted constraints that in many countries will require decades to resolve. For the foreseeable future, disadvantaged sectors of society may be left out of most development programmes unless those programmes reach out to them. Many of the case organisations found ways to initiate activity from the supply side and then quickly to connect these interventions to the demand side. This was true even in difficult contexts. Both the Lacor Hospital and IUCN in Asia, for example, gained strength in contexts of weak demand and dysfunctional institutions by developing activities that were relevant to often unexpressed but very real needs. They were not hostage to a shortage of demand.

6.3.3 Power and control

Here we take both a broad and a narrow broad view of the political factors that surround capacity development. We include not just the obvious issues of governance and political economy, but also the use of, and access to, power at the inter-organisational, intra-organisational and interpersonal levels. Further, a good deal of the political analysis connected to capacity issues can be negative in the sense of emphasising the predation, interference and control that victimises managers and citizens. But it was not always so in the cases. Some political leaders acted to protect and buffer particular organisations or systems, while others functioned as astute political operators manoeuvring their organisations through political and bureaucratic shoals.

Capacity development has frequently been portrayed as an apolitical process during which participants willingly learn skills, techniques and behaviours that allow them to carry out their tasks. IDAs have a long history of trying to depoliticise their interventions, or at least ignoring the political aspects of capacity issues. Also, many country participants have enthusiastically colluded with these efforts by trying to limit IDA interventions to the support of technical activities in an effort to keep them away from sensitive issues of power and privilege. But many capacity development activities, such as organisational restructuring, downsizing, skills development, privatisation and transparency, are intertwined with issues of power, politics and vested interests. Such activities may shift authority and influence from some groups and individuals to others. Ideas and identities may be in conflict. Individual, groups and organisational interests are usually at risk. Elegant technical solutions can make things worse rather than better.

---
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Systems freeze up and cannot act. In some cases, they are designed to be ineffective for political reasons, while in others, essential capacity can be deliberately destroyed in order to support or protect other interests.

The existence of and scope for action of many of the institutions and organisations in the case studies represented the outcomes of political bargaining among different groups in a society, many of whom acted, not surprisingly, in defence of their particular interests. Of particular importance here was the behaviour of political, bureaucratic, ethnic, regional and commercial elites whose ability to form supportive coalitions in support of capacity development was key. Political leaders in Tanzania and Rwanda acted to promote better capacity and performance in the public sector. Elites in Russia, the Philippines, Jamaica and the Eastern Caribbean provided resources, protection and attention. In contrast, political elites in Papua New Guinea had little interest in pushing for real reform and capacity development.

Intra-organisational or system politics also influence capacity development. In many organisations, key groups and coalitions – headquarters managers, field offices, the finance section, a dominant ethnic group, a specialised technical group – might prefer to restrict or even undermine the performance of their own organisation rather than cede power to internal rivals. Factions inside and outside formal organisations battled over the direction and the type of capabilities to be developed. In the South Africa case, vested interests in the large educational bureaucracies at both national and provincial levels struggled for authority and resources, and finally succeeded in shifting the emphasis towards maintaining support for public providers. The new government was not about to spend scarce resources on non-state actors despite the recognised need for technical training for the burgeoning young black population.

Three political issues were critical across the cases and participants in activities may find it useful to reflect on them. The following questions may be helpful.

- The pattern of restraints/incentives for elites. Did key groups with some control over resources and patronage networks see the creation or improvement of a particular capacity as being in their interest? Were they willing to see it evolve into an actor that could actually perform and create value? Would they help it to acquire the capability to commit and engage? Were politics always a vehicle for personal or group advantage or could they be organised to further collective interests? If there were political costs to be paid for capacity development, who would pay for them?
- The nature and durability of the space for institutional pluralism and distribution of power.\(^{110}\) Was government prepared to tolerate the emergence of new centres of power and capacity or were its interests better served by undermining or at least limiting, the capacity of other actors? Was government prepared to negotiate and bargain?
- The degree of societal cohesion and political conflict. Was the society able to reach any sort of workable consensus on public issues which could then be turned into ‘policies’ needing some sort of capacity for their implementation? Or was capacity development impossible in the face of continuing unstable and unenforceable policy making?

6.3.4 Legitimacy

Legitimacy has long been recognised as a core element of effective governance.\textsuperscript{111} Citizens’ acceptance of political and institutional regimes affects their capability to exercise power and authority effectively and sustainably. But the case experiences indicate that the presence, or absence, of legitimacy also influenced the development of capacity across a range of circumstances. Actors that had earned or had been granted some sort of legitimacy appeared to benefit in terms of improved capacity. But how did this happen? What did legitimacy mean in the context of low-income countries? How did organisations and other actors gain and sustain it? What was the relationship between legitimacy and capacity in a variety of contexts?

As might be expected, legitimacy is a complex topic with a variety of definitions:\textsuperscript{112}

- ‘Legitimacy is a generalised perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper or appropriate within some socially constructed systems of norms, beliefs and definitions’.\textsuperscript{113}
- ‘Organisational legitimacy refers to the degree of cultural support for an organisation – the extent to which the array of established cultural attributes provides explanations for its existence, functioning and jurisdiction’.\textsuperscript{114}

We can see in the cases examples of at least two kinds of legitimacy. First, actors such as the churches in Papua New Guinea had earned what has been called normative or moral legitimacy, in that they reflected socially acceptable or desirable norms, standards and values. Stakeholders assessed the organisation or system in terms of its identity, meaning and desirability. Such judgements were based on various factors including historical origins, ethic connections, political power, type of leadership, symbolic appearances, judgements about procedures and techniques.\textsuperscript{115} Legitimacy came not from performance but from a reassuring symbolism and sense of connection.

Second, organisations generated pragmatic or performance legitimacy, based on their instrumental value for their stakeholders. They performed and produced value for individuals and groups who, in turn, acted to support and protect them. Perhaps the most dramatic example of this exchange was the Lacor Hospital, which had offered health care services to all people in the Gulu area since the early 1960s. In return, residents defended the hospital against incursions of the Lord’s Resistance Army.

We can begin to see some of the complexities that come with the concept of legitimacy. Different stakeholders – the government, local beneficiaries, the donor community – have different views about the nature and value of legitimacy. And they themselves have their own needs to pursue to legitimise their own actions. What then are the connections between legitimacy and capacity? We see two connections in the cases:

- Much of the capacity literature focuses on developing capacity from the inside through technique, access to resources and managerial intent. Yet the cases suggest that capacity in the form of legitimacy was as much conferred from the outside as it was developed internally. Stakeholders – clients, peers and oversight organisations – developed their views on the legitimacy of an organisation based on how well it performed against its core capabilities, especially its commitment or motivation, its ability to carry out tasks particularly delivery of services, its relationships and its adaptability and hence ability to survive. The need for legitimacy encouraged actors to earn support and approval from other groups in society. Part of this effort involved building trust, reputation, reliability and relevance. Formal organisations seeking
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legitimacy had to work to ground themselves in the cultural and institutional values of the society in which they were embedded.

- Organisations with little societal legitimacy, such as public agencies with a record of corruption, did not have much success in developing their capacity through technical or functional fixes. Citizens and other groups had already disconnected from them. Nor would legitimacy come just from improved performance, as many funding agencies might hope. Although external agencies might be able to do little about the issue of legitimacy, they need to be aware of its contribution to capacity and the long-term efforts that have to be made to achieve it.

### 6.3.5 The creation and protection of operating space

Much of the debate about capacity development focuses on how to make country actors responsive and accountable. The underlying premise, for which there is a good deal of evidence, is that many actors have a built-in tendency to engage in self-serving behaviour in the absence of external scrutiny, pressure or demands. We understand and agree with this perspective, but think it misses a critical component that is essential for effective capacity development – the creation and protection of operating space.

By the term ‘operating space’, we mean a protected area within which participants can make decisions, experiment and establish an identity. Such a space can be physical, organisational, financial, institutional, intellectual, psychological or political. And it can be created and maintained in a variety of ways. In the cases, an organisation or a programme could be positioned outside the main political battle ground in order not to attract attention or predatory behaviour. Its existence could be protected by law, custom or legitimacy. History could endow a system with a sense of identity and independent purpose. Powerful protectors, including development agencies, could buffer it from intrusions (see box 17). An organisation could have a monopoly on a particular idea. Nimble leadership could maintain the operating space by manoeuvring the system through a turbulent context. Access to independent sources of funding could be essential to preserving its autonomy. Individual staff could be imbued with a sense of independence that enabled the organisation to develop its capabilities.

---

**Box 17: JICA and buffering: SISDUK, Indonesia**

In Indonesia, the Japanese aid agency JICA buffered the SISDUK experiment from the intrusions and pressures of the local political and administrative system. It provided a space for innovation and experimentation that lasted for 4–5 years. Its pilot status gave it bureaucratic and financial protection. The programme related to a separate set of incentives and accountability arrangements. And beyond all these arrangements, JICA could defend the programme directly using its relationship with the government. Part of the explanation for later difficulties was the weakening of the operating space put in place during the pilot period.

Operating space for capacity development was critical in the cases for two reasons. First, it created the conditions that allowed a psychological sense of ownership to take hold. Without the freedom to move and decide, participants soon lost motivation and engagement. Second, it allowed the key processes of capacity development to evolve, especially at the middle and lower levels of the system. In several cases, we can see participants making sustained efforts to create and protect their operating space.

- The government of Jamaica designed the ENACT unit as a quasi-programme management unit (PMU) in an effort to free it from the control of any one department
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or ministry. The increased operating space allowed the unit to establish relationships with a wide range of actors in both the public and private sectors. Such an approach went against the conventional wisdom regarding the dysfunctions of PMUs and the need to use government systems. The assumption on the part of the Jamaican authorities centred on the need for innovation and experimentation at an early stage of the capacity development process, neither of which was likely to come out of the established systems.

- Both IUCN in Asia and ESDU in the Caribbean took great care to balance their hierarchical relationships with the international organisations of which they were part. They needed to be both part of a wider whole and yet independent enough to maintain their operating space. This same tension showed itself in the Observatório case in Brazil. The Pan-American Health Organisation, the Ministry of Health and the network itself constructed a delicate balance that allowed the Observatório network enough space to function and experiment. But also enough connection and collaboration to keep it relevant and focused.

- Individual leaders in several cases – ENACT, ESDU, IUCN in Asia and the LGSP in the Philippines – showed a tolerance of diversity and protected spaces within their own systems. Or, put another way, they allowed a good deal of learning and experimentation to go on within the organisation in an effort to build the capability to adapt and self-renew. In particular, staff at the middle and lower levels needed operating space if they were to contribute to capacity development.

- The Tanzanian Public Sector Reform Programme benefited from the limited involvement of ministers and other political officials in the daily management of the programme. This form of buffeting and protection allowed the bureaucracy the space to guide the reform programme using more incremental and medium-term considerations. Bank officials also worked to establish a partnership with the government that allowed country staff the space to make mistakes, change course and adapt.

Much of the thinking about capacity development revolves around the assumption that ‘chaotic’ contexts make it much harder to create and maintain the needed spaces. In the cases, we found this to be only partly true – and in some cases, quite misleading. The intrusive politicisation common in many situations, particularly in the public sector, could erode space. But it was also true that chaotic contexts could contain niches, spaces and possible relationships that were impossible to find and exploit in older, more formal and ordered systems such as those in many high-income countries. Nimble and politically astute actors could benefit from chaotic situations. The rise of IUCN in Asia was perhaps the best example. At times these spaces could be maintained and protected, while at others, spaces and windows of opportunity opened up and then disappeared, as in the NACWC case in South Africa.

Some of the case actors were able to prevent IDAs from shutting down their operating spaces, including persuading funders to be less intrusive, and freeing up resources to support learning and reflection. Some agencies, such as CIDA, the World Bank and DFID, deliberately refrained from imposing onerous M&E schemes on young organisations in the early stages, in part to allow them the space to experiment and develop their own approaches to M&E.

Participants needed personal, organisational and institutional space within which they could survive, experiment and grow without relentless intrusions. But creating and maintaining such spaces required a complex and delicate balance: too little space could lead to the withering of innovation, energy and commitment. Participants could become disempowered through the relentless erosion of their operating space. But too much space could be equally damaging. People and organisations lost a sense of
accountability and responsiveness. They became isolated and cut off from other sources of energy and collaboration. Over the medium term, this tended to undermine their resilience and adaptiveness. This was yet another balance that had to be achieved to support effective capacity development.

6.4 The dynamics and strategies of capacity development

In this section we look at the dynamics of the processes of capacity development that appeared in the cases. How did approaches to capacity development unfold in practice? Were they, for example, planned or incremental or emergent? Were they comprehensive or focused? Were they broad and political or narrow and technical?

6.4.1 Capacity development as an element of change

Interventions aimed at capacity development generally took place in the midst of other changes affecting the organisation or system. In the cases, some of the processes of organisational and institutional change that affected the capacity of the system or organisation were underway regardless of the direct interventions of any of the participants, country or external. Some struggled to adjust to global and country changes, which in some cases reduced or increased their freedom of action. Political, security, financial, geo-strategic pressures could make it more difficult to understand the key issues or to devise approaches that had some support in situations of conflict. Capacity development as a process thus did not take place independently. The interconnections with other processes – retrenchment, mass dismissals, downsizing, rapid expansion – could be supportive or damaging.

Different aspects of capacity development moved and changed at different speeds. Structural changes, training programmes, functional improvements and other ‘first-order’ changes could be put in place quickly. Deeper ‘second-order’ changes such as shifting ‘mental models’, building legitimacy or developing complex capabilities could take years to embed in daily practice. Change could unfold slowly over decades, as in the Lacor or Tanzania cases, or it could suddenly explode into action, as in the Indonesia case.

We would note one other aspect of capacity development that appeared in the cases. New systems or ways of behaving could be ‘rolled out’ or ‘installed’ according to a rough linear, preset schedule. Efforts are then made to ‘measure’ the results of the improvements. But in between the stages of installation and measurement came that of institutionalisation, meaning the processes by which participants began to understand, to gauge the costs and benefits to them personally, to learn, to practice and ultimately to absorb or integrate the these new ways into their daily working lives. This phase was a good deal more unpredictable and open to genuine risk and rejection by those not willing to cooperate.

Almost the entire focus of capacity development is on improving or developing. Often, the assumption is of creating something from scratch or adding something new. Almost all techniques and frameworks are premised on this positive direction. But what may be of equal importance and much more difficult to implement is the idea of capacity destruction. All the case organisations as they evolved acquired core rigidities, vested interests and outmoded practices, many of which had previously created value, results and even a sense of identity. Existing capabilities were the result of past, hard-won understandings about what to do and how to do it. But without their destruction, or at least reconfiguration, little progress on capacity development was likely to be possible.
Some came close to mastering capacity change in the form of destruction; IUCN in Asia institutionalised it within their regular review cycles. Others, such as Takalar District in Indonesia, struggled unsuccessfully to destroy old relationships of control and power. After a period of community-based bottom-up planning, the village heads eventually reclaimed their old roles of choosing which community development projects would be funded. We thus see participants struggling to combine capacity development, capacity destruction and capacity maintenance.

6.4.2 Three approaches to capacity development

Approaches to capacity development can be categorised in many different ways, top-down and/or bottom-up, technical and/or organisational, individual and/or organisational. In this report, we use three other approaches: planned, incremental and emergent.

Planned approaches

In the cases, planned approaches were based on planning, control and intentionality or, put another way, the techniques of scheduled and engineered interventions or 'planned' change. The core assumption was that planning and 'design' could be used to generate shifts in capacity in an organisation or system from one state to another. This approach lent itself to targeting, to the crafting and achievement of clear objectives, to the scheduling of activities, and to the application of results-based management. Participants who favoured this perspective tended to see capacity development as an activity that could be managed like a project or a programme. In essence, they saw the nature of the challenges as 'simple' or perhaps 'complicated', but not complex in the sense presented in table 2 in section 3.4. Participants, especially senior managers, assumed they could control and manage the process directly.

Planned approaches had genuine advantages in some situations (see box 18). Indeed, all the case organisations employed it to some degree, especially with respect to tasks that were clear in terms of ends and means, and that would respond to a disciplined, systematic approach. The use of a clear and accessible planned approach helped to reduce confusion in the early stages, so that participants felt more comfortable, and allowed coordinated action. But we detected that such approaches were also used as symbolic devices to reassure participants and to gain legitimacy from IDAs. Creating the appearance of planned change was important in many instances. Case participants also needed the plans and data associated with this approach to compete for funds within country bureaucracies. Not surprisingly, the more participants relied on external funding, the more they claimed to be using a planned approach to capacity development.

Box 18: Planned change: the PSRP, Tanzania

Among the cases, the best example of planned change was that of Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania. The World Bank, DFID and others agreed in advance on the prescription of the new public management leading to comprehensive change across the public sector. Strong leadership came from the President and the permanent secretary. All ministries and departments were compelled to participate. External technical assistance assisted in the design of objectives and strategies for reform, including detailed work plans and implementation schedules. The impetus for change was thus on the supply side.

Planned approaches to capacity development appeared to work best under the following conditions:

- a shared consensus about policy and direction;
- resources to pay for the support systems;
- more tangible objectives especially technical and functional;
- the possibility of control from senior managers;
- the need to start on the supply side;
- an opportunity to quantify means and ends; and
- a focus on the formal and the programmable.

On the other hand, most participants were reluctant to employ systematically the planned approach as a ‘master’ strategy of change, i.e. the set of assumptions and principles shaping daily action. Only one case – the Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania – came even close to claiming it as its main strategy. Such ‘big bet’ strategies using blueprint methods were seen as too complex, too unwieldy and too inflexible to deal with situations of great uncertainty and rapid change.  

**Incrementalism**

A second approach seen in the cases was that of incrementalism, which is based on the principles of adaptiveness and flexibility in implementation. In practice, it was about the capability to make changes within a structured process of capacity development. Strategies could still have preset objectives and milestones, but they functioned more as guidelines than as actual fixed targets.

The incremental approach to capacity development tended to work best in situations where the context was unstable and the choice of strategy was difficult to clarify. These included situations in which the participants were uncertain about making predictions about capacity and performance needs, or when the constraints or the degree of commitment were not well understood. Using adjustments and small interventions, participants could seek out opportunities, try different changes, move in fits and starts and try to learn what might work under different conditions. Such small experiments could lower the risks inherent in large, more complex interventions and could provide the foundations of a more complex system by building it from the ground up in ‘chunks’.

In practice, incrementalism was the preferred approach to capacity development and was used most of the time by most case actors, especially the multi-sectoral, multi-actor systems whose ‘loose-coupling’ and sometimes conflicting interests and attitudes did not lend themselves to ‘planned’ change as a strategy.

**Emergence**

As described above, planned change relies on prediction, goal setting, hierarchical structures and top-down strategy. Control and intentionality are the key factors in making capacity development happen. Incrementalism relies more on adaptiveness, learning and adjustment. Emergence, as it appeared in the cases, represented yet another approach to change and capacity development in complex adaptive systems whose behaviour could not be managed in any conventional sense. They were living organisms with an inner dynamic of their own.

The driving forces for change were not control and centralised direction or even adaptiveness, but rather relationships, interactions and system energy. Emergence needed a shared sense of meaning and values, some sort of collective identity and a system boundary, some fungible resources, some basic rules of conduct and a protected space that allowed for some freedom of action. Capacity was seen to emerge and form out of the multiple interdependencies and the multiple causal connections that were
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operating and being encouraged within the system. This was 'means-based' as opposed to 'results-based' management. It focused on nurturing relationships and then waiting for results and capabilities to emerge (see box 19). The usual mechanisms – clear objectives, explicit strategies, scheduled activities, targets – were not applied. Capacity from this perspective was partly about functional expertise, but also about system cohesion and energy.

Box 19: The emergence of capacity: two networks in Brazil

We can see the process of emergence at work in the COEP and Observatório cases in Brazil. They were first energised by the pursuit of key values to do with democratisation and social justice. They grew organically through informal connections and relationships. They refused to set clear objectives at the outset. A direction and an identity emerged over time. Facilitation, connection and stimulation worked better than traditional directive management. There was no attempt to develop formal hierarchies at the outset. They experimented throughout the network with small projects and interventions. There was a constant exchange of experiences, information and knowledge. They spun off many working groups, informal communities and associations. Collective networking capabilities emerged through linking and connecting capabilities at the individual and organisational levels.

At first glance, emergence would seem a somewhat esoteric and anti-managerial approach to change and capacity development. Yet it was on display in a number of the cases. The ENACT programme in Jamaica used it as a ‘master’ strategy to create pools of capacity and energy. The programme operated on the basis of a semi-formed strategy guided by a general direction and a set of values. It developed capacity by connecting and unleashing the energy in themselves and others through relationships.

Emergence could frequently be a messy process of change, characterised by ad hoc efforts, formal or informal, to develop skills amidst the normal rush of general programming, problem solving and implementation. People would pay attention to some things and not others. Some people would opt in and others out. Or perhaps a crisis of some sort would have to be faced, as in the case of CTPL Moscow. At some point, participants would either remain in the operational fixing mode and or else move on to a more strategic approach. From a capacity development perspective, the question arises as to why some people, groups and organisations shifted to strategic thinking and others did not. At least part of the answer to this question appeared to revolve around the influence of particular individuals.

The emergence approach also depended on the nature of the context and the task. It functioned best in ‘complex’ situations. But it did not match other sets of conditions:

- Emergence did not work well in situations of intense conflict and politicisation where relationships could not be sustained.
- It was not an approach to get a specific task accomplished within a short period of time.
- It fitted uneasily with many funders and senior managers who wished to see more control, direction and intentionality. In particular, it was unlikely to be acceptable as a capacity development strategy within large public sector organisations.
- It needed space and freedom to explore the best way forward. It did not mesh well with ideological constraints.

6.4.3 Combinations of capacity development approaches

Many organisations tend to rely on a single approach to capacity development. In the cases, no single approach, e.g. institutional reform, structural change, incentives,
emergence, learning, organisational development, planned change or demand-side pressure, *by itself*, had the power and the traction to shift a complex system. All of them worked at certain times and in certain ways and for certain things. Each could make a contribution within a range of conditions. But to be effective, they usually had to be combined in some way with other capacity development strategies.

What emerged in the form of a capacity development ‘strategy’ was frequently a complex, customised, braided or sequenced set of approaches. Some were more explicit, others more tacit. Participants tried to combine, integrate and sequence their approaches as they became more aware of the nature of their capacity challenge, the demands of stakeholders and the dynamics of their own organisation or system. The COEP network in Brazil, for example, used emergence in its formative period and then added a more incremental approach as the network reached a certain size and age. The LGSP in the Philippines simultaneously employed a complex array of approaches that had to be combined in an effective way (see box 20). Some were conventional efforts at planned change along a linear or staged pathway in pursuit of prescribed outcomes, while others were more incremental. Yet others were much more emergent and open-ended.

**Box 20: A multi-faceted approach: the LGSP, the Philippines**

Of all the cases, the LGSP was the most deliberate in employing a range of capacity development strategies simultaneously. The decision to go with many overlapping interventions was itself a strategic choice of real importance. In practice, the programme used the following approaches:

- demand-side pressure from citizens and NGOs;
- supply-side access to training, international TA and other support services;
- institutional development through the new Local Government Act;
- conventional training;
- performance management and measurement using planned techniques;
- organisational development at the municipal level;
- facilitated learning through peer-to-peer exchanges;
- systems learning as a complex adaptive system;
- a focus on leadership and ‘followership’; and
- emergence as a way to connect up different groups in the local government system.

None of these strategies was mandatory. Indeed, participation in the LGSP itself was voluntary. No effort was made to ensure central coordination. What remained was a loose reliance on ‘self-organisation’, energised mainly by mayors and supported by an array of other organisations.

Another pattern was the application of a planned strategy on the modern, formal side of the organisation, combined with more incremental or emergent approaches on the informal, shadow side. We can see this tactic at work in several cases, such as the LGSP in the Philippines, the health sector in Papua New Guinea, and CTPL Moscow.

Many capacity development ‘strategies’ were possible and feasible, including ones that hardly looked like ‘strategies’. Some participants professed to have only a ‘no strategy’ strategy toward capacity development and resisted external attempts to impose one on them or compel them to follow a conventional version. Three of the cases (IUCN in Asia, ENACT, the Lacor Hospital) relied on a combination of values, general intent and learning. The participants then subtly resisted the use of formal plans, targets, milestones, work plans and the other conventional methodologies. The emphasis was on adaptiveness, flexibility in the face of unpredictable change and continual uncertainty.119

Strategies, in practice, formed and emerged over time.

In summary, we found few capacity development strategies that worked well in all the cases. We found no ‘code’ or recipe for effective capacity development. A project
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management unit (PMU) approach was quickly rejected in the ESDU case as a barrier to national ownership, but was successfully adopted by the government of Jamaica to promote national ownership of the ENACT programme. Heroic leadership was key to the initial success of IUCN in Asia, but it played no role in that of the Observatório in Brazil. Long-term technical assistance was quickly phased out in the Tanzania case to improve sustainability, but it remained critically important for the Lacor Hospital for the same reason, we could find the reverse of much of the current conventional wisdom about capacity development, as well as much that confirms it. Part of the success of particular approaches clearly lay in individuals and groups thinking through their particular situation and then coming up with a customised way of matching, crafting, failing, adapting, learning and persevering.

What did not work were mismatches between strategies to address capacity challenges and the context. Planned strategies could not deal with combinations of complexity and uncertainty. Emergence could not provide the clarity and structure needed in many public sector reform programmes.

6.4.4 The sequencing of capacity development

During the case research, we were interested in issues of sequencing – where to start, what capabilities to develop and in what order. Was it possible to chart out a plan or strategy of capacity development with specific steps occurring in a logical sequence? Did certain actions always have to precede others in order to support the emergence of capacity? Was there, in practice, a recurring pattern of steps or phases through which an organisation or a system would have to proceed in order to develop its capacity?

On balance, we are cautious about suggesting a formula for sequencing. In the cases, there turned out to be many different sequencing ‘logics’ that applied at different times and in different ways. At one end of the spectrum, certain technical interventions clearly needed to be scheduled and planned, especially in situations where both the means and ends were clear. At the other end of the spectrum, participants using the approach of emergence did not attempt any detailed sequencing of steps.

But in the middle, the case actors made a series of contingent decisions about the pace and flow of events, depending on the circumstances, as highlighted in the following.

- Some analyses of capacity issues give the impression that an enabling context must be created at the macro level before interventions at the meso and micro level can be productive. Donors, it is said, must help to ensure that certain preconditions exist before providing support. The cases cast doubt on this point except in extreme cases. Organisations could buffer themselves from external threats, and benefited from the opportunities and spaces created by chaotic contexts. In others, suspending support at the meso or micro level was not a practical option given the time needed to create an enabling environment, or the domestic pressures for some sort of performance. If interventions needed to make comprehensive efforts at ensuring an enabling environment before acting at the organisational or institutional levels, few efforts at reform would make much progress, especially in the short or medium term. What appeared to be a better strategy was to help country actors in non-enabling contexts.

- But in some cases, the grip of vested interests or the influence of certain institutional patterns might make it sensible to delay interventions, especially those that targeted these interests directly, or to start with smaller, experimental attempts to introduce change. The LGSP in the Philippines used this strategy to avoid contentious battles with powerful groups that continued to control some municipal governments.
In cases such as ESDU, IUCN in Asia, the churches in PNG, municipal development in the Philippines, capacity development could not develop much momentum until senior leaders energised the process. They could devise a broad strategy. They could put the issue on the internal agenda. They could begin to change their own behaviour. They could create space within the system. In effect, they could try to energise the system and induce it to concentrate on capacity issues. Without that early ignition, the process did not seem to move forward.

A final sequencing issue had to do with the balance between capacity development and results. Programmes dealing with public sector reform such as that in Tanzania could decide to focus on central agency reform before addressing service delivery on the assumption that building the foundations of reform were preconditions to generating results in the form of development gains. Other programmes such as health in Papua New Guinea and and education in Pakistan began at the service deliver end in an effort to build visibility and legitimacy.

There appeared to be a rough evolutionary process of sequencing at work in the development of capabilities. The creation or strengthening of a capability relied on a set of complementary investments in tangible assets, the development of individual competencies, in process development and in the establishment of relationships that frequently crossed the boundaries of the organisation. Over time, such capabilities were embedded in the organisation through a process of institutionalisation and routinisation that allowed participants to master them.

The evolution of capabilities is not always the result of explicit choices, deliberate sequencing and careful management. In practice, most capabilities emerged through a variety of influences including donor emphasis, adaptation to the context, internal management strategy, political pressure, growing demand, etc. In some cases, participants were unclear about which capabilities really mattered and when and why. Unsatisfactory results would not automatically lead to conclusions about what added capabilities would make a critical difference. Much is still to be learned about which aspects of capacity lead to better performance and results, when, and under what conditions.

In rough terms, patterns of capacity development did emerge. Capabilities began to form, or became deeper and more complex. More were developed as the system became more diversified. Efforts were made to balance and connect the ‘harder’ and the ‘softer’ capabilities. Participants collectively began to master complexity by developing the ability to carry out an increasing variety of tasks at increasing scales. They developed relationships that gave them access to a wider range of opportunities, support and resources. These relationships also shifted from ones of dependence to those of independence and interdependence. In effect, organisations or systems shifted to a new level of complexity with both greater specialisation and better coordination. They went through a qualitative and structural transformation that went beyond patterns of expansion or growth.

Organisations and systems, particularly in the public sector, began to separate themselves from the political, social and ethnic spheres and slowly became more independent, instrumentalist actors with a greater focus on creating value and results. Becoming more ‘results-oriented’ has to do with more than just technique or attitude. It also has to do with deeper shifts in the organisation and its relationship to society. In the cases, we can see this process at work most vividly in Tanzania, where efforts were

---

being made to make the public sector more merit-based, less politically captured and more effective.

We also emphasise here the idea and practice of balancing as opposed to sequencing. Organisations would focus on one aspect such as technical capabilities only to discover in time that other non-technical aspects, e.g. collective action or trust building, had fallen behind or weakened. This need for effective balancing seemed greater in situations of low consensus and commitment, as in the Philippines.

6.4.5 The issue of time

The interconnected issues of time and timing kept reappearing in the cases. By ‘time’, we mean some sort of defined period or interval – short, medium or long-term – within which a capacity development intervention was to take place. The ‘time’ issue exerted a major influence on the unfolding of capacity, yet it got little explicit, sustained attention from either participants or IDAs. Indeed, it is difficult to find much in the way of any serious analysis of the time issue anywhere in the capacity literature.

The ‘time’ issue raised most often was the need for participants to take a long-term approach. The argument here, which we partly agree with, centred on the requirements of a complex process of political and institutional change that might require years or decades to unfold. In the cases, we can see these deeper processes at work. Decentralised education service delivery in Pakistan had to contend with issues of power and authority at the state, province and district levels that had been contentious since colonial times. The effectiveness of local government reforms in the Philippines depended a great deal on the entry into power of a younger generation of mayors with a different set of values, skills and expectations. In this sense, the capacity of organisations and institutions reflected, and took energy from, deeper political, economic and social trends in a society. Processes that went too fast and outran the consensus that sustained them led, in turn, to individuals and groups dropping out and resisting the pace of change.

But the long-term approach, no matter how appropriate in terms of the evolution of capacity development, had to face the hard reality of IDA impatience and loss of internal legitimacy. In an era of ‘demanding’ and ‘proving’ results, most long-term efforts had little chance of surviving without facing the need to demonstrate just what has been gained for the money expended.

The cases thus show the opposite of the long term; i.e. the need for speed and urgency in the short term. Windows of opportunity would open briefly and create the space for capacity entrepreneurs to act. Local government leaders in the Philippines with fixed-term mandates had little enthusiasm for five- or ten-year capacity development plans given their need to show results within a few months before the next elections. IUCN in Asia, the Lacor Hospital and ESDU were each confronted with a crisis – the Asian tsunami, the Ebola outbreak in Uganda and environmental disasters in the Caribbean – that needed capabilities to be developed and deployed quickly. Many public officials had little interest in long-term capacity issues given the rapid rotation of staff within most public agencies.

We encounter here the issue of balance and coherence discussed earlier. Organisations such as the Lacor Hospital and IUCN in Asia had to deal with short-term crises in an unstable environment. And they needed a certain level of disruption and short-term pressure to limit stagnation and build their capability for adaptation. Capabilities that were needed at one stage were rendered less relevant in the next. At the heart of the ‘time’ issue thus lay one of the most difficult of capacity challenges, that of combining short-
term responsiveness, usually in the form of some sort of change in performance or technical capabilities, with the ability to focus over the long-term on the development of more complex capabilities such as slow, incremental, collective learning. The more effective case actors, such as the Lacor Hospital, IUCN in Asia and ESDU, succeeded at both levels. The less effective failed at one or both of these tasks. The challenge, particularly for organisations in the public sector, was to sustain both processes over a long period in a context of shifting political trends and bureaucratic dynamics.

There were different perspectives on the time issue. Country participants appeared to have a much longer view of time than their colleagues in the aid agencies. Many had long histories in the public service and could see how past incidents and relationships affected present possibilities. They also had to gauge how actions now would affect future possibilities both in the public service and in their personal lives.

IDAs also struggled to address the time issue. In many instances, they tended to support short time frames – the usual 3–5 years – for capacity development, which often made little sense even in their own countries, for a number of reasons: the need to base time and timing decisions on their existing bureaucratic procedures relating to conventional programming and budget cycles; the difficulty of predicting the course and end of complex events over time; the traditional aversion to making a long-term commitment to a process whose outcomes are largely unknown; the need to demonstrate short-term results; and the need for participants to structure capacity interventions into reassuring patterns and procedures that could gain outside acceptance. Creating the illusion of ‘time-bound’ activities carried out in a ‘timely’ manner was part of this search for clarity and certainty.

Yet many IDAs were also getting involved in ever more complex, multi-actor interventions such as SWAs. Some chose explicitly to focus on the long-term. The Pan-American Health Organisation had supported the Observatório network in Brazil for over 30 years. The World Bank and DFID were halfway into a 20-year commitment to public service reform in Tanzania. CIDA had supported the ENACT programme for over a decade of ‘searching’ and refrained from premature pressure for short-term performance.

**Box 21: Some questions about time**

- Under what circumstances should programme participants, both country and external, adopt a long-term view of capacity, as is frequently recommended? Is it feasible for them to do this given the constraints? What, in practice, would constitute a long-term view? What else has to happen for a long-term perspective to be viable?
- How can we square the demands of the long-term with most public sector procedures?
- When is the drive for short-term results – ‘quick wins’ – advisable and necessary? And when are rapid results supportive of a long-term process and when are they in conflict?
- How important is it to think about time in terms of historical evolution? Do participants need to know about how the process of capacity development evolved to where it is now?
- Do busy staff have enough time to devote to capacity development, and who pays?
- Who sets a ‘timeline’, and on what basis? Who decides when it is the right time?
- How does the resource of time match up with those to do with money, people, commitment and ideas?

**6.4.6 Capacity development ‘traps’**

Some analyses of capacity development portray the process as linear and cumulative. Competencies and capabilities are added according to some sort of strategy. Yet in most of the cases the process seemed quite different, advancing in fits and starts. Perhaps
most notably, organisations and indeed whole systems would get caught in capacity ‘traps’ from which it could be difficult to emerge. Part of this had to do with deeper system dynamics that would either assert or, more likely, reassert themselves as organisations experienced a brief improvement in capacity and performance and then evolved back into an old pattern of behaviour. In effect, well intentioned interventions generate a reaction from the system that counters the benefits of the original intervention. For example:

- Systems could get caught in rigidity traps due to age, attitudes and internal vested interests. We can see this process at work, for example, in the Pakistan education sector, which faced the difficult task of reshaping a large complex bureaucracy with a legacy of non-performance.

- Systems can get caught in a low demand, low response trap. Little external pressure or accountability acts on the organisation. In response, the level of supply or activity diminishes, which feeds back into low demand. People with energy and commitment abandon the organisation, which further intensifies the trap.

- Systems can get caught in oscillations – centralisation, decentralisation, then back to recentralisation. The SISDUK programme in Indonesia shifted from a tightly controlled system to one more open to other actors and methods, and then back to tight control after the departure of the donor.

- Systems can be stuck in performance–capacity development traps. The system is under various kinds of performance pressures. It cannot summon up the resources and the focus to devote much space to capacity development. Over time the level of performance is undermined, which again in turn, further diminishes the space for capacity development.

- Participants themselves can get stuck in attitudinal or psychological traps that limit their vision or confidence or motivation. In a number of cases, such as Tanzanian PSRP, CTPL Moscow and ESDU, we see groups breaking free of old mental models or psychological barriers and moving to a new way of working.

The point is that organisations and systems can be locked in place or trapped by a variety of forces, both internal and external. The existence of ‘gaps’ or ‘needs’ may make little difference to the dynamic. Effective capacity development interventions find ways of breaking out of recurring patterns and shifting behaviour to a new level.

### 6.5 Operational implications

The main message from the above analysis is the need for some sort of strategic thinking and acting to do with capacity development as a form of change. Participants in the cases gained by thinking through the potential dynamics of change, using planned strategies in some instances and emergent approaches in others. Participants also needed to communicate such strategies in a variety of ways to other groups whose support or intervention was needed. Such strategies could be tacit in some instances and explicit in others. They could be conventional or highly innovative. They could be long or short term. But above all, there needed to be a mind at work that could in some way, contribute to the shaping of events and ideas about capacity development.
7 Capacity, performance and results

What do we mean by the terms ‘performance’ and ‘results’? What is the interrelationship between capacity and performance? Why should we consider capacity as an end or a development result on its own? What are the implications of change for capacity development? Under what circumstances is results-based management (RBM) the suitable approach for capacity issues?

We are not motivated by a desire for more capacity but rather by a desire for a better future – Mayor of a municipality in the Philippines

Companies die because their managers focus on the economic activity of producing goods and services, and they forget that their organisation’s true nature is that of a community of humans – Arie de Gues

Performance measurement is the most powerful inhibitor to quality and productivity in the western world – Edward Deming, the father of quality improvement

We turn now to the relationships among capacity, performance and results, which we found to be a good deal more complex and counter-intuitive than we imagined at the outset. It is usually assumed that there exists a fairly direct line of causation between improved capacity and better results. This basic pattern of thinking has been reinforced by the ‘inputs–outputs–outcomes–impact’ framework that creates a sense of linear progression and escalating importance as the focus moves from left to right. The more capacity, the better the performance, the more results.

The findings of the case research have led us to rethink this view. This chapter will look at why.

7.1 Performance and results

Part of the difficulty in the capacity debate is the ongoing confusion about terminology. By the term ‘performance’ we mean the ways in which organisations or systems apply their capabilities in daily use. We are talking here about the ability to deliver and to function. To quote our earlier analysis, capacity is a potential state. It is elusive and transient. It is about latent as opposed to kinetic energy. Performance, by comparison, is about execution and implementation, or the application and use of capacity. It is capacity in motion. By ‘results’ we refer to the substantive development outcomes that represent improvements to human welfare, such as gains in health or education.

The question that then arises is whether the development of capacity itself can be regarded as a development result on its own. And if it is, how would it fit into the conventional approaches to assessing progress such as ‘results-based’ management or monitoring and evaluation? Doesn’t the development of the capacity to develop capacity help to ensure the achievement over time of results in terms of health or education? And if performance and results are both ends in themselves, how do they relate to each other? Would, for example, results be ‘traded-off’ against the need for greater capacity?

In the literature, terms are used in different contexts with different meanings. For example, ‘performance’ assessment frameworks focus on results, while capacity ‘results’ usually focus on capacity and performance.
The questions above relate to the basic purpose of development cooperation. Are we in development cooperation in the ‘doing’ business or in the ‘self-help’ business? Francis Fukuyama sees the need to accept ‘capacity as an end’ as the main goal, but is pessimistic that this will happen: ‘Notwithstanding efforts by [institutions] like the World Bank to invite greater local participation in programme design, the problem cannot be fixed unless donors make a clear choice that capacity-building is their primary objective rather than the services that the capacity is meant to provide. The incentives facing the majority of donors will not permit this to happen’.

This debate about capacity as a means or an end of development generates little interest. Indeed, it attracts some disdain among many analysts and practitioners. It is usually viewed as somewhat irrelevant given the obvious need to deliver the ‘results’ in the short term, upon which many country participants and against which all development agencies are now judged. Yet it remains, in our view, a fundamental issue that shapes a good deal of donor and participant behaviour.

The connections between capacity and performance are not always clear. Results obviously depend to some degree on the existence of capacity, especially in the medium and long term, but beyond that platitude the interconnections become murky. We no longer see capacity development and performance as simply part of a staged, cause and effect relationship with results, i.e. people focus on developing their capacity which, in turn, enables them or their organisation to achieve results. As should be clear from years of experience with technical assistance, all kinds of trade-offs, tensions and dilemmas can be found in this relationship, especially when external interveners are part of the mix. Patterns of both capacity development and performance are uneven, with progress going at different speeds and different times. Investments in capacity can take days or even years to yield significant results.

Rather than provide a detailed analysis of the levels of performance of all the actors in the cases, we group them as follows:

- **Some cases**, such as the COEP in Brazil, were not clear about the pattern of results coming out of the creation and expansion of the network. Most COEP participants had confidence in the outcomes, and there were many examples of performance that had acquired national acceptance. But COEP remained unclear about the cumulative effect of its work.

- **Three cases** – the Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania, the LGSP in the Philippines, the Rwanda Revenue Authority – regularly monitored both capacity and performance. The first two faced complex judgements about the short and long term, and intangible versus tangible. The last could show a direct connection between capacity development and performance given its short-term focus and measurable outcomes. Most assumed that the causal connection would clarify over time.

- In **most cases**, monitoring and evaluation of capacity and performance was intermittent and project-focused. Again, the assumption was that the aggregated condition called capacity would over time lead to improved performance and results at the project, programme and organisational levels.

---


123 Note that most of the cases were selected as examples of high-performing organisations or systems. The inventory thus does not cover dysfunctional examples as much as we would have liked.
7.2 The relationships among capacity, performance and results

We found it difficult to come up with the tight results chains that are now valued in the international development community. Conventional cause and effect analysis did not work given the variety of factors that shaped both performance and results. And getting case participants to think about the connections was usually not possible. Few were interested in spending much time tracing the relationships. That said, we remain interested in the following questions: how did the case actors convert capacity into performance and results? How did that process work? Why was this relationship more difficult to understand than we had thought? Some of the patterns described below may be overdrawn to clarify the discussion. Inevitably, they were more nuanced and complex in real life than those described here.

Systems thinking at one level also makes this issue harder to address. This approach does not subscribe to the ‘results-chains’ concept. It sees performance as an emergent pattern that comes about through the interactions of many elements both internal and external. The influence of contextual factors, for example, and the actions of many other actors in addition to those in the system in question act to blur the analysis.

We now set out four patterns that appeared in the cases.

1. Improved capacity led to improved results
   This interconnection appeared in a number of the cases. IUCN in Asia, the Rwanda Revenue Authority, Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania, the Lacor Hospital, the ENACT programme in Jamaica all appeared to develop a complex mix of capabilities that, in turn, led to improved performance across a range of activities. Why was this so?
   • The organisations appeared to develop and maintain the right competencies and capabilities to address the performance challenges they faced.
   • Their capabilities were ‘good enough’ to make a difference, i.e. staff mastered both the individual competencies and collective capabilities to a level sufficient for the organisation to gain acceptance and further resources.
   • All these cases had relative control over their operating system in terms of space, buffering and resources, as well as a potential set of outcomes that key groups wanted.
   • They all had leaders with a sense of strategic management who could keep strengthening the connection between capacity and results.

2. Improved capacity made little or no difference to results
   Our reading of the cases leads us to the following conclusions:
   • The effective development of the wrong capabilities could lead to little or no effect in terms of results. Military organisations, for example, are usually accused of building up the capabilities that proved critical to them in the last war. Private sector firms hold on to capabilities that, although once effective, have lost relevance in a changing market. This appears to have been the case, for example, in the education sector in Pakistan where cynicism about ‘capacity building’ as a waste of time and effort leading to little or no gains in performance had set in.

---

125 An oft-quoted example is that of stock trading and some high-tech firms in the Internet market of the late 1990s. In such a market, almost any firm could appear to perform even if its capacity was stable or even diminishing. Once the market collapsed, many firms that had failed to develop serious capacity and resilience went under.
126 A fascinating example from the US private sector illustrates this problem. In the late 1970s, both WalMart and K-Mart studied the future of the US retail market, and came to quite different conclusions. They began to focus on the development of quite different capabilities. WalMart got it right and K-Mart got it wrong.
• Capacity development could, in the short term, disrupt established patterns of performance and results. The issue here is whether public sector managers in low-income countries have the commitment to endure such disruption in the short term to produce performance and results that will benefit others in the longer term.

• Organisations try training, new formal structures, new systems, new strategies, new staff. But for a variety of reasons, the initiatives are not absorbed or embedded into daily performance. Staff bump up against a ‘knowing—doing’ gap that limits progress. Remaining weaknesses overshadow the capacity gains. Staff begin to realise they know little about which aspects of capacity lead to better performance, or when, or under what conditions.

• In certain circumstances, the lack of results may be deliberate strategy. Given the choices and political pressures, satisfactory underperformance, regardless of the level of capacity, is the safest option. This may well be the case where political instability creates disincentives for change.

3. Improved results led to improved capacity
Much of the rapid results approach described earlier is based on this connection, which is the reverse of what is normally expected. Improved results, especially in the short term, lead to more demand, more confidence and, hopefully over time, more resources to invest in capacity development, creating a sort of rising spiral of improvements in capacity.

• In the IUCN in Asia and the ESDU cases, capacity development led to improved results, which created the space, resources and confidence to feed back into improved capacity. The dynamic was circular and interactive. ‘Results-based’ and ‘means-based’ management became mutually reinforcing. Much of this dynamic was ignited and induced by leadership and staff commitment.

• In the Russia case, CTPL experts were officials with significant trade experience and direct links to government decision makers. They provided CTPL Moscow with credibility, the capacity to work on trade-related issues, and the opportunity to differentiate the organisation from its competitors. As demand for its services grew, the Centre became increasingly involved in the WTO negotiations. This, in turn, gave the group invaluable experience, which increased capacity even further.

• Following a long process of realignment and redesign, ESDU was able to enhance its performance, which attracted more resources and more staff commitment – greater capacity – which, in turn, brought yet higher levels of performance and results. In the Pakistan case, on the other hand, there developed a vicious circle with low motivation among both the elite and civil servants to improve the education system, generating poor performance which, in turn, undermined capacity.

4. An imbalanced focus on either results or capacity eventually undermines both
Another pattern in the cases was an undue preoccupation with outcomes and results, leading indirectly to declining capacity. Participants simply did not have the time or the resources to make the investments that capacity development required. They simply did not renew or replenish the system. They tried to develop capacity and performance while trying to achieve results, but could not manage it. In some cases, such as the Observatório in Brazil, the leaders shielded the network from undue demands for results at a critical time in its evolution.

This potential for a trade-off between capacity development and results has been a long-standing issue in technical assistance. Is it the job of external advisers to get things done, or does their key contribution lie in helping others to develop their capabilities to get things done? Do aid staff have any space for learning or thinking, or are they strictly in the ‘doing’ business? Will a trade-off emerge between short-term results and medium-

term capacity and performance? The risk here, of course, is that, in the absence of that rising spiral mentioned earlier, both results and capacity begin to decline in the medium term.

The reverse relationship, i.e. an undue concentration on building capacity, could also create dysfunction. Three things could happen. Participants could lose track of the need to produce or deliver. They either engaged in endless reorganisation schemes or they started directing organisational resources towards their own interests under the guise of capacity development. Or various groups, both local and external, became more interested in proving the value of a certain capacity theory as opposed to tailoring it to the needs of performance. Centralisation, decentralisation, privatisation or outsourcing, were pushed forward regardless of the nature of the issues, the context or the constituency of support. Capacity development then failed and dragged down the level of performance and results. These two approaches to change – one that focuses on ‘results’ or task achievement, and one that focuses on capacity development – are compared in table 7.

Table 7: Two approaches to change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of change</th>
<th>Focus on results</th>
<th>Focus on capacity development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Maximising development results</td>
<td>Developing capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to capacity issues</td>
<td>CD seen as a secondary means in support of performance ends</td>
<td>Seen as an end in itself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>More directed and top down</td>
<td>More participatory and inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main focus</td>
<td>Structure and systems, incentives, demand pressures</td>
<td>Individual and collective skills, culture and mindset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Systematic and solution-driven</td>
<td>Emergent and more incremental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Standardised and uniform</td>
<td>Responsive and varied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangibles and intangibles</td>
<td>More emphasis on the tangibles</td>
<td>More emphasis on the intangibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Incentives lead</td>
<td>Incentives lag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on learning and experimentation</td>
<td>Modest</td>
<td>Critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and evaluation</td>
<td>Focuses on results</td>
<td>Focuses on capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of external TA</td>
<td>Intensive and focused on task achievement</td>
<td>Less intensive and focused on process and facilitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The challenge for both country managers and donor agencies, in our view, is to find ways of resolving the tensions and trade-offs so that the benefits of each approach can be maximised and the downsides minimised. As in so many things to do with capacity, the challenge lies in balancing and integrating the two approaches. Put another way, the challenge is to blend product and process.

What seems to be crucial in achieving this goal is the ignition of a virtuous cycle in which capacity development improves performance, which then feeds back and energises participants to further improve their capacity. This upward spiral of improvement can strengthen the organisational psyche of country actors, which can become increasingly more expectant of good performance. In our view, the ability of some of the case actors, especially the smaller ones, to ignite and sustain this dynamic accounts for their overall effectiveness.

Figure 4 sets out the pattern we found in the cases. Where both programme theory meaning the assumptions underlying goals of the programme and the theory of change
or capacity development were poorly conceived and implemented, the general activity tended to drift. Conversely, where both were strong, deep change was more likely. Unsurprisingly, country participants, as opposed to external interveners, seemed to have the best chance of successfully managing the synthesis between the two approaches.

Figure 4: Theories of change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Deep change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change for the sake of change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drift</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Capacity issues and results-based management

We now turn to the subject of results-based management (RBM) and capacity issues. RBM techniques are now widely applied in international development cooperation. This trend is intensifying as the pressure mounts for donors to ‘demonstrate’ the results of their activities. Another factor in their increased use is the greater involvement of domestic agencies from donor countries – e.g. finance ministries, police or customs authorities – in the implementation of development programmes. Most of these agencies are dedicated adherents of RBM, at least in public, as are many country governments and multilateral agencies (see box 22).

Box 22: Conventional RBM approaches

Typical of the conventional RBM approach is that articulated in a recent evaluation of the Asian Development Bank: ‘Results-based management involves identifying the impact of an intervention, formulating its outcome, specifying outputs and inputs, identifying performance indicators, setting targets, monitoring and reporting results, evaluating results and using the information to improve performance. A good quality design and monitoring framework is an integral-at-entry results-based management tool that clearly identifies key project objectives with measurable performance indicators establishes quantified and time-bound milestones and targets for the indicators at each level of the project and specifies the sources of the data for tracking implementation progress. Lacking one or more of these elements at entry weakens a project’s design quality.’

We are not against managing for results. Nobody is. Nor do we wish to downgrade the principle of accountability. In our view, RBM can induce benefits and in some cases,

130 But we wonder about the current universal adulation accorded to the idea of accountability. A small but growing literature in public administration is coming to the view that accountability, much like RBM, can
there may be a need to pay even more attention to it. We can see in the cases examples where many of its assumptions held. A number of the projects funded by ENACT benefited from the application of RBM techniques. The machine-like structure, procedures and outcomes of the Rwanda Revenue Authority lent themselves to control-oriented management. Establishing systems that were primarily technical, e.g. an additional surgery in the Lacor Hospital benefited from the application of RBM. Even the lumbering Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania benefited from some targeting and prescription. All these cases provided the narrow range of circumstances that enabled RBM to be effective, such as a relatively stable environment, a short-term horizon, clear boundaries in terms of time and resources, the absence of political conflict over means and ends, and technical or logistical objectives that could be specified relatively easily.

But we are suggesting that RBM, a technique designed to address problems where the means and the ends are clear, may need to be modified to deal with increasing complexity and uncertainty. In the cases, once the playing field became more uncertain, more informal, more contested, more intangible and more long term, RBM quickly lost traction and relevance. At least four of the more successful cases – ENACT, COEP, the Observatório and IUCN in Asia – would have generated less performance if they had followed the traditional approach to RBM. It is not surprising that the more case actors faced a rapidly changing context, the more they focused on capacity issues, and the more they worked to improve their ability to learn, adapt and innovate, the less willing they were to accept conventional RBM techniques.

The comparative advantage of RBM is the focus on short-term products rather than longer-term processes. It can be helpful in tracking immediate outcomes, but it has little to say about capacity outcomes that emerge over the medium and long term. Yet these patterns are typical of most capacity development processes. Techniques that can better address evolution and longer-term processes could be added to the RBM approach. Ways need to be found to make RBM more learning friendly, more participatory and more focused on the needs of country managers. In particular, participants need to use it to encourage the continuous feedback and reflection that lie at the heart of capacity development.

What can the cases tell us about possible modifications and additions to the standard package of RBM techniques that would make it more ‘capacity’ friendly? The challenge here is to make some adjustments to conventional RBM that can enable programme participants to respond to a wider variety of situations. Three elements seem obvious:

- **Encouraging some serious discussion about the strengths, weaknesses and comparative advantages of different approaches to RBM.** The monitoring and evaluation (M&E) techniques applied to capacity issues are currently being debated and re-examined. The same attention should be given to RBM.
- **Finding ways to make the shift from input/output/outcome logic models to recognising ‘fuzzy’ realities and emergent outcomes.** This would mean rethinking the use of some tools from the 1950s and 1960s such as the log-frame, and looking at the use of

---

131 In the ENACT case, the rigid application of RBM pushed the programme to the point of collapse. The donor then intervened to reduce the burden.

‘means-based’ management as opposed to just ‘results-based’ management. Some of the same systems approaches that are slowly coming into M&E may be useful for RBM.

- **Coming to a broader view of what constitutes ‘results’**. From a capacity perspective, the focus should widen to include the intangible, the longer-term, the strategic and, above all, those aspects of capacity and results that are valued by country participants. Part of the difficulty with RBM arises from different cultural perspectives. The ‘Western’ model of management puts great importance, at least symbolically, on organisations as rational actors set up to focus on task achievement. In low-income societies, the basis of organising is likely to be different. Their efforts at collective action can be more concerned with consolidating relationships, establishing legitimacy or reinforcing the interests of other societal groups.

In the cases, the dynamics of capacity and results were affected by intangibles such as value systems, the various formal and informal relationships both internal and external, and the culture and history of the organisation. RBM needs to be supplemented by techniques that are better able to capture these aspects.

Finally, IDAs can help to defer the inevitable transaction costs that come with RBM and M&E. In particular, they could support the efforts of mid-level managers, a cohort that is in short supply in most low-income states. IDAs also need to see the implementation of RBM through the lens of relationship building. In the ENACT case, the expatriate staff continually refused to report their own ‘results’ and achievements out of concern for appearing to overshadow Jamaican efforts. In the process, they reinforced the relationship that lay at the heart of the programme.

---

133 ‘Although the need to prove our value is important, when consultants take credit, it is most often an exaggeration of our role and inflation of its worth. Unless the consultant has become a surrogate manager, and taken over the management task, no credit accrues, organisational results are earned by those living in the system.’ Peter Block, *Flawless Consulting: A Guide to Getting Your Expertise Used*, 1981, p.322.

134 ‘Pressuring clients to feel we have helped them can be a tremendous obstacle to the learning we are trying to promote. If we can stay focused simply on the way we are working with clients, we will avoid compulsively pressuring the client and the results will take care of themselves.’ Block, *ibid*, p.50.
8 Tools and frameworks

What do the cases suggest about how we can categorise capacity assessment frameworks?
What do the cases suggest about the constraints and challenges of applying traditional approaches to M&E to capacity issues?
What are some emerging approaches to M&E of capacity?
What does the study suggest about how and when to apply tools and frameworks in general?

All models are wrong, some models are useful – George Box

In the previous chapter we discussed different approaches to inducing capacity development. The complexity of the subject has created an enormous latent demand for simple methodologies to help practitioners organise their thoughts and actions, and to standardise capacity processes. With these purposes in mind, many IDAs spend much time and effort trying to develop tools and frameworks to help make the task of addressing capacity issues more manageable for their staff. There are now literally thousands of formal frameworks connected in some way to the subject of capacity.135 People, wherever they are, are now two or three clicks away from a full range of methodologies and frameworks, many of which have been analysed and compared for ease of selection.

In this chapter, we do not repeat this kind of analysis. Rather, we address some broader issues related to the use and selection of tools and frameworks in two areas – capacity assessment and monitoring and evaluation (M&E).

8.1 Capacity assessment frameworks

The desire of practitioners to get a better handle on what capacity exists and especially where there are gaps has spawned a particularly active industry in the production of capacity assessment tools. A number of websites, for example, specialise solely in organisational and capacity assessment.136 Nonetheless, the whole subject of capacity assessment comes with a sense of dissatisfaction. Participants seem to sense that most assessment frameworks hide and confuse as much as they reveal. Most are not used consistently, or they serve as formulaic devices that can structure discussions at the ‘design’ stage but which quickly fade into disuse once the real work has begun. In the cases, we could find only two examples of an explicit formal assessment tool making a sustained contribution to participant action.137 This pattern of limited utility appeared to stem both from the design of individual tools and from deeper causes to do with the use of tools and frameworks in general.

The patterns in the cases were instructive. There were, in practice, three types of capacity assessment framework at work: tacit mental models, explicit preset models and customised hybrid approaches.

---

135 A two-week file search in the World Bank in 2003 in the area of public management came up with over 250 tools and frameworks devised by Bank staff.
136 See, for example, a comparison of 27 methodologies in the April 2006 draft of the UNDP Practice Note (http://capacity.undp.org/indexAction.cfm?module=Library&Action=GetFile&DocumentID=5510).
137 The PSRP in Tanzania and the SISDUK programme in the Philippines.
8.1.1 Tacit mental models

All the case actors, both from countries and IDAs, had developed over time a variety of tacit ‘mental models’ of organising, management and capacity development. Such frameworks were usually in the form of patterns of images, beliefs, memories, processes, personalities, symbols, stories about past actions, untested lessons, views of human nature and development itself. Participants would have in their mind a set of assumptions, usually untested, about what makes for an effective organisation and how and why they change.138

These mental models or shared conceptual frameworks could facilitate the exchange of ideas, experiences and knowledge and encourage team formation. They helped participants to make sense of their world and allowed them to fit decisions and actions into some kind of pattern. The churches in Papua New Guinea, for example, saw themselves as defenders of moral standards and thus were able to speak out about deteriorating political conditions. This led, in turn, to mental models that centred on advocacy, conciliation, negotiation and legitimacy. In the ESDU case, staff saw themselves as providing a bridging function amongst the states of the Eastern Caribbean. Such an image, in turn, led to the focus on a specific set of capabilities centred on support, facilitation and capacity development. IUCN in Asia modelled some of its structures and behaviours on those of transnational corporations with the capabilities to work both in countries and across regions. The churches in Papua New Guinea began their work with an explicit mental model in mind, while others, such as ENACT and CTPL Russia, took almost a decade to craft their model after a good deal of discussion and experimentation. In almost all the cases, this mental model or framework was a key shaper of the way people approached capacity development.

We stress here, however, the dangers associated with tacit mental models or frameworks of capacity and capacity development. They could become deeply entrenched and self-serving. They could lose contact with a rapidly change context. They could evolve into assumptions so pervasive that people lost track of their influence and presence. And they could effectively block changes that challenged its principles. Indeed, one of the main reasons for the failure of many external capacity development interventions may be the assumption that changes to the formal technical and organisational aspects can be implemented without taking into account their relationship to the governing mental models. Resistance to change can frequently be explained by the survival power of these frameworks, their ability to create and symbolise organisational identity, and their capability as a rejection mechanism to derail threatening interventions.

8.1.2 Explicit preset model

The second type of assessment framework in the cases was the explicit preset variety, i.e. an imported tool and methodology that country participants could then apply to their particular situation. Readers will be familiar with some of the main types of assessment framework, such as those focusing on:

- single organisations;139

138 For a discussion of mental models, see Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline.
• particular types of organisations;
• individual functions or aspects\textsuperscript{140} – learning culture, performance;
• a comprehensive or macro view of capacity issues;\textsuperscript{141}
• gaps and strengths;\textsuperscript{142}
• capacity development as a process;
• ‘mapping’ capacity and capabilities; and
• capacity from the perspective of complex adaptive systems.\textsuperscript{143}

Only one of the cases – the Tanzanian Public Sector Reform Programme – used an explicit imported framework to any real extent (box 23).

**Box 23: The new public management framework used in the PSRP, Tanzania**

The first analytical framework for the programme was relatively simple, devised by Tanzanian consultants in cooperation with the government. Participating IDAs, including the World Bank and DFID, then substituted their own ‘best practice’ framework that more closely reflected the new public management thinking currently being used by other programmes in Ghana, Uganda, Gambia and others. A longer-term process of learning and adjustment is still underway to craft the new public management framework to fit Tanzanian conditions.

Many of these types of capacity assessment tools and frameworks had the potential to provide both analysts and practitioners with some useful ways of thinking about capacity issues. We are not against these types of frameworks in principle. Indeed, the whole of the ECDPM study is based on a particular framework. But we are wary about the possibilities for inappropriate use and questionable benefits. We thus set out below some of the risks and downsides of capacity assessment frameworks as they appeared to a greater or lesser extent in the cases.

• Most ‘tools’ had the tendency to evolve over time into somewhat mechanistic capacity crossword puzzles in which participants were expected to fill in the blanks. They had lost the sense of being a living and evolving perspective that could be an extension of the person or groups using them. They became ends in themselves that began to shape and confine the behaviour of those trying to use them. In the cases, the logical framework was the obvious example of this pattern.

• Most frameworks were oriented towards the medical diagnosis approach to capacity assessment, i.e. analysis, diagnosis and finally, prescription. And they could frequently presuppose what external interveners thought should be supplied and what country participants should need. Earlier generations of frameworks, not surprisingly, ended with training as the missing link. In many cases, the advocacy of a particular framework was a reflection of external interest and identity. Subsequent TA supporting the assessment framework could then be designed to demonstrate its value.

• All capacity assessment frameworks were based on a set of embedded assumptions that reflected the views of their designers about capacity, about organising, about human nature, about effectiveness and even development itself. None were objective, value-free constructs that were applicable in all circumstances. Most also originated in high-income countries and reflected their basic assumptions of organising., Assessment frameworks came with an agenda and a world view that

\textsuperscript{140}AusAID, *A Staged Approach to Assess, Plan and Monitor Capacity Building*, 2006, focuses on structuring the relationships between advisers and counterparts in support of capacity building. Training House, *Survey of Organizational Climate*, 2000, social capital questionnaire, p.19l.


\textsuperscript{142}Appreciative inquiry.

sometimes did not relate well to the country context. Most comprehensive frameworks simply did not fit the special circumstances of say, a COEP or a Lacor or an IUCN Asia.

- Most assessment frameworks were macro in orientation and were designed with the strategic needs of senior managers in mind. They looked at capacity issues from a more comprehensive vantage point. But in many situations, they did not address the particular needs of staff at the middle and lower levels of the organisation or system where most of the actual work on capacity development took place.

### 8.1.3 Customised hybrid approaches

In a few cases, participants, both external and country, worked to combine the other two approaches – the ‘tacit endogenous’ and the ‘explicit imported’ – into a customised version of their own that could respond to the particular needs of the situation. Participants would take bits and pieces from outside and from inside, and come up with a framework or way of thinking that went beyond what already existed. As an example, figure 5 shows the assessment framework devised by the Local Government Support Programme in the Philippines.

**Figure 5: Capacity development framework in the LGSP, the Philippines.**
Producing a customised version encouraged country participants to articulate their own mental models and to think consciously about their own situation. The search for such a customised framework encouraged country actors to discuss, experiment, collaborate and synthesise. It had a better chance of leading to an ongoing process of assessment – a capability – than a point-in-time assessment. This pattern leads us to believe that more emphasis needs to be devoted to the customisation and 'indigenisation' of capacity assessment frameworks.

8.2 The monitoring and evaluation of capacity issues

Much attention is now being given to the need to improving the practice of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of capacity issues. The usual reasons are cited – the growing importance and funding share of capacity issues, the need to manage and learn about capacity issues more effectively, and the demands of auditors and other domestic stakeholders in funding countries. But much remains to be done to make the monitoring of capacity issues more effective. At present, its practice can charitably be called uncertain and underdeveloped. Only a modest body of experience exists that is widely available to practitioners. Most monitoring has focused on performance and results, with only a chapter or two devoted to capacity issues. To the extent they are interested, most IDAs and country actors are still looking for M&E strategies and techniques that are feasible and effective.

8.2.1 Patterns in the cases

The cases varied greatly in terms of their treatment of the M&E of capacity issues. While organisations tended to have some kind of monitoring system, either formal or informal, this was much less likely for sectors and networks such as the education sectors in Ethiopia and Pakistan, the two cases in Papua New Guinea and the Observatório in Brazil. This pattern largely reflected the methodological difficulties of devising M&E approaches for large, complex systems, and the costs involved.

The overall patterns in the cases fell into three categories, with some cases having activities in more than one area:

- Formal, expensive systems which made explicit, systematic, sustained efforts at the M&E of capacity and were generally donor supported, e.g. the Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania and the Local Government Support Programme in the Philippines;
- Periodic external monitoring, e.g. the Rwanda Revenue Authority, ENACT, IUCN in Asia; and
- Internal and informal monitoring systems focused on learning and management, e.g. COEP, IUCN in Asia, ESDU, ENACT, CTPL Russia, the Rwanda Revenue Authority and the Lacor Hospital. These were generally locally supported systems.

Note that there are two interconnected topics – capacity development for M&E, and the M&E of capacity issues.

The World Bank notes, for example, that most of its capacity building activities ‘are not routinely tracked, monitored and evaluated’. World Bank, 2005, p. xiv.


Participants tried to devise contingent monitoring strategies, i.e. ones that fitted their particular set of needs and circumstances. The standardised and centralised monitoring system used to assess the 183 local government units in the Philippines, for example, would not work for ENACT with its more diverse activities and disparate organisational partners. The resulting M&E strategies thus varied in terms of technical approach, scope, formality, purpose, legitimacy and certainly effectiveness. Most participants relied on what could be called ‘light’ monitoring – using informal, continuous dialogue and \textit{ad hoc} discussions to arrive at shared understandings about their capacity. At the ‘heavy’ end of the spectrum, Tanzanian and Filipino participants used their access to external support and financial resources to implement formal, complex comprehensive systems. In a few cases, such as ENACT in Jamaica, premature efforts to over-design M&E led to resistance and system collapse.

8.2.2 Constraints and challenges

The case participants faced a variety of constraints to making the M&E of capacity development more effective.

- Most had a pervasive uncertainty about the nature of capacity. They were not clear about what they were monitoring and evaluating. Some looked at structural changes, the arrival of new staff or the adoption of new techniques, and assumed a causal relationship with improved capacity. Yet others focused on performance as a proxy for capacity and spent little time looking directly at capacity issues.\footnote{Boesen, N. and Therkildsen, O., \textit{A Results-Oriented Approach to Capacity Change}, DANIDA, 2005.}

- Participants in many cases found it difficult to reconcile the results of capacity monitoring at the ‘macro’ with those at the ‘micro’ levels. Trying to understand the whole system was for them a daunting task but assessing ‘parts’ of a bigger system usually produced conflicting evidence that pointed in different directions.

- The monitoring in the cases focused largely on formal systems. This reflected the focus on helping to improve technical, uncontested capabilities such as financial management and procurement systems. The Local Government Performance Measurement System in the Philippines, for example, consists of 107 indicators related to five performance areas expressed in tangible terms. But participants were implicitly aware of effects of a whole other set of influences – the informal and intangible, the personal and the semi-political: accountability, personal behaviours, commitment, resistance to change, confidence, relationships, values, power dynamics, legitimacy and attitudes, family and kin relationships, and leadership. But the more sensitive and determinant the intangibles such as organisational legitimacy became, the less likely were participants to want it scrutinised.

- Participants found it hard to reconcile the variety of purposes and trade-offs piled on to M&E, especially those centred on learning and accountability. The original monitoring system set up in the Philippines, for example, focused ‘primarily on compliance, not benefits, and the information was used to create a local government scorecard rather than to guide investment in capacity development and performance enhancement’.\footnote{Agriteam Canada, \textit{The Philippines–Canada Local Government Support Programme}, ECDPM Discussion Paper 57N, 2006, p.28.} IUCN in Asia opted, in practice, for two parallel systems – an intermittent one paid for by its donors and focused on external accountability, and the other informal and internal focused on learning and management.

- Some country participants were not persuaded of the value coming out of the M&E of capacity. Mid-level managers, in particular, who were often assigned to do the actual work of monitoring, saw it as a burden with high costs for data collection and reporting but with questionable benefits. For them, information from existing monitoring
systems was usually irrelevant, too late and focused on the wrong issues to be of much operational use. Country participants were also concerned about how blame and credit, if any, would be distributed, by whom and when.

- One of the most difficult issues to resolve in the cases was to decide when, let alone how, credible judgements could be made, and about what. Most monitoring efforts appeared to take up to five years of dogged persistence before they began to produce information and insight of any operational use. It was no accident that the two examples in the cases of credible official monitoring – the PSRP in Tanzania and the LGSP in the Philippines – had the luxury of time to craft and experiment with their systems before being under pressure to report. In practice, most monitoring systems only approached a state of effectiveness at about the time most IDA-supported programmes were ending.

- Most of the monitoring systems in the cases also struggled to maintain their effectiveness over the medium and long term. They frequently faced a pattern of entropy in which the monitoring system either inflated its judgments over time and sacrificed some of its credibility or else lost energy as participants moved on to more pressing issues. The level of interest in monitoring systems easily slid from excessive attention to lack of use over a stretch of 3–5 years. Monitoring efforts in ENACT, for example, lost effectiveness under the weight of data gathering, complex reporting, excessive numbers of indicators, contested benefits and limited country commitment. Most of the IDAs involved had limited ways to address these constraints and did not provide dedicated funding to fund the effort.

8.3 **Emerging approaches to the M&E of capacity issues**

We set out in this section some emerging approaches or potential ways forward on the M&E of capacity issues based on the experiences in the cases. We make three assumptions here. First, future approaches to M&E will need to focus more on ‘complex’ issues. A focus on complexity will, however, require actors and external interveners alike to think differently about the problems at hand, as table 8 suggests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches to the M&amp;E of less complex systems</th>
<th>Approaches to the M&amp;E of more complex systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A general template is applied broadly with some modifications for conditions</td>
<td>Context-dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria largely established externally and up front</td>
<td>Self-determined: the system chooses what to notice, and this may vary over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information in fixed categories only</td>
<td>Categories of information are not predetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information in fixed categories only</td>
<td>Categories of information are not predetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning predetermined</td>
<td>System creates own meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction and routine valued</td>
<td>Newness and surprise essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on stability and control</td>
<td>Focus on adaptability and growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning remains static</td>
<td>Meaning evolves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System adapts to the measures</td>
<td>System co-adapts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, the M&E of capacity issues must be more inclusive and less extractive, given that the knowledge and insight into the inner workings of capacity issues is largely held by the participants. Third, for the same reason, many issues arising in the M&E of capacity will touch on sensitive areas such as the effectiveness of leadership, the legitimacy and reputation of particular organisations, and the effectiveness of external TA...
staff. To help the analysis, the potential purposes of the M&E of capacity issues are summarised in box 24.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 24: Purposes of M&amp;E of capacity issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>For accountability to donors.</strong> This is the most practised type of M&amp;E. Technique and rigour matter and the emphasis is on quantitative indicators and impact assessments. External evaluators are often used in order to ensure rigour and impartiality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>For learning and improvement.</strong> This type of M&amp;E is internally managed (self-) monitoring and emphasises participatory, constructivist, qualitative approaches. Capacity development is viewed as a continuous, developmental process and legitimacy is gained through building consensus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>For local accountability.</strong> This approach to M&amp;E may be the most important, but is little practised by IDAs. It builds on the experiences of NGOs/mutual accountability processes and views capacity development as local empowerment or increased legitimacy. Participatory, qualitative analysis has primacy and local assessors/facilitators are the norm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>For adaptive management.</strong> This is a newer type of monitoring, emerging out of everyday problems. It is concerned with improving management techniques and performance by providing managers with real-time information for decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>For developmental purposes, including encouraging country M&amp;E skills.</strong> The purpose of this type is to build country systems and encourage people to think strategically about their organisations. Its effectiveness depends on giving space to partners and empowering them. Participation and quantitative analysis thus have primacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>For symbolic protection.</strong> Much M&amp;E, regardless of its official purpose, often serves the purpose of defending an organisation’s operational space by satisfying outside stakeholders that its activities meet certain preset standards – that they are seen to be legitimate and credible. In such cases, the content of the evaluation may not contribute much to country planning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What appear to be the main features of the emerging approaches to the M&E of capacity issues?

**Establishing clear rules for making judgements.** If we assume that the results of M&E are to be legitimate and safe for country participants, then the rules of the M&E game will need some prior negotiation and agreement around a few basic questions: Who gives and gets what information? Who monitors what and whom, and on what basis? What issues are off limits in either an operational or political sense? Who formulates conclusions and recommendations, and on what basis? Who decides when a judgement on capacity issues can be made? Who gets to decide what?

**Coming to some kind of enforceable agreement on the nature of the capacity that is to be monitored.** Without such a shared understanding, new entrants to the programme – senior managers, evaluators, IDA representatives, programme staff – will constantly invent yet more ways to conceive of and monitor capacity development.

**Paying more attention to interrelationships with the context.** Capacity cannot be assessed and monitored on its own without an understanding of the complex web of contextual pressures and relationships that produces, influences, sustains, destroys and makes use of it. Shifts in a sector or in the political dynamics, for example, can diminish capacity regardless of the efforts of participants. Context-specific methodologies will become more important.

**Paying more attention to the monitoring of human behaviour.** This emerging emphasis can be seen in the technique of outcome mapping, with its focus on outcomes or changes in the behaviour, relationships, activities or actions of the people, groups and
organisations involved. In effect, the M&E of capacity issues must look at the change processes underway and the degree to which they contribute, or not, to the emergence of capacity. This contrasts directly with the traditional concentration on impact or the desired final change of state (e.g. improved services, products or infrastructure).

**Making more use of participatory methodologies such as group inquiry and multiple perspectives.** One example of such an approach is the Most Significant Change (MSC) technique, which involves the collection of stories about significant changes in capacity. Participants play a major role in deciding the value of the changes and their impact. In the process, MSC helps organisations to understand the effects emerging from their activities, and how and why they are occurring. This methodology is particularly useful for identifying unexpected changes. MSC can also be used without technical knowledge of monitoring techniques. It also does not use predetermined indicators and does not attempt to identify causality.

This approach to the M&E of capacity issues requires multiple forms of evidence and opinion as well as a broad range of perspectives to generate insights that are meaningful (see box 25). Stakeholders in the system participate through a network of action-based inquiries, some approaching issues in an open-ended way, others charged with problem solving. Other methods of inquiry can also be used, such as case studies, surveys, action research, cluster groups and larger discussions. The focus is on issues that have resonance or elicit strength of feeling.

**Box 25: The IUCN in Asia approach to monitoring**

IUCN in Asia has two capacity monitoring systems. A monitoring and learning officer manages the official system, which reports to donors. It is seen as the cost of doing business with the international community but provides little of interest or value to the management of the organisation or to its planning for the future. The unofficial system, on the other hand, is managed by the executive director, who follows it closely. It is mainly informal, personal and collective, with a focus on what is going right and what needs fixing. It also includes spaces for learning where power relationships are suspended – regular management and programme reviews, retreats to examine and self-evaluate programmes and financial achievements, and regional programme coordinators meetings. All of these subsystems feed into collective strategic thinking and into the real decision-making processes of the organisation. The various mechanisms in the unofficial system help both to build the capabilities of managers to address issues and to encourage their ‘buy-in’ to decisions made. They create capacity through an upwardly rising spiral that benefits from interplay among activities.

**Giving more attention to the objectives of learning and reflective practice.** The focus of the M&E of capacity issues should give priority to learning as an outcome. The intention here is to encourage real accountability by supporting country participants to think, learn and reflect both in the short and the long term. If monitoring is to be a learning process, then the people who will make use of the information will need to generate it. This implies that systems for monitoring issues must be locally controlled. Outside organisations can play a role in helping to set them up, but the actual monitoring needs to be put into the hands of partner organisations and de-professionalised. There may still be an advisory or facilitation role for outside experts, but the methods themselves must have the confidence of those who use them.

**Building wherever possible on country systems and matching the interests and capabilities of country actors.** All people, organisations and systems have some

---

150 E.g. outcome mapping.
method of assessing their capacity and performance, no matter how informal or anecdotal. Some of the case studies described vibrant, unofficial monitoring systems that revolved around the tacit, non-objective, anecdotal and continuous; one example is the gemgema system in Ethiopia (see box 26). Such systems could be the foundations upon which to develop more formal and systematic ways of monitoring capacity.

Box 26: Building on traditional approaches: gemgema in Ethiopia

Gemgema is a traditional Ethiopian approach of providing group feedback to individuals on their performance and behaviour. This feedback is provided orally several times a year with the objective of improving the effectiveness and productivity of the group in relation to the organisation's aim or mission. Developed during the period of armed struggle (1975–91) against the Derg, gemgema is now widely practised, including in the civil service, which has also developed formal performance monitoring systems.

Monitoring the role and contribution of the external intervener. The M&E of capacity should include an analysis of the role of the external intervener, whether an international agency or a national organisation, in supporting and stimulating country capacity processes. Monitoring could start with issues such as:

- the fit between support of the intervener and the realities of the capacity development process in the field;
- the degree to which the external intervention promotes country capacity as a priority;
- the effects of external processes and procedures and the extent to which they provide the flexibility to react to windows of opportunity and to give partners space to learn and grow; and
- the role of external TA, if any, including their ability to facilitate processes and to build trust.

Approaches to implementing the M&E of capacity issues. M&E of capacity has to be tailored to the interests and capacity of the system in question. At a minimum, actors have to have some awareness or consciousness of the issue of capacity, be convinced of its importance and be prepared to make a collective effort to think about how capacity issues play themselves out in their organisation. Where the interest of actors in capacity monitoring is limited, outside partners can help to encourage a more ‘evaluative’ mindset.

In any organisation, it is wise to begin with rudimentary approaches and move on to more complex monitoring systems as the interest and capabilities of the organisation develop. In many organisations, this would mean starting with a simple analysis on a regular basis of core capabilities and how they are changing. Country actors might, for example, consider the level to which they need to develop each capability. Then, they could make a rough judgement of the state of each specific capability, track it over time, and monitor to what extent it feeds into broader capacity and performance changes. This could be done either by making qualitative judgements of poor, limited, good, very good or excellent or by using a simple scale of 1 to 5. In either case, issues to consider in making a judgement might include the breadth, depth and complexity of each capability and the degree of importance of a particular competence or capability to the capacity and performance of the organisation or system.

Over time, the organisation might move to look systematically at all the core capabilities as well as individual competencies. The framework in figure 6 provides some basic questions for organisations to begin with and shows the interrelationships among the core capabilities.
Finally, the complete package discussed in the third row of table 9 could be applied in a full-scale evaluation. It covers all aspects of the M&E process.

**Investigating the potential contribution of a systems approach to the M&E of capacity.** A good deal of work is now underway around the world on taking a systems approach to the M&E of capacity. Most M&E frameworks concentrate on cataloguing the ‘parts’ or ‘functions’ or ‘resources’. They can tell us something about structure and advertised objectives, and can help us understand how the organisation or system is configured or what assets it has. But they end up being reductionist in their analytical approach and offer little help in illuminating the complex evolving relationships and patterns of behaviour both inside and outside the organisations. More attention to this evolving approach would add value.

**Connecting the M&E of capacity to that of results and performance.** Performance and capacity are not always directly correlated, but sustained performance is normally an indication of capacity. As discussed earlier, the interconnections between capacity and performance can be difficult to unravel. Efforts to monitor and evaluate capacity issues need to pay attention to the interconnections between capacity and performance.
### Table 9: Monitoring different aspects of capacity issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity of system</th>
<th>Type of organisation</th>
<th>Focus of the monitoring</th>
<th>Proposed tools for monitoring</th>
<th>Nature of the reporting</th>
<th>Resources required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimal package</strong></td>
<td>Starting out or low capacity, minimal interest</td>
<td>Group discussions every month or two, focusing on how and why the organisation and its capabilities are changing and what might be done to improve the quality of change. The discussion might focus on one or two capabilities where finding a consensus among stakeholders about their meaning and importance is easiest.</td>
<td>Structured group discussion, use of some of the core capabilities chosen from figure 6</td>
<td>Oral report to management at regular intervals of 6 months to a year</td>
<td>An hour or two per month from a small group, some time of management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus on capabilities</strong></td>
<td>Medium capacity, medium interest</td>
<td>Identification of core capabilities and their components and tracking them yearly, probably through meetings of stakeholders prepared to rate them using the markers or indicators laid down in the balanced approach or another monitoring mechanism</td>
<td>See figure 6</td>
<td>Discussions at management levels about actions to be taken</td>
<td>Resources for adapting markers to the needs of the organisation, resources for a meeting: time for serious discussion at management level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Full package covering all aspects of capacity** | Medium to high capacity, high interest | 1) A review of the elements of capacity, including individual competencies and capabilities at the group level.  
2) A comprehensive overview, including: context; the strategies used to achieve the vision or objectives defined; the emergent capacity; performance; and development results. | See figure 6 | Formal report to management, perhaps with assistance of a facilitator, done no more often than yearly. A formal evaluation would be done no more often than every 3–5 years. | More extensive resources to monitor different aspects of capacity issues and to prepare a report, perhaps costs for a facilitator |
| **Contribution of the funder** | Local office of IDA or national development organisation | Review of appropriateness of policies, structure, processes and procedures, and staff competencies | To be developed to take into account the context in the country concerned | For IDAs, written report to be shared with their HQ and with the partner country; for national organisations, written reports to be shared with partners in country | Depending on the depth of the report, from a few hours on the part of one officer to several days including meetings and interviews with key stakeholders in partner government or organisation |
8.4 Operational guidelines for using tools and frameworks

This chapter suggests that caution is required in the use of tools and frameworks. We offer some rough guidelines for thinking about them.

- All frameworks have gaps and limitations. They work much better in some situations than in others. But they can help to craft a shared understanding and guide action provided their blind spots are kept in mind.
- People use tools and frameworks in every situation either explicitly or tacitly. In many cases, the challenge is not so much to find and apply new ones but to bring to the surface those already employed by different groups.
- Tools and frameworks that become ends in themselves, whose use is seen as a guarantee of development effectiveness, tend to begin to generate unhelpful side effects that, in turn, start to erode their impact.
- The desired end point is a customised hybrid tool or framework, crafted in some way by the participants, that emerges in response to a particular set of needs or programme challenges.
9 Implications for external interveners

What can external actors do to strengthen the capacity of others?
How can they avoid damaging the very objectives they seek?
What seemed to work in the cases and what did not?
What conclusions can we draw from this pattern of success and failure?
Are the current approaches to capacity development used by external actors ‘good enough’?

Reformers mistakenly believe that change can be achieved through brute sanity –
George Bernard Shaw

In this chapter, we look mainly at the activities of international development agencies. But it is important to bear in mind that many of the ‘recipient’ organisations in the cases, such as IUCN in Asia or the ENACT programme in Jamaica, were themselves engaged in developing the capacity of others. Capacity development in the sense of helping others to be and do better is not just a preoccupation of the development business. It is a universal human activity that takes place in all countries.

We stress that the situations of the external actors in the cases differed dramatically. Various types of external actors, e.g. the Catholic Church, the World Bank and foreign consulting firms, were engaged in capacity building. Some situations were intensely political with actors on both sides, including IDAs, pursuing their own institutional interests. Others were relatively straightforward, based on technical approaches.

9.1 Patterns from the cases

A number of issues to do with external interventions stood out in the cases. 152

9.1.1 An expanding range of external approaches to capacity development

What could be seen in the cases was the gradual emergence of a wide range of external capacity interventions. Part of this has to do with the emergence of a better understanding of the informal, intangible processes within organisations and in society that lead to greater capacity, and a greater appreciation of the limits of the functional rationality of many interventions. And IDAs were responding to the greater range of capacity issues and contexts. The cases illustrated a broadening spectrum of external interventions, ranging from budget support at one end, going through more conventional organisational improvements using technical assistance, through to a combination of support measures designed to help create the conditions for improved capacity development. We are referring in particular to the use of many more indirect approaches, including buffering and protecting, the provision of information, providing tangible and intangible resources, networking and connecting, working to shift contextual factors and encouraging learning. In the cases, we see examples of innovative practices combined with operational skill and persistence on the part of external interveners.

152 We do not address the issue of making TA more effective, given the extensive record of experience that already exists. See Tony Land et al., Aid Effectiveness and the Provision of TA Personnel, ECDPM Policy Management Brief 27, 2007.
9.1.2 Direct and indirect interventions

A key choice about the nature of an intervention in support of capacity development can be described simply: how can an outside intervener constructively support the efforts of others? Such a question, of course, goes to the heart of capacity development, which is an effort designed in some way to help improve the capacity of others to manage their own affairs. So just how can external support be provided in a way that does not erode the motivation, initiative and autonomy that are the essence of self-help? How can external interveners be helpful in a way that makes a difference over the medium and short term? What would a ‘helpful’ relationship in support of capacity development actually look like?

In the cases, we see different approaches to capacity development creating different kinds of relationships or engagement. These fall into two categories – direct and indirect. ‘Direct’ implies that external actors take on direct responsibility for either implementing or designing a development intervention. They take or are given some sort of control and take independent initiatives albeit with some participation or agreement or assistance from country actors. The ‘indirect’ refers to a facilitation or supportive role by external interveners whereby they work indirectly through country actors. They do not have independent responsibility or an area of action (see table 10).

Table 10: Direct and indirect approaches to capacity development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct approach</th>
<th>Indirect approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct refers to the nature of the role of external interveners – TA personnel</td>
<td>Under the indirect approach the priorities shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA take a direct role in doing things; they achieve results</td>
<td>The donor’s ‘results’ are only those that provide support to the country staff to achieve things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary control and ownership shifts to TA</td>
<td>TA personnel do not work independently; they act indirectly through others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity development is mainly a side benefit arising out of the effort to do things</td>
<td>The priority is not action and delivery, but support and facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results or products are the direct ends</td>
<td>Capacity development and promoting self-help are important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership by the external intervener may be stronger than that of the country partner</td>
<td>Country staff do not cede ownership, temporarily or psychologically</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increasingly, the indirect approach also includes working on the local conditions and processes that shape capacity development. In the cases, IDAs became involved in trying to change contextual forces in an effort to help create the space and opportunities for more effective capacity development in the medium term (see box 27). Examples of these broader interventions include support for improved governance in Papua New Guinea, the application of conditions for Russian accession to the WTO, and the opening up of new sources of revenue for Lacor Hospital.

---

153 The term ‘intervener’ is questionable. Everyone sees themselves as the intervener. Few want to be intervened on. But it does convey the sense of a group or an individual from the outside getting involved in internal processes that are already underway.

154 ‘Yet in the course of this book, I argue that the notion of helping people to help themselves is in fact a deep conundrum far more subtle than is realised by many development agencies that routinely use the slogan’. Ellerman p.2. ‘The central paradox of social development is the need to exert influence over people for the purpose of building their capacity to control their own lives’, David Korten, quoted in Ellerman, p.4.
Box 27: An indirect approach: PAHO and the Observatório network, Brazil

The role of the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO) in support of the Observatório network in Brazil is a classic example of an indirect approach. It involved a nuanced combination of external technical support, facilitation and protection. Part of the explanation for its effectiveness was PAHO’s own technical knowledge and familiarity with the Brazilian health sector. But the deep explanation revolves around the intervention strategy it followed over the medium and long-term, which involved almost no provision of funding or international technical assistance. PAHO’s strategy included:

- an emphasis on joint learning, co-production and partnership through networking;
- experimental interventions uncoupled from rigid targeting;
- bureaucratic protection and buffering to maintain the Observatório’s operating space;
- the use of Brazilian technical assistance;
- building on strengths and opportunities;
- attention to creating appropriate relationships in a multi-actor setting, and connecting Brazilian actors into international networks and sources of knowledge;
- a focus on capacity rather than performance; and
- a 30-year horizon to provide for stability, continuity and trust.

Most of the dilemmas and unintended consequences associated with direct external interventions are well known. Such an ‘aid relationship’ between country and external intervener has an in-built tendency to teeter on the edge of dysfunction. Its apparent imbalance in resources, power and knowledge can give a feeling of mastery to the helper and dependence to the helped. It can confer ‘expert’ status on the helper that may be justified in terms of technical knowledge but is usually unwarranted in terms of process skills or country knowledge. It is likely to focus attention on gaps and weaknesses that can further add to the feelings of dependence and disempowerment of the country actors. This combination of factors can, in turn, unleash a range of logistical and psychological country reactions that can be tricky to recognise let alone address.

The aid relationship can also get tangled up in a web of perverse incentives, hidden agendas, diversionary tactics and political influences on both sides that undermine its effectiveness. Both sides can get locked into an unproductive relationship. They are in it more by mandate than by choice. They have conflicting interests and motivations. They can end up without the will or awareness to make it work. Ceaseless negotiations and manoeuvrings then ensue which drain the relationship of any real energy.

9.1.3 Support to ‘capacity entrepreneurs’

A number of the external actors in the cases acted in a way vaguely reminiscent of a private sector venture capital fund. IDAs or other implementing agencies might spot an individual or a group with energy or a network or an idea. While the external resources might appear to be supporting the organisation, they were, in practice, getting access to and supporting individuals sometimes at the centre of some sort of formal structure. These ‘capacity entrepreneurs’ would in turn help direct resources and attention towards key areas (see box 28).

---

155 There are qualifications to the ‘downsides’ of direct relationships. More advanced countries such as India or China have the capability to extract value out of the direct relationship without losing autonomy or control.
Box 28: Capacity entrepreneurs: CTPL in Russia

In 1994, CIDA selected the Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CTPL) in Ottawa, Canada, to provide a conventional package of capacity development interventions to the Russian Ministry of Trade. But by the end of 1996, this familiar strategy had lost its effectiveness. Other international agencies were providing much bigger packages of similar assistance. The Russian government had lost faith in the value of foreign training and TA. Russian staff continued to leave the public sector for better salaries in the private sector. The CTPL needed to rethink its positioning and its capacity development strategy. The Centre would cease providing training and TA, and would instead work with a new private sector firm run by two capacity entrepreneurs – CTPL Moscow – which, in turn, would work directly with the ministry. Over the longer term, CTPL Moscow would strive to position itself as a catalyst for change, to help develop a broad-based, public–private trade policy community. CTPL Ottawa and the CTPL Moscow would work as partners carrying out joint marketing, seeking funding from other agencies and working with other private firms, both Russian and foreign. The CTPL case describes how and why this dramatic repositioning decision succeeded half way into the programme.

9.1.4 Facilitation and support of relationships among country actors

In the cases, we could see IDAs work to help connect up pools of capacity into systems or networks that could have a broader impact. The objective was to bring together country actors to share experiences, to connect them to sources of funding and expertise and to reduce the isolation of smaller groups. Capacity development from this perspective included the key task of raising the awareness of others (see box 29). Yet another strategy was to support country organisations that themselves worked to connect other groups in society or to develop the capacity of others, as in the ESDU and CTPL Moscow cases.

Box 29: Building a network of local government units: the LGSP, the Philippines

Strengthening a network of local government units (LGUs) was an important part of the LGSP’s capacity development strategy. The programme used a variety of approaches, such as connecting individual LGUs with municipalities with a ‘development’ perspective. When LGUs heard about changes from another unit or, better still, were able to see innovations for themselves, they found it easier to understand how the changes worked, and were more likely to emulate them. The LGSP also provided a resource kit listing potential service providers and resource partners and some initial TA to help LGUs identify their most critical priorities. The programme also documented and disseminated local innovative and exemplary practices, and worked to establish mechanisms and simple systemic procedures for replication. Finally, the LGUs increased their own capacity by forming alliances, and establishing a coordinating unit to share equipment, funds and technical services for maintaining roads.

9.1.5 Integrating political, social, organisational and technical considerations

One finding of this research confirms what other efforts have found, i.e. that most institutions and organisations evolve in response to local, country, regional or global processes. Put another way, they tend to be socially and politically induced. If that is the case, then the operational implications for IDAs in terms of improving their contribution to capacity development are likely to be important. Focusing on the short-term processes of capacity development in formal state agencies may be less of a priority. Technical knowledge, best practice, training, knowledge transfer, technical assistance may count for less. IDAs will have to spend much more time and effort on entry points that are not part of their comparative advantage – understanding the effects of broader contextual factors such as politics, dealing with the informal and the intangible, and focusing on
supporting local processes and relationships. Issues to do with improving governance and encouraging collective action will form a larger part of capacity development.

In the cases, we see several donor agencies such as PAHO, AusAID, and JICA helping to build constituencies in support of institutional and political change. Such external interveners tried to develop a sense of the deeper political and social trends in a country and then helped to induce the conditions within which country groups could improve their own capabilities – by buffering and protecting particular groups, facilitating processes of dialogue or coalition building, awareness raising or advocating for governance reforms that might bolster the position of reform groups and strengthen common interests.

These trends towards wider involvement can raise a series of issues for IDAs. That of intruding even in a light way into the politics of another independent state is the most obvious. Ideas and techniques to do with political and social analysis are not easily integrated into the bureaucratic procedures of aid agencies. The need to generate and demonstrate results in the short and medium term will not easily be met under such an approach. Even the structure of IDAs would have to shift to more decentralised versions in order to help staff craft the customised responses to specific situations at the country level.

The other key dilemma is that of balancing. IDAs and/or their contractors will have to combine an awareness of deeper social and political trends with the usual attention to technical problem solving and providing advice. Another version of this challenge is to be aware of larger ‘macro’ issues to do with governance or political economy while at the same time making a contribution at the ‘micro’ level. Efforts to make capacity interventions ever more comprehensive and strategic will lead to huge demands for coordination and collaboration involving a wide range of actors on both sides of the aid relationship. Yet the capability to manage this kind of complex change, to coordinate and generate coherence amongst such diverse groups, remains in very short supply.

9.1.6 The use and application of learning and knowledge

Much is currently made of the importance of learning in both low- and high-income countries. Change, it is said, has become so pervasive, rapid and discontinuous that only the ability to adapt will enable individuals and organisations and, indeed, countries, to make progress.156 At the core of the ability to adapt lies the critical activity of learning. This applies in particular to capacity development which, by its very nature, involves change and adaptation. The importance of learning to country participants was discussed in section 6.2.3.

Most discussions on the ability of IDAs point out the gap between the need to learn and the challenge of actually doing it. A good deal of the donor literature is usually relentlessly optimistic about the possibilities of learning.157 Yet most non-donor analyses go in the opposite direction, and explain why serious learning by external actors, particularly at an organisational level, is unlikely to be effective.158 Evidence from the cases is, as might be

---
157 ‘The Knowledge and Exchange and Learning Programme for Capacity Development will provide structure, process and targeting for these initiatives to ensure systematic learning by both ADB and the DMCs. [It] will also provide opportunities for joint learning with other partners’. Asian Development Bank, Integrating Capacity Development into Country Programs and Operations, 2007, p.29.
158 See, for example, the papers by Eliot Berg and Gus Edgren, in J. Carlsson and L. Wohlgemuth (eds), Learning in Development Co-operation, Expert Group on Development Issues, Sweden, 2000.
expected, mixed. All IDAs obviously did learn in some fashion, and a few showed the capability to learn effectively. PAHO, for example, formed a strong learning partnership with the Observatório network and, over many years, developed even further its understanding of health issues in Brazil. The World Bank appears to have benefited in learning terms from its long-term involvement in the Public Sector Reform Programme in Tanzania in areas such as pay and organisational change in public agencies.

But for the most part, donors seemed to struggle to engage in complex learning despite their best intentions. So why did learning continue to be problematic even in cases in which useful insights were needed and relatively available? We think that there were five factors at work in the cases:

1. The workings of the aid system, as reflected in donor behaviour, was not organised for serious learning. Donors usually would not pay for the time and effort needed by other actors – country staff, their own staff, TA personnel – to engage in systematic learning. In the press of daily operations, learning continued to be treated as a somewhat marginal or overhead activity, to be carried out by individual learning entrepreneurs once their real work was done. Donor staff were also not rewarded or promoted on the basis of their ability to learn. The design and implementation of most programmes did not include specific funded plans to enable country and donor staff to learn.

2. The demands of aid coordination and the admirable effort to encourage country ownership and control increasingly served to disconnect IDA staff from any direct involvement in actual development activities on the ground. The structure of some IDAs also remained highly centralised. The rapid turnover in field offices acted against the accumulation of understanding of complex issues. Staff had to dedicate more and more time to running programmes, including electronic control and reporting systems, focused on upward accountability. Many staff spent much of their time in coordination meetings rather than in developing personal relationships and social learning, even in field offices.

3. Formal M&E systems, for the most part, strained to contribute to serious learning about capacity issues. In many cases, such systems had evolved into devices for accountability. Or they withered away as few field staff found them useful for management or even learning. There was little incentive for country or IDA staff and contractors to analyse unanticipated problems, performance shortfalls or IDA behaviour itself. Given the money and power at stake, feedback on capacity development in all parts of the aid chain tended to be unreliable. Countries and donors also found it difficult to establish the trust and mutual confidence upon which a genuine learning partnership could be based. In reality, the learning function soon split into isolated unconnected individual activities with little impact at the collective level.

4. Both sides lacked the means, mainly knowledge brokers of some sort, to synthesise learning into operational principles that practitioners could do something about. It proved difficult in almost all the cases to integrate country, donor and global knowledge. Donor staff found it difficult, if not impossible, to get a systems view of events. And it proved problematic in some, but not all, cases to generate knowledge that had strategic, conceptual and operational value.

5. Finally, both countries and IDAs showed a mixed record of using international best practice as a basis of learning. This issue, in turn, related to the deeper issue of the transplantation of universal generic prescriptions versus the customisation of knowledge at the country level (see box 30). Some cases, such as Tanzanian Public
Sector Reform Programme, relied heavily on the adoption of global practice in the form of the new public management. At the other end of the spectrum, the churches in Papua New Guinea based their actions on decades of accumulated experience and learning in the country. In the middle, the Observatório case shows how PAHO helped Brazilian public health experts to seek out international experiences. A group of national analysts then worked with PAHO to assess, discard or assimilate a variety of imported practices.

Box 30: Learning and change: ENACT, Jamaica

The ENACT case is a fascinating study on the dynamics of learning in international development. The programme was explicitly designed on the basis of the 1994 DAC Guidelines on Environment and Sustainable Development, which emphasised the value of capacity development processes over development products or results. Participation, national ownership, experimentation, incremental change and a long-term view were all part of this approach. Over a 10-year period, the progress of the programme appeared to indicate the effectiveness of the guidelines. By that time, however, international practice and the latest DAC guidelines had migrated to the opposite end of the spectrum, with a focus on results valued over attention to process. The general assessment of ENACT concluded that while the programme had made a major contribution to Jamaican capacity development and had earned the loyalty of a wide range of local actors, such an open approach no longer fitted with current international practice.159

9.1.7 Attention to strengths as well as deficits

Capacity development as a practice has traditionally focused on addressing gaps, deficits, weaknesses and needs in partner countries. Most IDAs have followed this trend for a variety of reasons:

- Early development theory focused on ‘gaps’ and weaknesses, e.g. foreign exchange gaps and investment gaps, and evolved naturally to include skills gaps, performance gaps, leadership gaps and capacity gaps. External interveners usually identify such gaps according to generic frameworks outlining how societies and organisations should function.

- Managers in country governments have strong incentives to worry more about overcoming constraints than about achieving goals. Most public sector managers, in practice, manage more against constraints than for effectiveness.160 This is the case in many dysfunctional environments, such as that described in the Pakistan case, where managers react to the challenges rather than strategically managing the environment. It can, however, also apply to more stable environments when managers are passive rather than proactive. The model of capacity entrepreneurs introduced earlier is an alternative to this.

- The traditional ‘engineering’ approach to capacity development emphasises the need to ‘fix things’ by dealing with defective parts or improving poorly performing functions. Closely allied to this perspective is that of problem solving or of making bad situations go away.

- Indeed, in most of the social sciences, the focus is on addressing dysfunction and failure. Strength is seen as a fortunate condition that can stand on its own and requires no special attention. Gaps, on the other hand, need direct action to overcome their effects.

---


160 See James Q. Wilson, Bureaucracy, chap. 7, ‘Constraints’.
• Weaknesses are easier to assess and analyse, and can be ascribed to generic, technical, tangible gaps in skills and resources. Strengths tend to have more to do with country-specific intangibles, often associated with culture and informal practices that do not lend themselves to rapid assessment and diagnosis.

• Finally, development cooperation as an activity has traditionally promoted the transfer of high-income country skills, resources and strengths to overcome weaknesses in low-income countries. Hence a good part of donor legitimacy is based on the deficit approach to development.

It would appear to be time for external interveners to de-emphasise the focus on gaps and deficits. Such an approach has a number of downsides, in particular psychological disempowerment of actors and participants alike, loss of energy and political risk. A constant focus on weakness and constraints can diminish energy and motivation while increasing defensiveness. Weakness may also have been deliberately designed into an organisation or system in order to benefit certain groups. If there is a vested interest in maintaining a stream of poor results, gap fixing is unlikely to change the patterns that support it.

A comparison with the private sector in instructive. Investors find ‘entrepreneurs’ first, give them support and seed money, and then get out of the way and let them go at it, whatever ‘it’ is. The focus is on finding opportunity and exploiting it, although the possibility of failure is recognised. In development cooperation, the tendency is do it the other way around, i.e. targeting ‘needs’ and ‘problems’ and then hoping that sufficient country energy and champions can be mustered to deal with them. Failure is regarded as an aberration.

According to a strength-based theory of action, the deeper capacity of human systems comes not from fixing things and solving problems, but from affirmation, from tapping into sources of commitment and imagination. The best way to get a system to self-organise or, in the current vocabulary, ‘to unleash’ itself, is to focus on the positive or on achieving hopes and energies that lie beneath the surface of all collective efforts. To put it in operational terms, all groups and organisations have sources of potential achievement that can be leveraged to create development value. Table 11 summarises the differences between the two approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus on problems and deficits</th>
<th>Strength-based approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify felt needs and problems</td>
<td>Emphasise the positive and what is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify problem</td>
<td>Locate and value sources of energy and action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyse causes</td>
<td>Envision what advantage could be taken of these sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyse possible solutions</td>
<td>Discuss potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action planning</td>
<td>Encourage innovation and put in place virtuous cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cases show a range of examples of country participants using strength-based opportunities. Three approaches in particular showed promise.

• Three of cases – the COEP network in Brazil, the LGSP in the Philippines and ENACT in Jamaica – extended the scale of their activities by dealing only with organisations with the initiative and energy to make voluntary commitments to action. No incentives were necessary to induce them to do things they would not otherwise have done. Such an approach added up to planned opportunism or responsive entrepreneurship, i.e. a deliberate search to find, nurture, protect and celebrate ‘capacity entrepreneurs’.

• Part of the effectiveness of the ENACT programme can be explained by its ability to tap into local aspirations, hopes, ambitions and strengths. Jamaica has a long history
of environmental concern that did not find expression through government. The strategy of groups such as ENACT lay in finding individuals or groups who could ignite changes that resonated with the deeper social energy. From this perspective, capacity was not so much transferred or engineered, as induced and activated.

- Some cases, such as the LGSP in the Philippines, used the technique of appreciative inquiry as a means of harnessing strengths and energy. They formed communities of discovery and exploration led by municipal mayors in order to identify potential opportunities.\(^\text{161}\)

Some balance obviously is needed when addressing this issue. Gaps and constraints that create major barriers to action do matter. Many participants want and need support in overcoming these traps and barriers. It is also possible that groups in a society with energy and commitment may have self-serving agendas that will not likely result in much public value. But it is also appropriate that IDAs consciously look for strengths, opportunities and energy as they decide where to focus their attention.

### 9.1.8 The potential contribution of small interventions

Much of the current thinking in development cooperation centres on the benefits of large, macro, ‘harmonised’ interventions – SWAps, programme loans, budget support, coordinated approaches to public sector reform – in support of capacity development. An emphasis on small interventions may seem counter-intuitive at a time when large-scale impacts are wanted and needed. Small projects are also overly intrusive and costly. We understand the rationale for this view, including the advertised benefits of comprehensive, holistic, integrated approaches. But some case participants took the opposite view, namely that smaller, more manageable interventions had a better chance of success in the short term, and could even lead to bigger capacity gains in the medium and long term. Much of this discussion reflects a wider debate in development cooperation about the value of planning, the utility of experimentation and finding the best ways of achieving a wider impact.\(^\text{162}\)

The value of small interventions in support of capacity development resonated across many of the cases. The reasoning – and the operational track record – was compelling from a capacity development perspective.\(^\text{163}\) We found some key patterns in the cases:

- Small interventions could deal directly with what is perhaps the biggest constraint on capacity development – the implementation gap. Many country organisations simply did not have the capacity to take on complex programmes, even if they had the drive and the commitment. Implementing smaller interventions allowed them to build skills, and craft a capacity development strategy.
- Complex interventions could involve huge amounts of what might be called foundation building – restructuring, training, system redesign – that frequently failed to translate into significant performance improvements. Some country participants remained sceptical of the benefits given the uncertainties, risks and extended efforts that large capacity programmes entailed. saw it as difficult, if not impossible, to


\(^{162}\) For a detailed argument in favour of small interventions, see William Easterly, The White Man’s Burden, 2006.

\(^{163}\) Some of the explanation of the value of small interventions comes from complex adaptive systems. ‘The only way to make a complex system that works is to begin with a simple system that works. Attempts to install a highly complex organisation without growing it inevitably lead to failure. Time is needed to let each part test itself against all the others. Complexity is created by assembling it from simple modules that can operate independently’, Kelly, in B. Zimmerman et al., Edgeware: Insights from Complexity Science for Health Care Leaders, 1998, p.40.
combine a complex system-wide intervention with intense employee participation. They needed better ways to learn and adapt their way to greater effectiveness without making a ‘big bet’ on a complex programme with uncertain outcomes. Much of the ENACT and COEP cases emerged on the back of many small interventions that both organisations then tried to connect up for greater impact.

- Small interventions could more easily be targeted on pockets of country commitment. The in-close, high-involvement, high-energy process nature of small interventions made it much easier for country participants to build confidence and awareness, such as with the SISDUK programme in Indonesia. In this sense, small interventions built on the principles of emergence by trying to ignite self-organisation at the micro level.

In the cases, small interventions were appropriate when absorptive capacity was weak and demand uncertain. They could be used to stimulate demand and help to build interest and engagement. In combination with incrementalism or emergence, they could provide space for activities to expand as and when capacity developed. They also provided opportunities for experimentation in chaotic contexts where flexibility was important and where investments in large activities presented unacceptable risks. In cases such as the LGSP in the Philippines, the donors also managed to combine support for small projects with a programme approach.

There is still a need to engage in much smaller interventions that are feasible to manage. Such approaches are needed to encourage the innovation, speed, flexibility and multiple solutions that are not likely to come out of more comprehensive efforts. Combining these two streams is critical. Part of the challenge will also involve marrying the strategic and the operational.

9.2 Operational implications for international development agencies

Most of the discussion about capacity development in the cases centred on the challenge for external interveners of supporting country actors, the type and depth of capacity issues themselves, and the best techniques or strategies to employ. A good part of this discussion focused on best practice, or what appeared to work and what did not. But much less attention was paid to the capabilities of external actors to contribute to capacity development at the country level. Three issues kept appearing:

- To what degree did donors see capacity issues as a priority?
- To what degree did they accept the need for changes in their behaviour, structures and systems to deal with these issues?
- What kinds of changes were they willing or able to make, and to what degree?

As with most capacity issues, there is a history here. Most funders have had an uneasy relationship with management and implementation issues, ranging from development management in the 1970s to capacity development today. The perceived record of unsatisfactory results surrounding organisational and capacity issues is well known. Many studies have lamented the ineffectiveness of technical assistance in building capacity. Most of the reasons for this lack of effectiveness were on display in the cases:

- Capacity issues have fitted awkwardly into the structured, bureaucratic processes of public aid agencies, specifically those to do with time frames, financial management, risk assessment, planning, programme design, control and prediction, and implementation and reporting. The current emphasis on achieving and demonstrating results has come to be the latest development objective which has posed a trade-off with capacity issues.
- The incentives within funding agencies have focused attention on policy work, devising new strategies, meeting disbursement targets, accountability and procedural
issues, and dealing with a wide variety of domestic demands. Working on management, institutional and implementation issues has never been seen as a rewarding career path for operational staff.

- Capacity issues have attracted little attention among domestic audiences. Even examples of effective implementation have not contributed much, if anything, to donor legitimacy and continued access to funding. Capacity issues have never been able to compete with the conventional development impacts.

- Most funding agencies have assumed that supporting capacity development required no special individual or organisational skills or dedicated internal units, as has been the case with gender, the environment or performance management. The assumption was that capacity issues were already mainstreamed, albeit informally. Yet, perversely, capacity development turned out to require expertise in areas such as political analysis, management theory and practice, and change management, which have always been in short supply in such agencies.

- Aid contractors have had little assurance that they would be reimbursed financially for any serious sustained attention to capacity issues, many of which were intangible and long term.

In the cases, unsurprisingly, most external agencies claimed capacity development as a key objective. UN organisations and agencies advertised it as a core objective. The World Bank and most bilateral donors saw increasing support of capacity development as part of a major transition to country-led development. These claims, however, took the form of general pronouncements. They did not usually specify any substantive definition, any sense of trade-offs with other objectives, or any mention of the organisational and procedural changes that adopting such an objective would imply. Nor was there much discussion about the capacity issue that might require change and reform. Most agencies still had no systematic way of assessing capacity or thinking about the dynamics of complex institutional and organisational change. Most were trying to devise an organised, tested, effective way of monitoring capacity development. Those with centralised structures and weak field offices had difficulty obtaining the country knowledge they needed to make complex judgements about context and strategy. As a result, some continued to rely on technocratic assumptions about capacity development that ignored broader social and political factors. They then tried to find ways to combine their control-oriented planning and management techniques, such as results-based management (RBM), with the needs of capacity development to be flexible and adaptive. Adjusting their policies and practices to the demands of capacity development remains a work in progress.\(^{164}\)

In several cases, funding agencies adopted a widening range of incremental and tactical changes, both formal and informal, to address the capacity issue. JICA employed a participatory approach to the SISDUK programme in Indonesia. PAHO nurtured and supported the Observatório network in Brazil over a 30-year period using a variety of measures. Virtually all funding agencies began to compile lists of ‘best practices’ and ‘lessons learned’ in an effort to improve staff understanding. Some issued ‘how-to’ manuals on assessment or monitoring and evaluation. Some were able to shift to an ‘indirect’ approach and relied on country participants to set the style and pace of events. Yet others either formally or informally limited the use of the usual donor management techniques such as tight goal setting and timelines, RBM, frequent reporting and intrusive M&E in an effort to create space for experimentation and adaptability. International learning networks such as the Learning Network on Capacity Development (LenCD) were established. Using the experience of the international community, the DAC issued a

\(^{164}\) ‘As a result, capacity building has not developed as a well-defined area of development practice with an established body of knowledge about what works in meeting different needs under differing country conditions and sector conditions’, World Bank, Capacity Building in Africa, 2005, p. viii.
'good practice' paper in 2006. All of these measures represented efforts at incremental, uncontested additions to the conventional donor way of working. In using them, different donors progressed at different speeds on different issues.\(^{165}\)

Much less in evidence was strategic explicit thinking about developing donor capabilities.\(^{166}\) Some experimented with staff units dedicated to capacity issues, or made structural changes designed to improve their ability to address capacity issues. Several agencies implemented system improvements such as better classification and reporting systems, more evaluations focused on capacity issues and additional training for staff and consultants. Much like the measures discussed above, these changes could be easily incorporated within existing systems.

What we have come to understand about capacity development tells us that among IDAs, the following attributes are critical to external interventions:

- maintaining adaptability and flexibility;
- remaining open to finding the best match between the type of intervention and the nature of the capacity challenge;
- fostering strong interpersonal relationships and feelings of trust;
- developing detailed knowledge of country contexts;
- supporting discontinuous and complex change;
- promoting the reality rather than the image of country ownership and control, and accepting the implications;
- adopting open-ended approaches to planning and experimentation;
- fostering the legitimacy of country groups and organisations in the eyes of stakeholders;
- encouraging downward accountabilities;
- accepting long-term evolutionary processes; and
- being aware shifts in the nature of the aid relationship.

In thinking about capacity development, IDAs may wish to think about three other issues:

- The diversity of situations in the development context calls for a wide range of approaches; it is important for IDAs as a group to maintain as broad a set of tools as possible.
- Since it may not be practical or feasible for small IDAs to maintain all the skills needed to support such a range of approaches, IDAs in general should look for opportunities to reduce the pressures on their resources. Some bilateral donors are, for example, delegating activities for which they do not have expertise to other like-minded agencies. In a similar vein, the European Union is trying to encourage complementarity among its members by encouraging them to each identify a few key sectors of comparative advantage. The objective is to ensure that areas from which one member state withdraws are taken up by others with greater comparative advantage.


\(^{166}\) One exception was the Asian Development Bank: ‘If ADB is to provide more effective capacity development support to [Developing Member Countries], it must adjust its organisational structure, business processes and procedures’, ADB, Integrating Capacity Development into Country Programs and Operations, 2007, p.ii.
Many soft activities such as strengthening the leadership capabilities of an organisation, take a long time to come to fruition, but do not require large budgets. Most IDAs, however, face considerable pressure to expend the budgets they are allocated and more emphasis on such soft issues might in fact slow expenditures. This may not sit well with the stakeholders who have lobbied for increased aid budgets, such as international NGOs nor with the parliamentarians who have approved such funds.
10 Future trends in capacity development

In the analysis above, we put forward a view of external actors trying to keep up with the emerging demands of capacity development. This challenge will not disappear in the immediate future, and indeed is likely to increase as capacity and capacity development are increasingly seen as a strategic end, in some cases the ultimate end of development cooperation. To end this report, we expand on this issue and, based on our own experience and our review of the literature, reflect on other future trends in capacity development.

**Capacity as a strategic objective**

Capacity is becoming an issue of global importance and one of direct concern to high-income countries. Security and governance issues, including geopolitical stability, counter-terrorism and concerns about ‘failed’ and ‘failing’ states, have already reshaped the development agenda. Achieving success in capacity development will, in some instances, become part of the national security strategy of a funding country. Governance, capacity and security issues will tend to merge. This trend is already at work in Australia, the UK and the US. At the very least, the kinds of approaches to capacity development advocated in this report – long term, indirect, participatory, emphasising ownership and commitment – will be challenged by other groups in funding countries who want more direct methods of ‘building’ country capacity. In some instances, bilateral development agencies will be only one of many domestic agencies shaping the development agenda of funding countries. Most participants will be working in a context of complex systems involving many actors and interests. External actors will need to explore ways of constructive political involvement. The questions of ‘what’ and ‘how’ and ‘why’ with respect to capacity development will be much more strongly contested.

The capacity of the international development community to support the emergence of developmental states will also be an issue. There are no clear models of how to do this. Part of the solution would appear to lie in the governance and capacity development communities working to connect their experiences, especially in reference to political and informal issues.

**A much wider range of country situations**

As well as the range of capacity interventions, the range of countries that will need support is already widening. At one end of the spectrum are ‘fragile’, ‘failing’ and ‘failed’ states, and at the other more advanced states entering into partnerships with external...
groups to promote international public goods, as described below. This trend will, in turn, lead to capacity development processes that are much more like ‘co-creation’ than they are traditional development cooperation, that is, groups or organisations working together to achieve objectives that are important to both.

**The growing need for the capacity to ensure global public goods**

The production of global public goods – disease control, international security and policy, climate change, international crime, migration, human rights – will increasingly rely upon the capacity of state and regional actors around the world to engage in and act on such transnational issues.\(^{172}\) Larger, richer states will see the protection of their immediate national interests linked with the progress of smaller, poorer states to develop their capabilities to perform a range of functions. Capacity issues will therefore rapidly move beyond narrow questions of programme implementation and take on broader geostrategic significance. This process may, in turn, affect the way such issues are managed and funded. The speed of development and compliance with global needs will become more important. Some states may be compelled to adopt particular systems of governance and management at the insistence of the international community. Some may end up in a form of international receivership.\(^{173}\) The notion of national sovereignty allowing a state to persist with dysfunctional practices may be coming to an end. One of the key challenges will be to find ways to combine such direct external interventions with some measure of capacity development.

**The rise of a new generation of actors**

Global influences are producing the emergence of new actors and new relationships that are increasingly shaping capacity issues.

- **In the case countries such as Brazil**, complex network structures began to appear in the 1980s and 1990s and, by the year 2000, had scaled up to a major size. New civil society organisations, research institutes, consulting firms and private companies had begun to appear in almost all the case countries.
- **A variety of non-state transnational actors** are also engaging in some form of capacity development at the global level. Private international corporations such as General Electric, foundations such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and NGOs such as Oxfam now operate on a global scale with technical resources to rival those of the smaller bilateral agencies.\(^{174}\)
- **New actors such as national diasporas** have appeared that command substantial resources and influence,\(^{175}\) providing an expanding range of opportunities for partnerships for capacity development.
- **Some of the case research** showed evidence of the rise of illicit global networks and transnational gangs that, in some cases, now have the power and resources to capture and subvert the capacity of public agencies such as the police, border control and other regulatory agencies.\(^{176}\)
- **In many donor countries** new domestic actors – departments of finance, police, customs and immigration – are becoming involved in capacity development. The design and management of some TA has now become part of national security.

---


\(^{173}\) Australian personnel currently run the treasury, judicial and policy systems of the Solomon Islands and parts of Papua New Guinea. Similar interventions are likely for Timor-Leste.

\(^{174}\) See *Globalisation, Governance and Civil Society*, Global Thinknet Tokyo Conference 1998; M. Lindenburg and C. Bryant, Going Global: Transforming Relief and Development NGOs, 2001. See also George Lodge and Craig Wilson, A Corporate Solution to Global Poverty, 2006.

\(^{175}\) Remittances from diasporas – about US$150 billion in 2005 – are estimated to be twice the total of all ODA.

\(^{176}\) ENACT in Jamaica, ESDU in St Lucia and NACWC in South Africa. See Moises Naim, *Illicit: How Smugglers, Traffickers and Copycats are Hijacking the Global Economy*, 2005.
strategies for some donor countries. Aid decisions are gravitating to ‘whole of government’ arenas.

The cases indicate that globalisation is shifting relationships, e.g. altering the balance between international organisations, national governments, non-state actors, local and regional governments and individual citizens. Most case countries were rethinking the role of the state, leading to a greater coordination function rather than as the sole or predominant actor. Power was gravitating upwards from national governments to international organisations. The faltering legitimacy of national governments and the greater access of individuals to information and other resources have also empowered a range of local and regional governments. And non-state actors are demanding involvement in functions previously reserved for governments. Not just ‘capacity for what?’, but ‘capacity for whom?’ was an issue in many of the cases.

Global pressures are thus putting a premium on organisational imagination and ingenuity. Globalisation is also reshaping the perceptions of different generations within particular countries. Younger groups seem less interested in working in governments but are attracted to individual entrepreneurship.

Conventional technical assistance funded by IDAs has become only one of many channels for country participants to access advanced knowledge. Information-based interventions in the form of global knowledge networks, worldwide partnerships, distance learning and international communities of practice are proliferating. New forms of capacity development have arisen in the form of new markets in education provision, new ways of delivering knowledge and training, and virtual learning. The rise of the ‘knowledge economy’ and the availability of IT led some IDAs to try to recraft their roles into ones dealing with knowledge management.177 Actors in low- and middle-income states can now access hundreds of websites on most technical and organisational issues. Learning networks, the use of videoconferencing and electronic communities of practice are now proliferating across the world. IT has become a means around which people can structure their capacity development strategies.

The lessening of interest in capacity development

It is also possible that the current interest in capacity issues will soon fall out of fashion as the difficulties in generating, identifying and demonstrating become more evident. Put another way, the accelerating drive to achieve the MDGs will have the potential to diminish the current emphasis on capacity issues. The patience and the tenacity to stay with the capacity agenda will not continue. A little disjointed

177 For an analysis of the experiences of the World Bank, DFID, Sida and JICA with respect to knowledge management, see Kenneth King and Simon McGrath, Knowledge for Development, 2004.
11 Selected conclusions

This report has covered a broad and complex range of topics. In order to simplify these as much as possible, we have presented at the end of most chapters some operational implications. We do not wish to repeat these in this chapter but rather to lay out a few selected insights beyond what appear above, as follows:

- **The balance of issues in development cooperation is shifting against predictability and towards complexity and uncertainty.** The complexity and the paradoxes of many context–actor relationships in our cases did not conform to a linear cause and effect pattern of effects. They interacted amongst themselves to produce pressures, opportunities and traps, many of which could not be understood in advance. The planning and control model most commonly applied to development cooperation had limited utility in such a context.

- **The concept of complex adaptive systems thinking can be helpful in understanding and crafting capacity development interventions involving many actors.** It can help us to see the deeper patterns of behaviour and relationships that lie beneath individual events and actions. But, because it puts less faith in planning and intentionality, it implies looking differently at causation, attribution and results chains. It encourages people to think more creatively about disorder, uncertainty and unpredictability.

- **Capacity development is about both first- and second-order changes.** First-order changes are those relating to formal aspects such as structure and the configuration of tangible assets. Second-order or deep change involves altering mindsets, patterns of behaviour, degrees of legitimacy, and the relationship between the formal and the ‘shadow’ system. Machine building to fix gaps focusing on first-order change is not enough.

- **Capacity development is about altering power, authority and access to resources.** Rebalancing power creates winners and losers. Loser groups have to be dealt with in some way so as to reduce their influence. This might include compensation or mollification.

- **Capacity development relies on voluntary collective action for its effectiveness.** Even when people are members of formal organisations and their presence is mandated, they still provide voluntarily the key ingredients of capacity development – energy, motivation and commitment. External interveners can only indirectly facilitate the process by providing access to new resources, ideas, connections and opportunities.

- **A certain amount of ‘misfit’ is needed to energise capacity development.** The development literature gives considerable attention to the need for fit between interventions and the cultural context. But a good deal of capacity development, and indeed a good deal of development cooperation itself, is premised on changing some cultural norms – essentially working to redress a ‘misfit’. Addressing gender inequalities, trying to instil professional standards of work and advocating greater respect for human rights all imply going against behaviour accepted by significant groups within some countries. Too much ‘fit’ with such a context may indicate a lack of dynamism and commitment to try to ignite change and reform. What is important is identifying which patterns of behaviour should be accepted, and which external actors and country stakeholders should endeavour to change.

- **If country groups are not prepared to challenge the system, analytical tools and techniques will not make the difference.** The challenge for external interveners is to find the appropriate groups to support. It is often elite coalitions and bargaining that shape the space for capacity development rather than groups of the poor who have neither the resources nor the contacts to push forward change. Tools and techniques cannot substitute for the commitment of these groups.
Is there inherent value in the concept of capacity?
We would also like to return to one of the questions raised in the introduction that might bear a little more discussion: Does capacity have any substantive meaning and development contribution of its own? Although we started out with some ambivalence about this concept and with sympathy towards its critics, we now suggest the following advantages to retaining it, and even to giving it more emphasis:

- It encourages us to think about a constantly neglected subject – the ‘how’ issues, the implementation challenges, the operational. It encourages us to accept the idea that strategies do not implement themselves, no matter how brilliantly conceived. They need to be underpinned by the ability to make them operational. Despite all that we know about this issue, the international aid community is still drawn to the ‘what’ and the ‘why’ issues at the expense of the ‘how’.
- It encourages us to think about the deeper purposes of development cooperation. Are substantive gains such as those in health, education, agriculture, environmental protection – the usual idea of ‘results’ – the only true end of development? Or is the ability of a country to choose and implement its own development path – its basic capacity – also an end of development as well? We see the strategic mindset that treats capacity as an end in itself as a crucial component of any serious effort to improve the ability of people and organisations to do things better. Countries need to see effective systems such as institutions and organisations as crucial elements of their development puzzle. Such systems house the collective ingenuity and skills that countries need to survive. In our view, the conventional emphasis on ‘results’ does not necessarily lead to capacity. But capacity usually leads to results.
- It encourages us to think about a series of basic issues such as adapting to rapid change and resilience and sustainability.

Recommendations

Finally, the original objectives of this study outlined in the introduction called for general recommendations to support the effectiveness of external interventions aimed at improving capacity and performance. The nature of capacity and capacity development is such that what is appropriate in one situation is not likely to be in the next. No change strategy is valid all of the time in all contexts. Replicating an activity in a variety of different contexts requires careful adaptation based on a thorough understanding of each context. That said, we offer below a few generic recommendations that could help external interveners in their efforts to promote capacity development:

Find ways to unleash the potential for capacity development
This potential is present in all situations in all countries. But participants need to focus more on finding, inducing, igniting, and unleashing endogenous human energy and commitment. This is obviously a complex process of change that has many facets – institutional, cultural, historical, logistical, political and financial. It is not simply a matter of technical and logistical engineering, although that is a part of it.

Emphasise the importance of effective leadership to help groups to work together
At the core of effective capacity development is endogenous energy, motivation, commitment and persistence. These add up to more than a vague notion of country ownership and they imply more than conventional ‘leadership’, although that contributes to it. They require a process of encouraging and stimulating individuals to act either alone or, more likely, together. The leadership involved can take many forms from the individual heroic to the collective. Initially it can be leadership by one person but over time it tends – in successful organisations – to be distributed, shared and embedded in the psychology of the organisation. If there was a persistent theme in the cases, it was the process of
developing appropriate leadership forms that encourage working together to unleash this energy.

**Emphasise learning and adaptation**

Also at the core of capacity development is the practice, in some form, of learning and adaptation. Capacity development is not always open-ended. In some instances it can be scheduled and targeted. But in the majority of cases, the process needs to be shaped by adaptation, experimentation, learning and adjustment. That has implications for ‘design’, management, evaluation and all the other conventional aid functions. It also implies maintaining a broad range of types of interventions to match different conditions.

**Use systems thinking to help explain the process of capacity development**

Systems thinking, and specifically complexity theory, is now beginning to affect the direction and operations of private corporations, governments and other institutions around the world. We are not saying that it is the latest silver bullet. We are suggesting, however, that it can supplement other ways of approaching capacity development and can provide real insights and understanding on how to act, for example, to unleash the energy and drive to get capacity moving.

**Develop an understanding of the importance of capacity as an end in itself**

There is increasing recognition of the importance of organisations and institutions to the development of a country. If we accept that developing capacity in these forms is an end itself, then there are major implications for the way participants think about and manage capacity development processes.

**Be more wide-ranging and creative about capacity development**

Attention to the current concepts of choice – demand-side, accountability, a results focus, country ownership – is part of the process. But these should not exclude other important factors such as informal or shadow processes, issues of power and control, the role of symbolism, and dysfunctional or even destructive behaviour. The most successful of our cases took a broad range of issues into account.

**Be aware that the change process is bigger than one organisation or intervention**

Capacity development is only one part of the broader processes of change that affect organisations and countries. External interveners can only influence these in a limited way and it is important that they be modest about what they can and should try to do. To better understand how and when they can intervene, such organisations would in general benefit from improving their understanding of change processes, and what works under what conditions.

**Take into account the issues of time and timing**

There is often a tension between the long-term objectives of changing major systems and the reality that windows of opportunity close and stakeholders lose interest without some signs of progress. External interveners and their country partners need to come to a common understanding about the balance between the short- and the long-term, and when it is appropriate to intervene. Similarly, they need to pay attention to the balance between capacity development and more conventional development results.

**Put more emphasis on understanding the country, identifying appropriate partners and building relationships**

The analysis in this report suggests that capacity development is a challenging process, and that an understanding of country conditions is crucial. In recent years, international development agencies in general have moved heavily into donor harmonisation, and their field staff have spent increasing amounts of time in coordination meetings. This has meant less time working with partner country colleagues either on a one-to-one or a small
group basis. Much of the work requiring close donor–partner country contact has been
delegated to consultants, and donor agencies no longer have the corporate knowledge of
the country and contacts they once had. There needs to be a rebalancing between
coordination and the acquisition of knowledge through interpersonal contacts.

**Develop the capabilities required to address capacity issues**
Addressing the implications of capacity development along the lines outlined in this report
would require increased investments in the issue by outside interveners. Capacity
development would need to be seen as a specialty requiring dedicated resources along
the lines of those in place in organisations like Sida, the Asian Development Bank and
AusAID. It would require more incremental planning processes and more organisational
incentives to encourage staff to develop in-depth cultural understanding of partner
countries (rather than moving from one country desk to another in quick succession).
Monitoring and evaluation would have to put more emphasis on intangible aspects of
development such as legitimacy and self-empowerment, as well as on the tangible
outcomes.

**The way forward**

Despite the extensive research backing up this report, there are still some notable areas
that require more work before all the recommendations above could be fully put in place.
Further work would be useful, for example, on:

- making systems thinking operational for development cooperation;
- testing out different approaches to monitoring and evaluation;
- the macro level – including state building; and
- better ways to think about the influence of contextual issues, including the impacts of
globalisation.
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Annex 1: Terms of reference

Rationale

The Network on good governance and capacity development (Govnet) of the DAC has a mandate from the DAC to produce lessons on good practice for the development community which is struggling with how to address capacity issues, particularly in the context of critical institutional and organisational weaknesses in developing countries. It is often these weaknesses which have resulted in rather poor performance in meeting the Millennium Development Goals and in making a serious improvement in poverty levels in developing countries.

With this in mind, the chair of the Govnet, Roger Wilson, asked the ECDPM to develop a proposal for a study which would try to understand the practical process of how capacity develops and the implications for donor programming, particularly at the operational level. This proposal builds on previous work such as that done on pooling of technical assistance and the UNDP study on Reforming of Technical Cooperation but identifies a specific niche – that of understanding how capacity develops and in turn what donors can do to encourage it. The Govnet has since integrated this study into its workplan and the ECDPM is moving ahead with it. In addition, other parts of the OECD are keen to see the results of the study in order to assist them in dealing with their mandates.

The purposes of the study are the following:

- To enhance understanding of the interrelationships amongst capacity, organisational change, and performance across a wide range of development experiences, and
- To provide general recommendations and tools to improve the effectiveness of the design and implementation of interventions, both endogenous and external, in support of improved capacities and performance.

The products of the study will be:

- A final report in two parts:
  - The presentation of findings coming out of the case work and the secondary research, focusing on the what, how and why of the capacity and performance improvement processes at the field level, and
  - The implications for practitioners and external interveners, including capacity assessment techniques, change strategies and improvements to the monitoring and evaluation of capacity and performance issues.
- Customized reports for particular groups (depending on availability of funding but respecting the principle that different audiences have different needs)
- A selection of case studies based on both desk and field research
- A compendium of tools and frameworks that have either been located or formulated during the course of the work.
- An extensive annotated list of resource materials including literature from three main sources:
  - The development cooperation literature on capacity issues, e.g., the UNDP study on Reforming Technical Cooperation
  - The overall development cooperation literature on institutional development and management

---

178 Organisational refers to both the organization as a unit of analysis and to the type of activity (organisational as opposed to technical or financial performance).
Effectiveness and sustainability

Because the DAC study has broad support from the beginning, its stakeholders are likely to be supportive of the end product. Presently about 10 development organisations have indicated an interest in providing funding to the study, albeit sometime tied to their own cases. The donors range from members of the like-minded group to the Japanese and the Australians. This early buy-in helps to lay the ground for the final recommendations and encourage donors to implement them. In addition, it is expected that the study will lead to a DAC paper on good practice which will be a benchmark for the peer review process. This institutionalisation of the findings of the study will thus create an accountability mechanism.

Setting

The study focuses primarily on the local setting and on how capacity, organisational change and performance interlink at the macro, meso and macro levels. Unlike most donor funded activities, this study attempts to understand these processes from a local perspective. In addition, it is linking into local organisations and networks interested in having their stories told. This involvement of local people will create local dynamics of interest in the study and its findings and help to encourage application of the recommendations.

Target group

There are two broad audiences for the study:

- Field staff and other practitioners in the field including local organisations involved in development activities
- Western based staff in the headquarters of donors and other development organisations located in OECD countries

The ECDPM is surveying the needs of various audiences, particularly those of donors both from the perspective of field and headquarter operations, and will try to take these into account during the study. It will also adapt the final products to the different audiences, including, if required, to DGIS.

Counterparts/ Who does the study work with?

A key issue in choosing case studies will be a demand for the study from the field. All case studies must have interested contacts in the field who see benefits for their
organisation or organisations in having a case study done and to making their cases known. Their commitment and engagement will be critical not only to a good case study but also to how the case will be used subsequently. These uses may vary. The Eastern Caribbean Development Unit is, for example, presenting the case done under the DAC study to its board to support and justify its programmes. The Dutch Embassy in Bolivia has indicated an interest in working on a case study on public service reform as a means of rekindling interest in a stalled process.

The ECDPM will maintain links with these field contacts throughout the study and encourage them to form an international network for discussion and interchange. They will have access to the website set up by ECDPM to keep stakeholders informed of activities and of documents in progress. The case studies will be posted on this website as they are completed and will thus provide ideas for discussion within the group. The ECDPM will invite these contacts to the final meeting of the study and advisory groups where they will participate in the formulation of the recommendations coming out of the study. They will also have an opportunity to comment on the final report.

Other factors in choosing case studies include

- level: non-profit, private sector or public sector
- organisational versus inter-organisational
- geographical location.
Annex 2: The case studies

1. *Developing Capacity for Participatory Development in the Context of Decentralisation – South Sulawesi, Indonesia*

This case study examines how Takalar district in the Indonesian province of South Sulawesi took up the challenge of tackling rural poverty through the introduction of participatory development and community empowerment methodologies. The case looks at the range of capacities that were required of various local stakeholders (local government officials, non-governmental organisations and the communities at large), examines the processes through which the district, in partnership with JICA, undertook to develop these capacities, and discusses the broader socio-political challenges encountered in sustaining interest in and the capacity for participatory development against the wider background of political and administrative decentralisation.

Between 1997-2002, Takalar district and JICA introduced a model of participatory development known as ‘SISDUK’. Influenced by a Japanese participatory development planning concept, it recognises that all communities possess indigenous capabilities and resources that can be mobilised to address development needs. Rather than providing goods and services to communities as passive recipients, SISDUK seeks to mobilise community groups to help themselves by adopting a capacity development approach aimed at empowerment and facilitating local (village) institutions. SISDUK is both a programme facility offering small grants to stimulate community development initiatives, and a development concept that challenges conventional ways of tackling local development.

Much like other participatory development methodologies it offers an alternative model of local development. In the Indonesian context, the notion of participatory development is particularly challenging as it demands a significant shift in the way government works and in the way it sees its relationship with other stakeholders. Inevitably, many capacity challenges arise, but perhaps most prominent is the issue of influencing attitude, or mindsets.

JICA assistance to SISDUK came to a close in 2002. Two years on, SISDUK remains in place, backed up by a local government regulation and financed through the local government’s own budget. Senior management talk enthusiastically about SISDUK and of the contribution it has made to local development and decentralisation. At the provincial level, training and promotion work continues to be provided. Some eight districts have shown interest in the Takalar experience and are considering doing something similar in their own localities. Yet despite the achievements SISDUK has changed in fundamental ways. Key elements of the participatory development system are no longer being practiced as intended, while many of the capabilities developed are no longer actively used. The story of SISDUK is therefore as much about the dissemination and sustaining of novel ideas and the inculcation of a different model of development as it is about developing specific capabilities.

2. *Developing Capacity for Tax Administration – The Rwanda Revenue Authority*

In November 1997, the Rwandan transitional parliament passed a law establishing the Rwanda Revenue Authority (RRA) as a body corporate charged with administering the collection of taxes and customs and excise duties on behalf of government. The establishment of the RRA marked the beginning of a remarkable process of
organisational development, which has seen the transformation of the government's capacity to manage revenue collection. In just six years, the RRA has become a performing and respected institution that has helped increase domestic revenue generation from 9.5% to 13% of GDP. This is in stark contrast to the situation prior to the creation of RRA. Revenue collection had been the responsibility of a department within the Ministry of Finance that was characterised as incompetent, inefficient and corrupt.

This case study looks at the first six years of the RRA and identifies the factors that contributed to its remarkable achievements. What has transformed it into a performing and respected institution? What have been the factors driving change? How important has capacity development been to this record of achievement? How has external assistance facilitated the process of transformation?

The organisation's spectacular achievements have taken place against the background of a country emerging from trauma. After more than 30 years of state division, ethnic conflict and growing economic malaise, the RRA was born into an environment that could best be described as hostile. The civil war and genocide had left one million people dead and nearly three million refugees in exile, the fabric of society had been torn apart, the state and economy had collapsed and infrastructure destroyed. In 1997, the Rwandan state was still in a process of reconstruction but had begun to move to the point where longer-term development issues could begin to be contemplated alongside the ongoing need to deal with issues of regional insecurity as well as social and political fragility within its borders.

Today, it is clear that the government has succeeded in galvanising a societal drive to pick itself up and to work towards becoming a prosperous, secure and confident society. There seems to be a strong desire to succeed and to prove that the country can re-emerge from the depths of crisis. The drive to perform and the eagerness to succeed are all-pervasive and go a long way to compensate for the shortages in capacity that the country faces. The Rwandan government had also been able to mobilise the support of sections of the international community that had pledged support to rebuild the country. Together with its external partners, it has set out an agenda to create a united Rwandan people sharing common identity and goals. At the heart of this agenda is the fight against poverty and the creation of a democratic and inclusive political dispensation.

3. **Resilience and High Performance amidst conflict, epidemics and extreme poverty – the Lacor Hospital, Uganda**

St Mary’s Hospital, known locally as the Lacor Hospital, in Gulu district of Northern Uganda, formerly an isolated Catholic missionary hospital, is now fully integrated into the Ugandan health system, and is a leading provider of hospital-based health care in the country.

The case study draws attention to the factors that have played a role in shaping the hospital’s capability to perform effectively in an environment characterised by conflict, epidemics and extreme poverty. It describes how the hospital has over forty years grown into a centre of excellence, setting an example for the rest of the health system and helping to build health care capacity for the whole country. With 474 beds, Lacor is the second largest medical centre in Uganda. It is an extraordinary example of capacity development, adaptation and performance in a region characterised by an 18-year civil war, extreme poverty and outbreaks of virulent epidemics including the Ebola virus.

The Italian Dr Piero Corti and his Canadian wife, Dr Lucille Teasdale, began to build up the Lacor hospital in the early 1960s. Dr Corti formulated a clear objective for the
hospital: to offer the best possible service to the largest possible number of people at the lowest possible cost. Dr Teasdale imprinted on the staff an attitude of care and love for the patients. Their tireless dedication and hard work set an example for the staff and developed into a value system that still guides the hospital.

The 1990s marked a watershed in the organisation’s development. It had to adapt from being an externally funded missionary hospital, following its own systems and procedures, into a private not-for-profit health provider integrated into the health system, partially funded by the Ministry of Health. The 1990s were also characterised by the continuing civil war and extreme poverty in the northern districts. Moreover, the outbreak of Ebola in 2000 had a devastating effect on the organisation and nearly destroyed it. When the epidemic hit the region, there were 393 confirmed cases with 193 deaths. At the hospital, 150 cases were confirmed, of which 52% died. Among the hospital’s 100 volunteer staff, 12 died, including Dr Matthew Lukwiya, a brilliant medical specialist who had been earmarked as the future director of the hospital. Despite these challenges, the hospital has continued to flourish and to enjoy the respect and admiration of local, national and international stakeholders. However it has reached a critical stage in its organisational evolution where it has recognised the need to reflect carefully on its future trajectory and on its role within the larger Ugandan health care system. To this end, the hospital recently prepared a five year strategic plan formulated through active engagement with its stakeholders.

4. Papua New Guinea’s Health Sector – A Review of Capacity, Change and Performance Issues

This case study examines the reform process in PNG’s health sector from a capacity development perspective. It addresses a number of factors influencing capacity development, change and performance in the sector, including issues internal to the National Department of Health (NDoH), capacity issues at sub-national levels, the institutional ‘rules of the game’ that guide attitudes, behaviour and relationships in the PNG context and in the emerging health SWAp, and broader contextual factors. The study takes the health sector as the main unit of analysis, but with significant regard to NDoH given its central role in planning, standards and setting overall policy direction. The report highlights how the different levels of PNG’s broader ‘capacity system’ are interdependent, with constraints and opportunities at one level influencing possibilities at the other levels.

The Health Sector is presently guided by the fifth National Health Plan – Health Vision 2010 – which aims to ‘improve the health of all (5.3 million) Papua New Guineans, through the development of a health system that is responsive, effective, affordable, and accessible to the majority of our people’. Specific priorities include increased services to the rural majority (85% of the population), many of whom presently do not have access to basic health services.

The government of Papua New Guinea and the donor community are moving towards a sector-wide approach (SWAp) to health reform, consistent with international development cooperation trends. AusAID and the Asian Development Bank have been the major contributors to the SWAp. However, despite significant investments in the sector in recent years, the health of Papua New Guineans is ‘at best plateauing’ and a number of health indicators are actually declining.

The report contends that while PNG has a fundamentally sound national health policy, implementation has fallen short of the mark. Relying on a capacity development lens, the report explores some of the reasons why NDoH has been ‘successful’ in policy
development, but less so in policy implementation. It suggests that PNG’s policy development strengths are rooted in the experience and commitment of senior actors in the sector and are buttressed by a broad consensus in PNG on the importance of health services. Shortcomings in implementation are attributed to a number of factors, some of which are internal to the sector, including management issues, relationships, financing arrangements, the skills of health practitioners, and external factors, such as the institutional rules which affect the behaviour of sector stakeholders. Despite the implementation challenges, the team noted a number of ‘success stories’ which have emerged.
### Capacity Insights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developing Capacity For Participatory Development In The Context Of Decentralisation – South Sulawesi, Indonesia</th>
<th>Developing Capacity for Tax Administration – The Rwanda Revenue Authority</th>
<th>Resilience and High Performance amidst conflict, epidemics and extreme poverty – Lacor Hospital, Uganda</th>
<th>Papua New Guinea’s Health Sector – A Review of capacity, change and performance issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The external agency JICA played a key role as a facilitator of change offering a protected space for innovation and learning and for forging collaborative relationships between local actors.</td>
<td>• The case highlights the contribution of both internal and external factors in driving and sustaining RRAs transformation.</td>
<td>• The case provides an example of an evolving and endogenous process of capacity development that followed an implicit rather than explicit change strategy.</td>
<td>• The case illustrates how the ability of individual organisations to develop their own capacity is determined in part by their relationships and the roles they play within complex networks and systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The case highlights the challenges of introducing participatory development approaches into a bureaucratic and hierarchical environment and the need to provide appropriate incentives for different stakeholders to embrace change.</td>
<td>• Leadership played a critical role in setting a vision, driving the change process, and galvanising a shared sense of organisational purpose and loyalty among staff.</td>
<td>• While external support has been significant in financial and technical resources terms, it has never been intrusive, nor has it led the process.</td>
<td>• While the external environment is generally not conducive to sustained capacity development, important achievements have been recorded which can be attributed to the attitudes and skills of managers in dealing with contextual variables as well as the ability of organisations to isolate themselves from dysfunctions in the broader system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The case also draws attention to the influence of broader institutional change processes as well as the legacy of the country’s political economy on creating and closing opportunities for change.</td>
<td>• ‘Soft’ capabilities emerged along side the more familiar ‘hard’ capabilities as critical to organisational performance in terms of learning, managing change and engaging with the external environment.</td>
<td>• The case highlights how the hospital nurtured a set of core capabilities that enabled it to learn to adapt to an ever changing environment, to nurture and safeguard a set of core values and to maintain the highest levels of service delivery.</td>
<td>• Crucial to the entire process has been the progressive transfer of visionary leadership from the hospital’s founders to a new generation of committed health workers, as well as a willingness to interact with the wider health care system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• External assistance played a critical role in accompanying the change process working in an iterative and pragmatic manner. With time, a frank and open relationship developed between the partners.</td>
<td>• External assistance played a critical role in accompanying the change process working in an iterative and pragmatic manner. With time, a frank and open relationship developed between the partners.</td>
<td>• Crucial to the entire process has been the progressive transfer of visionary leadership from the hospital’s founders to a new generation of committed health workers, as well as a willingness to interact with the wider health care system.</td>
<td>• The case demonstrates the value of using a systems perspective to help understand complex capacity issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. The Role of Churches in Governance and Public Performance – Papua New Guinea

This case examines the role of Christian churches as institutional actors within Papua New Guinea’s governance and service delivery landscape. It considers their capacity to engage in advocacy and policy related work, as well as to function as a partner of government in the delivery of social services. In so doing, it looks at the interplay of endogenous change processes and the development of capabilities to see how these have translated into the performance of various church-based institutions and the capacity of the church sector as a whole. The positioning of Christian churches as a significant player within the PNG institutional landscape needs to be understood in the context of the role of traditional institutions in PNG society and the struggle of the formal state to establish legitimacy at the local level.

The community of Christian churches in Papua New Guinea (PNG) is very diverse, ranging from mainstream churches, such as the Catholic, Lutheran and United Churches, to others with smaller congregations, such as the Baptists and Anglicans. The Seventh Day Adventists form an important church community in PNG, and there has been an increase in the number of Pentecostal and Evangelical churches across the country. In total, PNG has approximately 150 different missions, sects and free churches. These church groups entered PNG in several waves since the late 19th century, and an estimated 99% of the population now identify themselves as Christians. While PNG has had relatively long contact with various church groups, some remote communities had no contact with the ‘outside world’ as late as the 1950s.

There is a widespread recognition that the churches play a very important role in PNG society. Collectively, they provide about half of the country’s health services and – in partnership with government – co-manage some 40% of the primary and secondary education facilities. Churches also run two of the country’s six universities and are responsible for training many of the country’s teachers and health workers. A number of church groups are also involved in peace and reconciliation activities in areas experiencing tribal or other types of conflict, while others speak out on the governance situation and the lack of basic government services in parts of the country.

The churches are seen as having made a significant contribution to development and modernisation, and the introduction of values and morals which are now recognised in the country’s Constitution. They have deep roots in PNG’s diverse communities and can draw upon considerable social capital to influence change processes at various levels. Many of the country’s leaders have been trained in church institutions and continue to play a prominent role in shaping PNG society. However, there are some who believe that religious organisations have also contributed to the decline of PNG’s traditional cultural practices and values.

6. COEP – Mobilising against hunger and for life – An Analysis of capacity and change in a Brazilian network

This case examines a Brazilian social solidarity network, COEP (the Committee of Entities in the Struggle against Hunger and a Full Life) through the lens of organisational and social capacity and change. COEP is committed to building a just and inclusive society for all Brazilians, one without hunger and poverty. Its members include government agencies, parastatals and organisations from the private sector and civil society. COEP is in fact a network of networks, active federally, in all of Brazil’s 27 states, and now also at the municipal level. Its strategies include
encouraging its members to support and participate in development projects to combat poverty, organising campaigns to mobilise public and institutional resources to end poverty, and promoting cooperation among its affiliates in their development work and campaigns.

The COEP experience is of interest to the wider study for several reasons.

- It is uniquely Brazilian, part of that country's renewed democracy and of the broad social movement against hunger. Created by Brazilian initiative, COEP has been sustained by Brazilian resources.
- It is an intriguing hybrid - a voluntary nationwide network that embodies many aspects of a civil society organisation, but which operates in the border area between the state, the parastatal sector, private business and civil society.
- It is engaged with the paramount development issues of the day, mobilising citizens and organisations to work to end poverty and for social justice. It commands legitimacy as a development actor, legitimacy that helps to keep these issues on the public agenda.

Against the background of Brazil's recent socio-economic and political evolution, the case examines how the network has evolved and identifies the capabilities that have enabled it to become a thriving and dynamic network active throughout the country. COEP's trajectory over its first decade was remarkable by any standards. From improbable beginnings in 1993, it has grown to include more than 800 organisations. At critical junctures along the way, it has shown considerable resourcefulness and creativity, drawing on its substantial internal resources to respond to the dynamics of a changing environment and its own membership. Four elements stand out:

- COEP's strong self-definition: the core values, principles and purposes of the network were clear from the beginning, and have remained constant.
- The network has had creative leadership with strong legitimacy and a capability for strategic thinking.
- The network has created effective structures for governance and management, well suited to its changing circumstances and profile.
- COEP has managed a dramatic growth in numbers and geographic scope to become a nationwide organisation.

7. Capacity Building for Decentralised Education Service Delivery – Ethiopia

This study is one of two that examines capacity building for decentralised education service delivery. It explores the recent experiences of Ethiopia in reforming the education sector since 1997 against the background of a broader devolution process which began in earnest in 2001. The study examines the institutional environment and broader governance context and identifies factors that have both facilitated and constrained the development of capacity across the sector from the classroom level to the policy making level. It also looks at the role of external partners in supporting the reform process.

Ethiopia is a low-income country with a GNP per capita of only $100 in 2002, and a Human Development Index ranking of 169 out of 175 countries. Almost 40% of the population are illiterate and only 24% of pupils complete primary school education. For the present government, which came to power in 1991 after 16 years of bloody civil war, education is now a national development priority: nearly 14% of government budget is allocated to it. The Education Sector Development Programme (ESDP) was introduced in 1997 as a vehicle for implementing the 1994 education policy, which envisaged universal primary education by 2015.
The devolution of service delivery was included in the 1995 Constitution, which provides an unusual degree of autonomy to Ethiopia’s 11 regional states. In 1999-2000, however, studies by the World Bank depicted an administration more akin to deconcentration below the regional level. Regional state governments tended to dominate service delivery at the woreda and kebele levels. After a crisis within the ruling party (EPRDF), which culminated in a policy ‘renewal’ in 2001, more genuine devolution took place. Full discretion was given to elected woreda councils to allocate unconditional grants from regional state treasuries (initially in the four largest regions).

The federal government was reorganised in 2001. An Office for the Coordination of Capacity Building (soon converted into a ministry) was established to initiate capacity building polices, to design and implement related programmes in support of the regions, and to coordinate other related organs of government, including the Ministry of Education. A national capacity building strategy was also developed as part of the Civil Service Reform Programme launched in 1998, and a plan for implementing it was put in place to be led by the newly created Ministry of Capacity Building. The strategy’s three elements - human capacity, systems and procedures, and organisational structures and interrelationships - are based on the understanding that the country will only achieve its goals if it can coordinate the use of its human resources, institutional capacity and the procedures to carry out these tasks.

8. Capacity Building for Decentralised Education Service Delivery – Pakistan

This study is one of two that examines capacity building for decentralised education service delivery. The study explores recent experiences in the Punjab to strengthen capacity and performance of the education sector. It examines the institutional environment and broader governance context within which institutional reform and capacity development is taking place and identifies factors that have both facilitated and constrained the development of capacity across the sector from the classroom to the policy making level. It also looks at the role of external partners in supporting the reform process.

Pakistan is classified by the World Bank as a low-income country with a GNP per capita of $410, and a Human Development Index ranking of 144 out of 175 countries. It spends only 1.8% of GDP on education (1998-2000), which amounts to 7.8% of the government budget. The average literacy rate is 44%, but this disguises the fact that only half as many women are literate as men. The primary school completion rate is 59%, but the female enrolment rate is only 74% of that of boys, and much lower in rural areas. Overall, it is one of the world’s worst performing countries in terms of education coverage and outcomes. As a result of state neglect of education, the private sector has filled the gap. The eventual emergence of education as a national priority has to be seen against this backdrop of neglect, which has resulted in chronic infrastructure shortages, and the low status of teaching as a profession. In Pakistan’s political environment (where patronage is significant), politicians have preferred development schemes such as roads, electricity or water supplies, which have shorter payback times than education, and building new schools rather than improving existing ones. Political influence has been disruptive: new schools are sited in politically advantageous but educationally inefficient or irrelevant locations, and teachers are transferred as political favours.

Devolution in Pakistan has a long history, dating back to the mid-19th century in what was then colonial British India. Up to partition in 1947, the British granted local governments only very circumscribed functions. They were headed by an all-powerful
deputy commissioner even after Independence. There is some evidence that their elected members were used to legitimise the 'essentially unitary' 1962 Constitutional arrangements or to build constituencies for the military. Non-party local electoral arrangements resulted in the localisation and personalisation of politics at local level. When provincial assemblies were revived in 1985 they were dominated by local politicians. Indirectly elected provincial ministers - faced with non-party constituencies - therefore started to use development funds to increase their chances of re-election. The continued lack of political ownership of local government has led, among other things, to a tendency for discretionary development programmes to be controlled by upper levels of government. Tensions between provincial and local tiers of government led to the suspension of local bodies from 1993 to 1998.
### Capacity Insights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Role of Churches in Governance and Public Sector Performance – Papua New Guinea</th>
<th>Mobilising against hunger and for life – An Analysis of capacity and change in a Brazilian network – COEP</th>
<th>Capacity Building for Decentralised Education Service Delivery – Ethiopia</th>
<th>Capacity Building for Decentralised Education Service Delivery – Pakistan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Drawing on a conceptual model of community level social capital and networks, the case identifies four core capabilities that have emerged across the church sector:  
  ○ bonding,  
  ○ bridging  
  ○ linking, and  
  ○ the use of space. | • Critical forces that have allowed capabilities to emerge within COEP are to be found within its internal resources, both intangible and material. Three critical factors reinforced each other:  
  ○ COEP benefited from creative leadership that enjoyed substantial legitimacy within the network and beyond;  
  ○ It demonstrated a sustained capability for strategic thinking and change, continuously renewing itself while maintaining its character and principles; and  
  ○ It benefited from the commitment of its institutional members and even more the passion, ideas and energy that the people of COEP bring to their work. | • Contextual factors have been generally favourable in promoting capacity development: - a policy commitment to devolution; improved conditions within the public service especially at the local level and local accountability systems that work. Communities also make large contributions to education, creating strong ownership at community level.  
  • At the same time, there are major challenges at all levels, with indications of capacity constraints, functional overload and detachment from local realities at the federal level, particularly in the Ministry of Education.  
  • Economic deprivation and severe resource constraints also impinge negatively on key capacities, and especially on the number of teachers that the country can afford.  
  • The study concludes that the 'balance sheet' regarding donor engagement in capacity development of the sector has positive (capacity enhancing) and negative (capacity draining) features. | • Contextual factors have been unfavourable in facilitating capacity development: the bureaucracy is largely self-interested while representative democracy is dysfunctional in part because of collusion with the bureaucracy. Together, these pose formidable obstacles to improving performance.  
  • The government faces a real capacity building dilemma. There is an urgent need for effective and rapid development of capacities. However, there are severe constraints on enhancing capacities to design and deliver programmes that will induce sustained behaviour change and more effective organisational performance.  
  • There appears to be little experience among key players of systematic training and organisational development. In addition, little learning about capacity building is taking place (about what works, what doesn’t and why). |
| • These capabilities have contributed to the church community’s collective ability to engage in governance work.  
  • Six factors triggered the process of change and the emergence of key capabilities:  
  ○ leadership,  
  ○ religious interpretations (value),  
  ○ a shared conceptual base and faith-based mandate,  
  ○ appropriate communication channel,  
  ○ legitimacy through resilience, knowledge and service delivery, and  
  ○ intermediary structures and organisations. | | |

- Contextual factors have been generally favourable in promoting capacity development: - a policy commitment to devolution; improved conditions within the public service especially at the local level and local accountability systems that work. Communities also make large contributions to education, creating strong ownership at community level.
- At the same time, there are major challenges at all levels, with indications of capacity constraints, functional overload and detachment from local realities at the federal level, particularly in the Ministry of Education.
- Economic deprivation and severe resource constraints also impinge negatively on key capacities, and especially on the number of teachers that the country can afford.
- The study concludes that the 'balance sheet' regarding donor engagement in capacity development of the sector has positive (capacity enhancing) and negative (capacity draining) features.
- Contextual factors have been unfavourable in facilitating capacity development: the bureaucracy is largely self-interested while representative democracy is dysfunctional in part because of collusion with the bureaucracy. Together, these pose formidable obstacles to improving performance.
- The government faces a real capacity building dilemma. There is an urgent need for effective and rapid development of capacities. However, there are severe constraints on enhancing capacities to design and deliver programmes that will induce sustained behaviour change and more effective organisational performance.
- There appears to be little experience among key players of systematic training and organisational development. In addition, little learning about capacity building is taking place (about what works, what doesn’t and why).
9. Building Capabilities for Performance – The OECS/ESDU Case

This case looks at the experience of the Environment and Sustainable Development Unit (ESDU) of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) located in St. Lucia, the Caribbean. The unit, originally conceived as the regional implementing arm for projects funded by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) at the beginning of the 1990s, has since become integrated into the OECS where it performs a facilitating and bridging function on environmental matters in response to the needs of OECS Member States.

The study tries to explain ESDU’s effectiveness in enhancing its organisational capabilities for performance over the period 1996-2003 with specific reference to the external context, the stakeholders, the internal features and resources, capacities, endogenous change and adaptation, external intervention and performance. It is based on and supported by research carried out at the ESDU office in St Lucua in February 2003.

ESDU is a story of organisational transformation, and what it takes to get there. Changes implemented over the period under study include the organisation’s mandate, management style, and structure. The results were enhanced performance, improved service output, better staff satisfaction and higher credibility amongst stakeholders. At first glance the ESDU experience might seem to be of only moderate interest. It is a tiny unit within the OECS, with only 13 permanent staff and a simple organisational structure. It has been adequately financed by donors. It does not have to contend with many of the usual organisational dysfunctions facing many development organisations such as perverse incentives, politicisation and conflicting roles. But a deeper look reveals the ESDU case as a rich microcosm of insights and strategies with respect to capabilities for performance. In particular, the ESDU experience shows in some detail the imagination, effort, thought, discipline and staying power - in short, the purposeful organisational investment - that must be made in any serious effort to make things better.

The lessons of the ESDU case need to be assessed cautiously. All the dangers of the current interest with best practices are present. ESDU was, and is, a very particular organisational unit with special advantages that do not apply to most organisations. It was a small unit with few of the internal organisational pathologies that show up in much larger organisations. It was able to develop a clear mandate and set of beneficiaries. It had access to adequate resources. It did not face internal battles over the choice of its emerging capabilities. Collective approaches were obviously much easier in such a small organisation. ESDU was in a good situation and proceeded to make it better.

10. Organising for Large Scale System Change – the Case of ENACT in Jamaica

This case looks at the Environmental Action (ENACT) Programme, a collaboration between Jamaica’s National Conservation Resources Agency and the Canadian International Development Agency. ENACT’s mandate was to work with Jamaican public, private and non-profit organisations to improve their capabilities to identify and solve national environmental problems. Programme design began in 1990 but field activities only got under way in 1994. It took until 1999, to put in places all the pieces to make ENACT a high-performing support unit of the National Environment and Planning Agency (NEPA). ENACT did not work in conventional ways to develop capacity, nor was it guided by a set of pre-conceived project activities. Instead it
sought to respond to emerging demands and to reinforce existing initiatives driven by local organisations through a variety of means.

Due to the complexities of the experience of the ENACT programme, this case contains within it a number of themes that are instructive in their own right and that can be summarised as follows:

- The wider Jamaican context and its influence on the ENACT programme. Despite its comparatively small size, Jamaica has had a dramatic history leading to a country of contrasts and paradoxes. Part of the challenge facing the ENACT programme was to create the right 'fit' between this context and its strategies for enhancing capabilities and performance.
- The growth and development of the ENACT programme unit. Specifically, it examines how the four main participating groups - NEPA, CIDA, the Canadian executing agency and the ENACT field team - collaborated over time to make the unit effective. The focus of this case is therefore limited to what was perceived to be its comparative advantage, namely, process issues in support of large-scale system change.
- The strategies for capacity development chosen by the ENACT programme over the period 1996-2004 to improve the capabilities and performance of its Jamaican stakeholders and partners, and why these choices were made.

The ENACT programme is also a case study of a donor - in this case the Canadian International Development Agency - searching for the most appropriate way to interact with a complex programme to try to build capabilities and performance. By their very nature, such interventions have uncertain methodologies and hard-to-measure outcomes. Balancing a clear vision and improvisation is usually difficult. The case shows that CIDA addressed, mostly effectively, three key questions: How should such a programme be designed? How could CIDA help to manage such a programme in order to meet its own accountability requirements? How should a bilateral donor support such a programme to achieve results?

11. Networking Collaboratively – The Brazilian Observatório on Human Resources in Health

This case explores the evolution of the Brazilian Observatório on Human Resources in Health - a network of university institutes, research centres and one federal office, consisting today of some 13 network 'nodes' or 'workstations', which are coordinated via a secretariat consisting of staff members of the Ministry of Health and the Brasilia office of the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO).

This case sheds light on the creation and sustenance of capacity and capabilities in the context of networks. It provides insights on what capabilities are needed to make networking function and how capacity created in the context of networks leads to performance. It traces the way in which the network has grown into being a significant actor in the health sector and examines the discrete but crucial role that external partners played in supporting the development of the Observatório.

The idea for a formal network on human resources for the health sector came to Brazil in 1998 as part of a PAHO initiative to improve human resources policymaking throughout Latin America. At that time, policy for human resources planning, development and management in the health sector had become a key concern in various Latin-American countries. Earlier networking experiences among several health institutes from as early as the 1970s provided a foundation for the Observatório’s implementation in Brazil. A year later, in 1999, the Ministry of Health
legally recognised it as a mechanism to exchange information with which to inform policy and develop, regulate and manage human resources in the health sector. But the network was not created from zero. A long history of multiple processes shaped the cooperation arrangement. Many of these processes have internal roots and were driven by the motivation and commitment of individual network members. But there have also been moments when external support and intellectual inputs proved crucial to the network's flowering. The PAHO has been particularly instrumental, as it has facilitated, balanced and stimulated interchanges among actors through its long-term presence in the country.

The Observatório is nationally and internationally recognised as a unique and successful case of state-non-state interaction in health. The network has produced a substantial amount of valuable information and analyses from its productive interplay between Brazil's Ministry of Health, PAHO and the network working stations, as well as from intense horizontal cooperation between network members. Most of these members are active in other health networks as well, which has created an environment in which intense exchanges and collaboration on issues in public health have been initiated and developed.

12. The Growth of Capacity by IUCN in Asia

This study explores the growth of capacity in IUCN in Asia over the period from its inception in 1995 to early 2005, with the aim of broadly assessing how capacity was built, maintained and strengthened over that period. This regional component of IUCN—the World Conservation Union employs 445 staff members who work in partnership with 136 governmental and non-governmental members to focus on the conservation and rehabilitation of landscapes, ecosystems, habitats and species in Asia. In the process, IUCN in Asia aims to promote sustainable natural resource management and equitable, sustainable livelihoods within and among nations, communities and gender groups.

In the first several decades of its existence, the management of the global IUCN programme was highly centralised. The effort to create an Asia Regional Programme followed a global directive to decentralise and regionalise that was issued in the mid-1990s. A regionalised IUCN was expected to be more responsive to its membership, more financially sound and sustainable, and more likely to realise IUCN’s overarching goals through regionally sensitive approaches.

The 23 countries of Asia present specific challenges and opportunities to an organisation like IUCN. The political, cultural and ecological complexity of the region creates a highly specific context in which managers worked to build an Asia Regional Programme within IUCN. This case recounts, largely in their own words, senior managers’ descriptions of the process of forming a regional manifestation of IUCN. It reviews the kinds of managerial thinking and approaches that went into creating the regional programme, and highlights a strategy for change that combined formal, documented plans with a parallel process of highly flexible daily management practice.

The study examines how informants characterised the role of leadership, collective strategic thinking, and an established base country programme as they reflected on the rapid growth of capacity in IUCN in Asia. It pays particular attention to the cultivation of regional coherence, describing the key principles and structures through which capacity and coherence were encouraged. These include the Asia Working Group / Asia Regional Directorate, the practice of
co-location, the establishment of unique positions, the use of information-sharing networks, and an ongoing process of reassessment and change that continues at this writing.

While certain aspects of the trajectory of capacity development in IUCN in Asia resemble that of many private transnational organisations, there is a uniqueness to IUCN in Asia's management culture and commitment that defies quick categorisation, and instead is best represented through the extended quotations presented in this report.
## Capacity Insights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Capabilities for Performance – The OECS/ESDU Case</th>
<th>Organising for Large Scale System Change – the Case of ENACT in Jamaica</th>
<th>Networking Collaboratively – The Brazilian Observatório on Human Resources in Health</th>
<th>The Growth of Capacity by IUCN in Asia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- The ESDU case is an example of organisational transformation, and what it takes to get there.</td>
<td>- ENACT’s capacity development strategy combined four elements: a process approach based on responsive entrepreneurship, working across a wide spectrum of capacity development initiative, working with a wide variety of stakeholders and partners, and working at a variety of levels. The programme generated its effectiveness by achieving ‘fit’ both internally and with the conditions and demands of the surrounding environment.</td>
<td>- The case provides insights on the capabilities needed to make a network function. These included a mix of technical, internal, external and so-called ‘soft’, or generative capabilities. These capabilities emerged incrementally with some having their roots three to four decades before the network was recognised by law.</td>
<td>- This case offers an example of a successful transnational nonprofit organization in which a strong sense of purpose and commitment unites managers and staff across the region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Driven by strong leadership, committed staff, and external partners willing to give the organisation space to develop, these actions helped generate an upward spiral of capabilities and performance.</td>
<td>- The case illustrates how a donor can play a facilitating role by adopting a hands-off approach, and by giving time and space to ENACT and its partners to develop an appropriate intervention strategy.</td>
<td>- These capabilities were progressively shaped, connected, structured and nurtured. The process was not orchestrated, but accompanied, facilitated and stimulated by a number of personalities from within Brazil as well as from abroad.</td>
<td>- Although complexity and dynamism characterize the context in which they work, a combination of specific organizational characteristics and ongoing management efforts have allowed the IUCN to rapidly develop capacity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| | | - The case also highlights the role of motivation and group learning in transforming capacity into performance. | - Factors that have contributed include:  
  o an interconnected process of ongoing assessment and change,  
  o a strategy for change that combines formal, documented plans with a parallel process of highly flexible daily management practice, and  
  o strong leadership but also capable ‘followership.’ |
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13. Strategic positioning and trade-related capacity development: The case of CPTL and Russia

Membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO) has its privileges: increased and more predictable access to international markets for domestic goods and services, a dispute settlement mechanism to assist in resolving commercial conflicts, and international recognition as a member of a key multilateral institution. WTO membership also has its obligations: increased exposure of the domestic market to international competition, government responsibility to implement and enforce domestic economic reform commitments made at the negotiating table, and government participation in the evolution of the WTO and its agreements.

Countries large and small consider membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO) as part of a long-term strategy of domestic economic reform and greater openness to the international economy. International donors, therefore, have an interest in providing technical assistance because WTO membership promotes economic reform and further engagement of these countries in the international system. International donors also have an interest in providing long-term trade-related capacity development (TRCD) assistance to equip local experts and institutions with the knowledge and tools for effective implementation and enforcement of WTO obligations.

The question from a capacity development perspective is: what is the best strategy for combining short-term technical support and longer-term capacity development assistance to promote a sustainable TRCD approach in a particular country? This paper examines the effectiveness of a ten-year strategy adopted by the Canada-based Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CPTL), the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), the Russian government, and local partners to develop a critical mass of experts within and outside government structures to support the short- and long-term interests of Russia as a member of the WTO.

The case demonstrates that the linkages between strategic positioning, capabilities development, and performance are clear, direct and mutually reinforcing. Strategic positioning of a donor-sponsored effort, for example, provides programming space and time for the internal capabilities of partner organisations to develop and take advantage of donor interventions in the areas of training, technical support and expert advice. As individual expertise and institutional capabilities develop, the relative position of these experts and institutions in the market for trade-related services improves and therefore helps to create the kinds of incentives that raise productivity, efficiency and performance within partner organisations over time.

The case study was written by the programme director who approached the assignment as a participant, observer and evaluator. The analysis is based on an examination of the decisions made, interactions with and between different organisations and individuals involved in the project, and extensive interviews with key players.

14. Building the capacity for managing public sector reform: The Tanzania experience

This case study is about how a country - Tanzania - went about building its capacity to manage a complex process of institutional and organisational change. It is not intended as an analysis of the outcomes and impacts of the overall Public Service Reform Programme (PSRP). Instead, the case study concentrates on the topic of
capacity development for change management within the public sector. The main focus of analysis is thus on the work of the Public Service Management (PSM) unit within the President's Office (PO-PSM) as a change manager within the public service rather than the PSRP as a programme. The Public Service Management (PO-PSM) unit initially functioned as a project implementation unit set up to manage public service reform as a conventional aid project. It was subsequently converted into an established part of government and expanded in size. The reform process was carefully designed to balance this connectedness with Government through tight connection to processes and networks while providing operating space through some freedom of action.

The Government of Tanzania has been going through various stages of public sector reform with the help of DFID, the World Bank and some other bilaterals, since the early 1990s and is seen to have made more progress than many other countries. It has also made genuine progress in building its own capacity to design and manage reform. The case looks at how and why this has happened, with an emphasis on the efforts of the Tanzanians involved. While the contributions of international funding agencies such as DFID and the World Bank were crucial to the progress of the work in terms of the provision of advice and financial support, they were not determinant. Capacity emerges. It is not delivered or transferred. National participants make or break capacity development in all cases.

In general, public service reform has more traction in Tanzania than in many other countries. The actions of government officials have been broadly supportive and the Tanzanian governing elite appears convinced about the need to embrace globalisation as a key part of any national development strategy. In addition, Tanzania has gone a considerable distance to depoliticise its policy making and to create space for ministries and departments to craft and manage reform programmes with politicians supplying general oversight.

The Government of Tanzania positioned the Public Service Reform Programme (PSRP) in the mainstream of global public sector reform. In the late 1990s, the Government, with enthusiastic international support, opted for the wholesale adoption of a set of reform measures collectively known as the 'new public management' (NPB), much of which was being applied internationally under the sponsorship of agencies such as the World Bank and DFID. This preference for foreign models had implications in terms of the transfer of organisational practices, absorptive capacity and a heavy reliance on technical assistance.

15. The National Action Committee Western Cape (NACWC) and technical education in South Africa

In the period 1994-6, a group of non-profit organisations with support from Danida sought to introduce a 'new institutional form' or model for technical education that would contribute to reforming the post Apartheid public sector of South Africa from the outside. The failure of their attempts was largely related to their lack of understanding of wider system constraints, particularly the capability and willingness of the public sector to absorb changes in the short term. There was a dilemma of balance and timing: not enough innovation leads to stagnation but too much scares supporters.
16. Local Government Support Programme: A case study of local government capacity development in the Philippines

The Philippines has made significant progress in decentralisation and democratisation over the past decade. Its devolution legislation and local government system are frequently studied by other Asian countries as a model for decentralisation. However, the process has not been without challenges. In 1991, when the Local Government Code was enacted, few local governments had the capacity to carry out their newly mandated functions. The national government and local government officials themselves identified the urgent need for capacity development and capacity development assistance for local government units. The national government charged the Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG), with responsibility to develop the capacity of local governments and invited donor assistance. Since 1991 many national government initiatives and donor-assisted projects have supported local government capacity development with one of the most successful being the Local Government Support Programme (LGSP), which represents a long-term commitment on behalf of CIDA to support the Government of the Philippines' decentralisation and poverty reduction strategies.

This case study explores capacity development and related performance improvement within the context of local governance in the Philippines over a 13-year period through the experience of the LGSP as well as the DILG which enjoyed different but complementary mandates to support the decentralisation process. It focuses on the development of 'local government units' (cities and municipalities) that in the Philippine political structure are a second tier of government with specific functions devolved to them by the central government, and examines the capacity development strategies employed to accompany the process of their development.

The case describes the local government units and the enabling and regulatory environment in which they function as a system that is evolving and becoming stronger at the same time as the individual local government units are developing. The concept of capacity development presented in the study is an open systems model that considers capacity development as an ongoing process that in the case of Philippine local governments has led to related improvements in local government performance that in turn have resulted in better services and benefits to citizens.

The case suggests that given the political and social context conducive to devolution and democratisation that existed in the Philippines after the fall of the Marcos regime, and the enabling policy environment created by the enactment of the Local Government Code in 1991, endogenous local government capacity development began to occur. It also suggests that certain external interventions were very effective in supporting and enhancing this endogenous local government capacity development process because of the approaches and methodologies used.
Capacity Insights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic positioning and trade-related capacity development: The case of CPTL and Russia</th>
<th>Building the capacity for managing public sector reform: The Tanzania experience</th>
<th>The National Action Committee Western Cape (NACWC) and technical education in South Africa</th>
<th>Local Government Support Programme: A case study of local government capacity development in the Philippines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This case illustrates how a strategic management approach combined with a focus on building a self-financing think tank in Russia became the driving force for change and capacity development.</td>
<td>• Tanzania’s approach to public service reform is described as <em>planned comprehensiveness</em>. It is an ambitious government-wide approach that does not rely much on piloting or incrementalism, but rather on transplantation of new public management principles.</td>
<td>• Large-scale systems change (i.e. changing the delivery of technical education in South Africa) was inherently intractable in the prevailing complex political, technical, institutional, cultural and financial context.</td>
<td>• The case argues that endogenous capacity development happens where the social, political and economic context is conducive to change. In this respect, timing is critical to success and failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A strategic positioning or competitive analysis approach provided the appropriate incentives that supported capacity development. It also promoted the kind of organizational structure required for partner institutions to survive in the open market once external interventions came to an end.</td>
<td>• This approach may succeed in Tanzania because of an unusual combination of political support, low levels of political conflict, some skilled Tanzanian managers, an absence of deep bureaucratic resistance, some historical resonance, funder patience and some key domestic constituencies.</td>
<td>• Capacity development is a political process as much as it is an approach to technical and organizational improvement. In the NACWC case, a historical perspective was key, as was a cultural and social overview.</td>
<td>• It argues that effective capacity development is a function of the relationship between internal organisational features and the features of the external intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engaging local institutions from such a business-oriented perspective helped to develop the kind of culture and decision making required to secure new clients, put resources where they could be most effectively used, and position these organizations to adapt to changing market and competitive conditions.</td>
<td>• The role of the <em>international funding community</em> was generally positive. This is attributed to the rebuilding of donor-country relations after reaching a crisis point in the mid-1990s, and to the fact that the reform programme can be characterised as one of low politicisation and high strategy - precisely the type of situation in which international funding agencies are most comfortable.</td>
<td>• Organizations can develop capacity if they have the motivation, the resources and the operating space to do it. But there is a balance here. Too little space leads organizations to be disempowered and demotivated. Too much and they become unaccountable, unresponsive and occasionally predatory.</td>
<td>• The case emphasises the importance of effective design of external CD support programmes, as well as having access to skilled local and international staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The case demonstrates that the 'market' for service providers working in the capacity development 'business' can be segmented and differentiated according to the kinds of services or projects being demanded.</td>
<td>• Timing mattered in the NACWC case. Windows of opportunity opened and shut. An intervention that might have worked at a certain stage in the evolution of a complex system may fail at another.</td>
<td>• LGSP worked because it was embedded within on-going local government strengthening efforts, it took a long term perspective, and it used approaches aimed at enhancing endogenous processes rather than introducing external solutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17. A Note on Capabilities that Contribute to the Success of Non-governmental Organisations

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are increasingly important actors in the field of development. They are diverse, in terms of their organisational form, structure and culture, and the issues they address. Correspondingly, the capacities that NGOs need in order to deliver on their mandate range across a broad spectrum. When asked, NGOs themselves list an interesting set of capacities that they believe make them sustainable and effective.

This paper is not based on a case study, but emerged from research undertaken as part of a broader assessment of capacity development across a wide range of contexts and organisations. It draws primarily from the experience of NGOs in the South Asia region, i.e. medium-sized to large organizations and looks at NGOs from the inside-out – the capacities that NGOs consider critical to their effective functioning. Key among them is the capacity for survival or sustainability which a group of NGO leaders from around the world listed as the top challenge among eight faced by civil-society organisations. Also important were being donor savvy, mapping a growth path based on a vision of the future, building legitimacy, and acquiring the trust of donors.

Capacity Insights

- The paper argues that context plays a significant role in shaping organisational capacities. Successful organisations have an almost Darwinian ability to evolve capacities that will best ensure their probability of achieving their high-end goals.
- The capabilities demonstrated by the leadership of an NGO are strong factors in determining how successful it is. Successful NGOs and their leaders often mirror each others’ personalities – a large number of instances demonstrate a correlation between a strong visionary leader or group of leaders and successful organisation building.
- Capacity issues must be conceived of and addressed as a cyclical process rather than linear cause and effect constructs. Clearly, as an NGO ‘delivers’, it earns trust, and as it does so, that opens it up for more predictable funding and so on. Multiple strands generate themselves and come together in virtuous cycles of capacity development that gather speed as they go along.
## 18. Capacity issues addressed in the case studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strategic positioning</th>
<th>Hard capabilities and second order change</th>
<th>Soft capabilities and second order change</th>
<th>Legitimacy and accountability</th>
<th>External partners as facilitators of change</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Incremental and emergent change</th>
<th>Complexity and systems thinking</th>
<th>Intentionality</th>
<th>Planning, control and intentionality</th>
<th>Values and organisational culture</th>
<th>Networks</th>
<th>Capacity assessment</th>
<th>Incentives and other forms of motivation</th>
<th>Results, performance and sustainability</th>
<th>Impact of global and regional trends</th>
<th>Power and politics (political economy)</th>
<th>Demand and supply</th>
<th>Organisational learning</th>
<th>Time and Timing</th>
<th>Resilience</th>
<th>Operating space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SISDUK participatory development programme, Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda Revenue Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacor Hospital, Uganda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG Health Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG Churches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil COEP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Sector Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Sector Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESDU, East Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica ENACT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observatário, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUCN in Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPTL in Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Service Reform Programme, Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACWC, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government Support Programme, Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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